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NEARBY



Winning start



Three assailants in a van mow down, attack weekend crowd with knives



CSIR faces fund cruch, asks labs to look outside



Vidya Ram



NEW DELHI



The Council for Scientiic and Industrial Research is staring at a fund crunch this year. A letter from the organisation’s chief, Dr Girish Sahni, to directors of all of the organisation’s 38 labs says that the funding is “tight” and that labs have to look outside of the CSIR to meet their expenses. NEWS
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Row over ban on rallies at College Square KOLKATA



West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee’s instruction to ban rallies and protests in College Square, a hub of educational institutes where all major demonstrations are staged, in central Kolkata has generated strong reactions from both civil society as well as Opposition parties. NATION



7 killed as U.K. is targeted for third time in 3 months
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EDGE 쑺 4 PAGES DELHI METRO 쑺 6 PAGES



LONDON



Champion stuf: India pummelled Pakistan by 124 runs in its irst match of the ICC Champions Trophy at Edgbaston on Sunday. Here, skipper Virat Kohli and others congratulate Ravindra Jadeja, third left, after he ran out Shoaib Malik. AP (REPORT ON PAGE 15) *



Open to review of cattle slaughter notice: Minister May 23 notiication not aimed at changing food habits Press Trust of India New Delhi



The Central government on Sunday said it was open to suggestions from various groups on the May 23 cattle slaughter notification and was not viewing it as a prestige issue. Speaking to reporters here, Environment Minister Harsh Vardhan said the intention behind the notification was not to harm any particular group, influence food habits or affect the slaughter business. “Suggestions that have



Harsh Vardhan.



been submitted will be reviewed. It is not a prestige issue for the government,” the Minister told the media on the sidelines of a function to mark World Environment Day. He was asked if these



representations were being reviewed and if the government was open to considering alternative views. The row over cattle trade curbs sparked a nationwide controversy with protests in several States, including Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Karnataka. West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee described the ban as unconstitutional and said her government would not accept it. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



Seven people have died and at least 48 have been injured following a terrorist attack in London. It is the third terrorist attack to take place in the country, following last month’s bombing on the Ariana Grande concert in Manchester and the attack on Westminster in March. Police have arrested 12 people in the east London neighbourhood of Barking since the attack late on Saturday night. Prime Minister Theresa May decried the “evil ideology” of “Islamist extremism,” as she laid out how the country’s tackling of “one of the greatest challenges of our time” needed to change. Three assailants drove a van at high speed across London Bridge, by one of the city’s busiest stations, around 10 p.m. local time on Saturday, before ferociously attacking people with knives around Borough Market, a popular and lively area with pubs, restaurants and shops.



Shot dead The three attackers were wearing what appeared to be explosive vests, but they turned out to be fake. They were shot dead by police within eight minutes of the first call to emergency services. Police forces are re-



Shock on Saturday: Police oicers and members of emergency services attend to a person injured in the attack on London Bridge in central London. AFP *



viewing their presence across the capital in the coming days, with extra personnel set to be deployed across the city. No one has claimed responsibility for the attack. In the aftermath of the attack, London’s police force used a new warning system urging people to “Run, Hide, Tell,” outlining the ways in which people should respond if caught up in such an incident.



Ahead of poll The attack comes days before the general election is



due to take place, and after Britain’s threat level was reduced back to “severe” after being raised to its highest level “critical” following the Manchester attack. The threat level will now remain at severe, which means an attack remains “highly likely.” The main political parties said they would be suspending election campaigning till the end of the day, though campaigns at a more local level are set to continue. The far right UKIP party, however, said it would not



NIA on terror funding trail raids more places



Punjab police arrest 3 terror suspects



Currency notes of Pakistan, the UAE and Saudi Arabia have been seized



Had links with Pakistan’s ISI-backed outit, say police



Special Correspondent New Delhi



The National Investigation Agency continued its searches for the second consecutive day, on Sunday, at seven more places belonging to “secessionist and separatist elements,” besides hawala operators, in connection with an alleged case of terror financing by Pakistan-based terror outfits and the separatists in the Valley. “Searches were carried



out in Kashmir, Jammu and Gurugram. During the searches, Pakistani currency (a few thousands) and currencies of the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia have been found and seized, apart from other incriminating material. The persons concerned are being questioned,” said the NIA. Prominent among those raided by the NIA on Sunday were Tariq Ahmed Khan,



former president of the LoC Traders Association, Farooq Baggu and Kamal alias Bittu of Jammu. Another house of Zahoor Watali, businessman and brother of former inspector general of police Ali Muhammad Watali, in Gurugram was also searched. Earlier on Saturday, the agency swooped down on the separatists, their associates and some businessmen, suspected to be involved in routing funds, at 26 locations



across Kashmir, Haryana and Delhi, after it converted a preliminary enquiry into terror funding as an FIR. “The subject matter of investigation is to probe the entire chain of players behind financing of terrorist activities including pelting of stones on security forces, burning of schools, damaging government establishments and other such activities,” said the NIA. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



be suspending its campaign. The attack is the second on the city in three months, following the attack on Westminster Bridge and Parliament Square in March, in which a lone attacker used a vehicle to mow down pedestrians, and then attacked and killed a policeman outside Parliament with a knife. London Mayor Sadiq Khan called on the city’s residents to remain calm and vigilant. LONDONERS TRIED TO FIGHT OFF ASSAILANTS 쑺 PAGE 12



Capital sizzles at 47 degrees Staff reporter



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT CHANDIGARH



The Punjab police on Sunday said it has arrested three men having direct links with Pakistan’s ISIbacked outfit — the International Sikh Youth Federation (ISYF), who were trained to carry out terror attacks. The police, in a statement released here, said the three arrested suspects — Gurdial Singh, Jagroop Singh and Satwinder Singh -- had been



trained and tasked to carry out terror attacks and target various anti-Sikh individuals by Pakistan-based ISYF chief Lakhbir Rode. According to the Punjab police, Gurdial hails from Road Majara, Garhshankar in Hoshiarpur district, while both Jagroop and Satiwinder are residents of Chandpur Rurki, in Pojewal, Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar district. “A .32 bore pistol, with one magazine and 10 cart-



ridges and a .38 bore revolver, with seven cartridges, was recovered from the suspects,” said the police. “The suspects were nabbed after a meticulous intelligence-led operation of Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar district police and have been booked under various Sections of the Indian Penal Code, the Arms Act and the Unlawful Activities Act,” said the police.



new Delhi



The Capital saw the hottest day of the season with Palam recording a maximum temperature of 47 degrees Celsius and Safdarjung recording 44.6 degrees Celsius. The hottest day ever recorded for June was in 2014, when Palam recorded a maximum of 47.8 degrees, informed weather officials. DETAILS ON 쑺 DELHI METRO PAGE 3



Women to get combat role in Army: Gen. Rawat To be recruited in military police Press Trust of India New Delhi



In a transformational move, the Army is all set to open up combat positions for women, a gender barrier broken by only a few countries. Army chief Gen. Bipin Rawat said the process was moving fast, and initially women would be recruited for positions in the military police. “I am looking at women coming as jawans. I am going to start it soon. Firstly, we will start with women as military police jawans,” he said.



Other areas Women are now allowed in a number of select areas, including in the medical, legal, educational, signals and engineering wings of the Army but combat roles are off limits for them due to operational concerns and logistical issues. The Army chief said he was ready to recruit women as jawans, and the matter was being taken up with the government. “We have already started the process,” Gen. Rawat CM YK



General Bipin Rawat



*



told PTI in an exclusive interaction recently. He said women would have to show grit and strength in taking up challenges in combat roles and shatter the glass ceiling. Only Germany, Australia, Canada, the U.S., Britain, Denmark, Finland, France, Norway, Sweden and Israel have allowed women in combat roles. The roles of military police include policing the cantonments and army establishments, prevent breach of rules and regulations by soldiers, maintaining movement of soldiers as well as logistics during peace and war, handling prisoners of war and extending aid to civil police whenever required. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10 A ND-ND
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Timings



Monday, June 05



RISE 05:23 SET 19:17 RISE 15:38 SET 02:47 Tuesday, June 06



RISE 05:23 SET 19:17 RISE 16:30 SET 03:22



Pradhan to take up Kalma barrage issue with CWC



DEATH ANNIVERSARIES



OBITUARY & REMEMBRANCE



Wednesday, June 07



RISE 05:23 SET 19:18 RISE 17:23 SET 03:58



DEATH



‘Will also discus the issue with the Chhattisgarh government’ Press Trust of India Bhubaneswar



A day after Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik asked Chhattisgarh to open the Kalma barrage gates for free water flow in the Mahanadi river, senior BJP leader and Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan on Sunday said he would take up the matter with the Central Water Commission. “I will take up the matter relating to the Kalma barrage gates with the Union Water Resources Ministry and Central Water Commission to ensure that flow of water in the Maha-



nadi river through Odisha is not affected,” Mr. Pradhan told reporters.



Farmers’ need The Union Petroleum Minister further said that he would also take up the issue with the Chhattisgarh government on behalf of the BJP in order to safeguard the interests of the people of Odisha. Water required by the people for drinking purpose as also the farmers’ need for irrigation in the State must be secured, he said, adding people and farmers of Odisha would not be al-



lowed to suffer due to water scarcity. Meanwhile, BJD spokesperson and Food Supplies and Consumer Welfare Minister S. N. Patro said any dispute over water sharing between two States needs to be resolved in a democratic and federal set-up under inter-State principles by organisations like Central Water Commission. If the dispute remained unresolved, the State would have to approach the Centre and if nothing concrete emerges it may move the Supreme Court, he said.



1,000 houses lost due to river bank erosion Situation will get even worse after the monsoon, warns a district oicial house due to land erosion by the river last year.



Soumya Das Kolkata



For nearly a decade, residents of the Gitaldaha II gram panchayat area in Cooch Behar district have been living under the fear of losing their land and livelihood due to land erosion by the Dharla river which passes through Gitaldaha. At least 1,000 people in Dinhata I block have lost their homes in the last one decade as the river has swallowed their land. Speaking to The Hindu, locals said: “Villages of Bhoram Payasthi Purba (East) and Bhoram Payasthi Paschim (West) are on the verge of being swallowed up by the river, putting the livelihood of nearly 10,000 residents at stake.” The situation has become worse as the river keeps changing its course. The erosion of river banks mainly takes place from July to October after the water from the monsoon subsides and the



A view of the land erosion by the Dharla river in Cooch Behar.



*



MANSUR HABIBULLAH



brittle soil on the river bank collapses. “The river bank erosion in Gitaldaha has become a cause for concern for us. We are keeping an eye on the situation,” said Block Development Officer (Dinhata I) Partha Chakraborty, adding that the situation is going to get even



₹16.72 lakh seized from jailor’s oice



worse after the monsoon. Locals accuse the State Government of neglecting the issue. “It is only during the polls that these party leaders show up. They are not bothered whether we live or die after the polls are over,” said Rahim Miea (35), a resident of Boraiberi village, who lost his



Impact on education According to senior district officials, the erosion of river banks is also having an impact on the education and employment in the area . “Since locals have to keep shifting their homes, it has become difficult for them to continue their children’s education,” said a senior officer on conditions of anonymity. As for the impact on employment, he said since the locals are mostly farmers and agricultural labourers, it has become difficult for them to sustain their livelihood as large stretches of farm land have been swallowed up by the river. However, State Irrigation Minister Rajib Banerjee said that “tender has been floated for setting up river embankment in the area and work will begin soon”.



DEATH



0 DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/ company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.



Staff Reporter BHUBANESWAR



The Sambalpur police on Sunday seized cash to the tune of ₹16.72 lakh, liquor and other narcotics from the office of the jailor of the Sambalpur Circle Jail. As part of State-wide raids on different jails, police personnel arrived at the official chamber of jailor Sushant Rout in the morning. Nine mobile phones, SIM cards, ganja, liquor and other narcotics were recovered from his chamber. The cash was stashed in an almirah, said Sambalpur Superintendent of police Akhileswar Singh. “The jailor could not give any satisfactory answer regarding the cash recovered. Although he said the cash belonged to prisoners and part of the cash was meant for purchase of materials, no documentary proof was produced,” said Mr. Singh.



Inquiry report A joint inquiry report by the Sambalpur District Collector and the Superintendent of Police would be submitted to the Home Department, the Director General of Police and IG (Prison). Other jails where raids were conducted include circle jail in Choudwar; Special Jail, Bhubaneswar; and jails in Keonjhar, Balasore and Berhampur. The police also seized television, cigarettes and other tobacco material from the Choudwar jail



Two detained Staff Reporter BERHAMPUR



Two directors of a dubious chit fund firm were detained by the Berhampur town police in Odisha on Sunday for interrogation. According to Berhampur SDPO Santanu Dash, a case has been registered in connection with the financial cheating by a chit fund firm.He said no one has been arrested so far. Published by N. Ram at Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860, Anna Salai, Chennai-600002 and Printed by S. Ramanujam at HT Media Ltd. Plot No. 8, Udyog Vihar, Greater Noida Distt. Gautam Budh Nagar, U.P. 201306, on behalf of KASTURI & SONS LTD., Chennai-600002. Editor: Mukund Padmanabhan (Responsible for selection of news under the PRB Act). Regd. DL(ND)-11/6110/2006-07-08 RNI No. TNENG/2012/49940 ISSN 0971 - 751X Vol. 7 No. 133 ●
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Highway blaze



Strike continues across Maharashtra Protesters destroy vegetables, spill milk in Nashik, Marathwada and other parts of State Shoumojit Banerjee



Radhamohan Singh faces irate farmers in Nagpur



Pune



Gutted: A plastic-laden truck catches ire at a toll naka near Chandvad in Nashik on the MumbaiAgra highway on Sunday. Police said short circuit could have caused the ire. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



Maoist leader killed in Chhattisgarh



Goa meat traders fear shortage of beef



Special Correspondent



Say Karnataka has stopped cattle supply



NAGPUR



The Chhattisgarh police claimed to have gunned down a Maoist during an encounter in Bijapur district in south Chhattisgarh on Sunday. “A police team led by police inspector Lakshman Kewat of Bhairamgarh (police station) set out at around 4 a.m. today based on some local inputs that a group of 10 to 15 Maoists is camping near the hills and forest around Surakheda village. At around 8.30 a.m., an exchange of fire took place near Surakheda village when the Maoists were crossing the area,” Mr.P. Sundar Raj the Deputy Inspector General of Police (DIG) of Dantewada range said in a statement. After the firing stopped, the body of one uniformed Maoist was recovered along with guns, a tiffin bomb, wires and detonators. The deceased was identified as Maoist leader Ratan Majji alias Hemla Ratan.



Prakash Kamat PANAJI



Meat traders in Goa on Sunday feared a shortage of beef in the State in the next few days if the Karnataka transport authorities continued to prohibit cattle trucks from reaching Goa. Mr. Manna Bepari of the Qureshi Meat Traders Association, Goa, told The Hindu on Sunday trucks carrying cattle from Karnataka to Goa were sent back from the check-post on National Highway 4A by Karnataka transport officials, fearing public wrath in view of the recent Central government notification banning cattle trade for slaughter. He said their cattle purchase, which is mostly from places like Belagavi in Karnataka, has been affected. He further said if cattle stock is not available with the Goa Meat Complex, the State abattoir in Usgao in South Goa, then beef availability in the State will



be affected. He said that Goa consumes around 30 million tonnes of beef daily. Mr. Bepari said the problem was confined in Karnataka, and there was no issue from Goa police or other State authorities. Chief Minister Manohar Parrikar told The Hindu there was no cause for worry. Mr. Parrikar, who also holds the portfolio of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Services, said neither the Goa Meat Complex nor any other association had approached him with concerns over supply of beef. He said he had checked with Goa police at the border that no such complaints were lodged. Mr. Bepari said the association has sought an appointment with the Chief Minister’s office. Government sources said Mr. Parrikar is likely to review the beef situation on Monday.



EDUCATIONAL



While Pune limped back to normalcy from the effects of the State-wide farmers’ strike, the agitation raged on in several parts of Maharashtra for the fourth day on Sunday, with police being deployed to rein in demonstrators. Members among the core committee of the Kisan Kranti Morcha, the umbrella body of the agitators, said there would be no let-up in the agitation. On Saturday, Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis had agreed to write off farm loans amounting to ₹30,000 crore, and said the strike had ended. While a section of the protesters said a consensus had been reached, the Maharashtra unit of the Akhil Bharatiya Kisan Sabha had said the farmers demands had not been met and the strike would continue. On Sunday, the agitation was alive, especially in Nashik district, central Maharashtra and parts of Marathwada, with demonstrators spilling milk and destroying vegetables. In Nanded, the police booked 15 farmers for “deliberately breaching” the agreement to call of the strike after the group was found throwing vegetables and littering the streets with milk. Likewise, in Nashik district’s Mhasrul, farmers staged a rasta roko, while destroying vegetables. In Solapur’s Karmala tehsil, 25-30 farmers emptied 10,000 litres of milk into the gutter, saying that the agitation was anything but over. In Western Maharashtra’s milk belt, farmers waylaid a milk container truck belonging to Gokul Dairy (the Kolhapur District Cooperative Milk Society Ltd.) in Sangli district. Further incidents of milk spilling were re-



Special Correspondent NAGPUR



Still going strong: Farmers protest on the fourth day of the strike at Palase on the Nashik-Pune highway. They also staged a rasta roko. AJAJ SHAIKH *



State-wide bandh today Alok Deshpande Mumbai



A core committee of the Kisan Kranti Morcha, the umbrella body for agitating farmers in the State, called for a State-wide bandh on Monday as part of the ongoing farmers’ strike. The decision was taken at a meeting of the Morcha in Nashik on Sunday, which also said the agitation will continue till their demands for loan waivers and minimum support price are met by the government. The bandh will corded along the Pune-Solapur highway and in parts of Nashik, including Yeola, while activists of the Peasants and Workers Party (PWP) led the milk spilling in Ahmednagar’s Pathardi Taluk. The PWP has called for a shutdown in Pathardi



EDUCATIONAL



exclude Mumbai. At the meeting at Nashik on Sunday, farmers’ leaders reiterated that the strike will not be called off based on promises made by Mr Fadnavis. “We want the promises to be implemented. The CM has been making these promises repeatedly for months now,” Ajit Nawale, state secretary, Akhil Bharatiya Kisan Sabha, said. The committee will meet again on June 7 in Mumbai, and has organised a State-wide conference in Nashik a day later. on Monday. Once more, Nashik district proved especially restive, with farmers pelting stones at a police vehicle. In Aurangabad, police stood guard outside the home of Jayaji Suryavanshi, one of the coordinators of



the Kisan Kranti Morcha who parleyed with the Chief Minister and the government officials. A number of pro-agitation outfits, including the Sambhaji Brigade, demonstrated against Mr. Suryavanshi, accusing him of ‘betraying’ the farmers’ cause and compromising with the government. Many farmers are disgruntled with the “compromise” effected by the delegation that met Mr. Fadnavis on Friday. In Pune, however, vegetable trucks trickled into the market in Gultekdi, which nevertheless continued to wear a desolate look. The supply of milk achieved a semblance of normalcy as trucks and vans of the large milk suppliers, including Chitale dairy, were seen making their daily rounds to retail outlets. Despite an atmosphere of ambivalence, agriculture produce market committees in Western Maharashtra showed signs of gradually picking up business.



EDUCATIONAL



Union Agriculture Minister Radhamohan Singh had to face farmers’ protest during his visit to Nagpur on Sunday to inaugurate a refurbished milk processing unit of Mother Dairy. Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis and Union Surface Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari were also present. A group of farmers shouted slogans during Mr. Singh’s speech at Deshpande Hall. One farmer asked him to stop his speech and demanded that the 7/12 receipts of Maharashtra farmers should be cleared and a proper price should be set for milk. The farmers received support and applause from the audience. The Minister, however, continued his speech and blamed the previous governments for the farming crisis. “The Swaminathan Commission had suggested that the farmers’ produce should be given one-and-ahalf times’ rate, but the then governments turned a blind eye to it. During the 2014 Lok Sabha election campaign, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had committed that our government would double farmers’ incomes. Now, there has been an increase in farmers’ income and reduction in the input cost,” he claimed. Mr. Fadnavis, too, accused the former State governments of “ruining the government-run dairy business to benefit their own private dairy business”.



EDUCATIONAL



EDUCATIONAL



PERSONAL LOST & FOUND I, Deepak Madan would like to inform the general public that I have lost Original Property Document (Allotment Letter No. 85411) of Apartment No. GBG−182, Sector 91, NTH, Gurgaon. If anyone finds it, kindly contact at 9958011322.



SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL
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IN BRIEF



U.S. irm unveils locomotive for Railways THIRUVANANTHAPURAM



GE Transportation, a rail industry major in the United States, has unveiled the first of the 1,000 Evolution Series diesel locomotives it is scheduled to produce for Indian Railways. The locomotive was unveiled at the company’s plant at Erie in the U.S.



Man rapes widow, wife shoots video in Telangana HYDERABAD



A 38-year-old widow was allegedly raped by a 60-yearold man while his wife filmed it at their house in Khammam district of Telangana around three months ago, police said on Sunday. According to police, the trio consumed beer and later the man sexually assaulted her while his wife filmed it on a mobile phone. PTI



SCS not a gift to A.P. but a right granted to it by Modi: Rahul



23 trapped in stranded barge near Ullal rescued



Chandrababu Naidu, Jagan Mohan afraid of PM, says Congress leader



It was damaged after hitting a reef on Saturday Raghava M.



G. Venkataramana Rao



Chandrababu Naidu did not want it.



Guntur



The Special Category Status (SCS) was not a gift for Andhra Pradesh but a right granted to it by the Prime Minister and the Congress would grant it if it was elected in 2019, said AICC vicepresident Rahul Gandhi here on Sunday. He was addressing a meeting on achieving SCS along with Opposition leaders like Samajwadi Party national president and former Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh Akhilesh Yadav, JD(U) leader Sharad Yadav, RJD MP Jayaprakash Yadav, DMK leader Elangovan and CPI national leaders D. Raja and Suravaram Sudhakara Reddy at the Andhra Muslim College Campus. Mr. Gandhi said Prime Minister Narendra Modi



Stop violence: Amit Shah tells CPI(M) Can’t prevent ‘more lotuses blooming’



All together: AICC vice-president Rahul Gandhi, former Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav and JD(U) leader Sharad Yadav at the Guntur meet on Sunday. CH.VIJAYA BHASKAR *



spoke about protecting Hindu Dharma but went back on a promise he made to the people of Andhra Pradesh in the presence of Lord Venkateswara in Tirupati before elections. Was this how he was going to protect Hindu Dharma, Mr. Rahul asked.



Thiruvananthapuram



BJP president Amit Shah has slammed the CPI(M) for ‘indulging in political violence’ against his party’s cadres to suppress the party’s growth in the State. Laying the foundation stone for the party’s State unit building here on Sunday, Mr. Shah said the CPI(M)’s political violence could not stop “more lotuses blooming” in the State. The Chief Minister and his party were mistaken if they thought they could intimidate the BJP. He said his party had found it difficult to conduct its political work owing to



CM YK



the violence against RSS-BJP workers whenever the LDF came to power. As many as 13 RSS-BJP workers had been killed. “It is a shame that most of the killings should have occurred in Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan’s home district, Kannur,” he said. Mr. Shah, who arrived in the State capital as part of his country-wide tour to shore up the BJP’s base ahead of the 2019 Lok Sabha elections, said the foundation stone for the new office was akin to laying the foundation stone for the formation of a BJP-led government in Kerala in future.



Challenging task: Eforts under way to rescue the crew of the barge near the Ullal coast on Saturday. H.S. MANJUNATH *



Members of the Mumbaibased IBIS were assigned the task to build a portion of the reef to strengthen the seashore under the Asian Development Bank-funded Sustainable Coastal Protection Management and Development Programme.



Strong winds, rough sea Terming the operation challenging, DIG and Commander of Coast Guard Karnataka S.S. Dasila told re-



porters that rescue personnel had to brave strong winds and rough sea. Following alert at 4.45 p.m. on Saturday, Coast Guard district operational officer Praveen Kumar Jaswal said Amartya was diverted from Surathkal for the rescue. As the water near the barge was not deep enough, Amartya could not venture closer and had to anchor 1.5 nautical miles away.
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RTI unearths a hidden wedding



‘Trin Trin’ launched



T.N. man petitions temple for certiicate to prove his wife was already married S. Vijay Kumar



Special Correspondent



Explaining the huge benefit to the State from the SCS, Mr. Gandhi said the beneficiary States got 90% of the funds as grant and not as loan. According to the Andhra Pradesh Reorganisation Act, the Centre should foot the entire bill for Polavaram but Chief Minister N



‘Cong. will fight for SCS’ He asked why the two parties of Andhra Pradesh — the Telugu Desam and the YSR Congress — were not interested in garnering these benefits for the people and wondered what grip Mr. Modi had over them and why they were afraid of him. He said the Congress was not afraid of Mr. Modi and would fight to get Special Status till the finish. Mr. Akhilesh Yadav and Mr. Sharad Yadav asked why the Telugu Desam and the YSR Congress parties were not utilising the presidential elections to get SCS. Mr. Akhilesh Yadav said Mr. Modi had promised the youth two crore jobs every year but failed to fulfil it.



Mangaluru



The Indian Coast Guard with assistance of the Karnataka Coastal Security Police and a local team of swimmers on Sunday morning rescued all 27 crew members trapped in barge IBIS. The barge was damaged after hitting a reef near Mangaluru’s Ullal Coast on Saturday. After rescuing four persons on Saturday evening, the crew of Indian Coast Guard vessel Amartya suspended rescue operation owing to poor light and rough sea. The coast guard resumed operations at 5.45 a.m., and by 9 a.m., the remaining 23 members of IBIS were brought to Amartya that was anchored 1.5 nautical miles away. Amartya then sailed to New Mangalore Port around 10.30 a.m.



CHENNAI



In an unusual use of the Right to Information Act, a man in Tamil Nadu sought documents to prove that his wife had suppressed the fact that she had married someone else earlier. The husband’s petition seeking information on her first marriage was rejected on the grounds that it related to a “third party.” The petitioner then moved the Tamil Nadu State Information Commission, which ruled in his favour. The Commission held that though the privacy and dignity of the woman had to be protected, the petitioner’s



plea could not be rejected, as he had accused his wife of concealing her earlier marriage. The man first petitioned the Arulmigu Meenakshi Sundareswarar Temple, Madurai, claiming that he had information about his wife’s earlier marriage at the temple on May 29, 2013, and sought a copy of the marriage certificate. The authorities, however, refused since it was “third party information”. The Public Information Officer said the marriage certificate would be issued only if the man or woman or both (who married there) signed the application.



The aggrieved petitioner moved the Commission, which called for details. The PIO said a request for a marriage certificate was entertained only when the husband or wife or both applied.



Marriage confirmed When the Commission insisted, the temple authorities confirmed that the woman had got married to another man on May 29, 2013, and the couple even sought a marriage certificate to get a ration card. Chief Information Commissioner K. Ramanujam took note of the petitioner’s marriage to the woman at



Sri Prasanna Venkatachalapathy Temple in Madurai and directed him to apply to the Meenakshi temple authorities along with a copy of his own marriage photograph. If the woman in the photo matched the one who got married on May 29, 2013, the Hindu Religious & Charitable Endowments (HR &CE) department could issue a copy of the first marriage certificate. If the petitioner was unable to produce a photo, the temple could still verify the woman’s identity, since Sri Prasanna Venkatachapalathy Temple was also under the HR & CE, he said.



CM goes pedalling: Karnataka Chief Minister Siddaramaiah rides a bicycle around Mysuru during the launch of a public bicycle sharing project. The city, with a population of 12 lakh people, is the irst in India to have such a system. M.A.SRIRAM *



A ND-ND
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Tiny Orang roars on tiger density



IN BRIEF



Weather Watch Rainfall, temperature & air quality in select metros yesterday



Assam reserve, which has the smallest core, is host to 28 big cats, inds survey Shiv Sahay Singh Kolkata



Mulayam mum on participation in rally MAINPURI



Samajwadi Party patron Mulayam Singh Yadav on Sunday declined to confirm his participation in the proposed August 27 rally to be organised by RJD supremo Lalu Prasad in Patna. Several top Opposition leaders have been invited.



Gyan Singh resigns from Madhya Pradesh Cabinet BHOPAL



MP’s Tribal and SC Welfare Minister Gyan Singh has resigned from his post in view of his election to Parliament. Gyan Singh, previously an MLA from Bandhavgarh (ST) seat in Umaria district, had won from Shahdol (ST) LS constituency in the by-poll held in November last year. PTI



Four killed as tractortrolley overturns BADAUN (UP)



Four persons were killed and 15 others injured when a tractor-trolley lost control and overturned in Ushait area here, police said on Sunday. The incident took place on Saturday night when villagers were returning after attending a party. The injured were rushed to a hospital, where their condition was stated to be stable. PTI



One killed, 22 injured in bus-mini bus collision JAIPUR



One person was killed and 22 were injured when a Rajasthan Roadways bus collided head-on with a mini bus in Chaksu town near here on Sunday, police said. The roadways bus was coming from Tonk to Jaipur when the collision occurred near Jaisinghpura village here. Twenty-two-year-old Neeraj Singhal died while undergoing treatment, said Chaksu SHO Ayub Khan. PTI



Orang, the tiger reserve in Assam with the smallest core among 50 nationally protected areas, has presented wildlife scientists doing a census with a surprise: a high density of 28 big cats. The count was revealed during phase IV of the all-India tiger estimation programme of the National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA).



49th reserve Spread over Darrang and Sonitpur districts and notified in February 2016, Orang Tiger Reserve is the 49th in the country. It has the smallest core of 78.28 sq. km., and the cat density was revealed during a census done between January and March 2017. Kamlang Tiger Reserve in Arunachal is the 50th and latest to be notified.



Healthy stripes: A tiger captured by a camera trap in Orang.



*



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Estimates in 2013 had put the number of tigers here at 17.



Density is calculated based on the number of tigers per 100 sq. km. “If we calculate density of tigers for 100 sq. km., it comes to 35.44. Thus, Orang has the highest density nationally,” Sunnydeo Choudhary, the reserve’s field director, said.



Four males found Mr. Choudhary said 24 camera trap images (17 females, four males and three as yet unidentified big cats) were taken during the exercise



and the NTCA’s statistical model put the number of big cats in the reserve at 28. Preliminary estimates of prey, which is important to sustain higher tiger numbers, revealed a good population of hog deer, wild boar and wild buffalo. Tigers also feed on cattle that stray into the core from settlements outside, officials said. Describing the data as “very significant and interesting,” Kamal Azad, a biologist at NTCA’s regional office at Guwahati, said the presence of 30 to 35 cats in Orang should lead to a deeper study of tiger ecology in the landscape. “Whatever we know about tiger ecology is from reserves such as Corbett and Kanha. It has not been studied in the Brahmaputra flood plains like Kaziranga and Orang,” Mr. Azad said. A Wildlife Institute of In-



dia and NTCA report last year titled The Status of Tigers, Co-predators and Prey in India, said the density in Kaziranga National Park was 12.72 per 100 sq. km., followed by Jim Corbett National Park (11) in Uttarakhand and Bandipur National Park (10.28) in Karnataka.



Core-buffer division Orang’s buffer area is 413.18 sq. km., but experts say the boundary between the core and buffer is sharp and not contiguous forest as in other reserves of Assam. Agni Mitra, regional director of Wildlife Crime Control Bureau and tiger biologist said the tiger reserves from Uttarakhand to Nepal, parts of Bihar and north Bengal and in Assam in the ‘Terai arc landscape” sustains grassland and a good prey base.



Rajiv Gandhi statue found damaged, Cong to launch stir



270 people booked for violence in Muzafarnagar



‘Portion of the statue recovered from a nearby drain’



S-I transferred, extra force deployed Press Trust of India



Press Trust of India Mirzapur/Lucknow



A statue of former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, installed at a park in Mirzapur’s Awas Vikas Colony was found damaged on Sunday, angering the Congress which said it will hold a State-wide agitation on Monday to protest against it. The locals found the damaged statue and informed the police, following which an FIR was lodged against unidentified persons, Mirzapur Superintendent of Police Ashish Tiwari said. Uttar Pradesh Congress chief Raj Babbar said, “The act of damaging the statue of Rajiv Gandhi is shameful. The Congress condemns it



Raj Babbar.



*



and demands arrest of those guilty in the incident at the earliest.” A portion of the damaged statue was recovered from a nearby drain, he told reporters in Lucknow. “The Congress will hold State-wide agitation on



Monday to register its protest and party workers will court arrest,” Mr Babbar said, adding that he will also take part in the protests. Hitting out at the BJP government in the State, he said, “Ever since Yogi Adityanath assumed office, the confidence of anti-social elements is at an all-time high, especially in the eastern parts of the State.” “The hangover of the Assembly election win is still there. All this is done as a part of conspiracy,” Mr Babbar claimed. A delegation of Congress leaders also met the Mirzapur District Magistrate and demanded immediate arrest of the guilty.



EDUCATIONAL



Muzaffarnagar



As many as 270 people have been booked in connection with the violence at Sherpur village on Friday in which eight people, five of them policemen, were injured, police said on Sunday. People resorted to stonethrowing when police raided some houses at Sherpur on information of “cow slaughter”. As many as 270 people, even the village headman, have been charged with rioting, participating in unlawful assembly, damaging public property, attempt to murder and related offences, Superintendent of Police (City) Rakesh Kumar



EDUCATIONAL



Singh said. When the police did not find any suspicious item during the search, they started searching nearby houses which angered the people, who opposed the police action and started pelting them with stones. Two police motorcycles were also set afire during the violent episode under Kotwali police station limits, Mr Singh said. Meanwhile, the Sub-Inspector of the police outpost concerned has been transferred wh)ile other personnel have also been moved out, the SP said. In the wake of the violence, extra police force was deployed in the village to ease the tension.



Temperature Data: IMD, Pollution Data: CPCB, Map: Skymet



Forecast for Monday: Thunderstorm accompanied with gusty winds very likely at isolated places over Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal, Odisha and Maharashtra. Heavy rain very likely at isolated places over Marathwada. Heat wave conditions very likely at a few places over Rajasthan and at isolated places over Haryana, Chandigarh and Delhi. city rain max min Agartala...............8.6.... 30.0.... 24.2 Ahmedabad............. -.... 43.0.... 29.7 Aizawl ..................56.... 26.3.... 10.0 Allahabad ............... -.... 46.3.... 29.4 Bengaluru ............... -.... 32.2.... 20.7 Bhopal.................... -.... 41.0.... 26.8 Bhubaneswar .......... -.... 38.8.... 29.2 Chandigarh ............. -.... 42.0.... 28.7 Chennai .................. -.... 39.8.... 30.4 Coimbatore............. -.... 33.2.... 24.4 Dehradun................ -.... 39.8.... 24.4 Gangtok................24.... 25.5.... 15.5 Goa ........................ -.... 31.0.... 26.0 Guwahati .............4.5.... 32.2.... 23.5 Hubballi.................. -.... 31.0.... 22.0 Hyderabad .............. -.... 40.4.... 26.1 Imphal...............39.3.... 27.5.... 19.8 Jaipur ..................... -.... 43.6.... 31.6 Kochi.................13.4.... 31.6.... 24.8 Kohima................9.2.... 23.4.... 16.6 Kolkata................... -.... 38.0.... 30.0



city rain max min Kozhikode ...........10.6.... 33.2.... 25.0 Kurnool .................9.0.... 41.4.... 27.2 Lucknow................... -.... 44.5.... 27.8 Madurai.................... -.... 39.3.... 27.0 Mangaluru...........16.2.... 32.4.... 23.7 Mumbai...............10.8.... 35.3.... 28.4 Mysuru..................... -.... 29.8.... 20.2 New Delhi ................ -.... 44.8.... 31.0 Patna ....................... -.... 42.5.... 27.8 Port Blair ..............9.8.... 30.0.... 25.0 Puducherry............... -.... 38.8.... 28.2 Pune ........................ -.... 34.5.... 24.0 Raipur ...................... -.... 41.6.... 29.6 Ranchi...................... -.... 40.2.... 27.2 Shillong.................2.0.... 27.2.... 16.3 Shimla...................... -.... 30.1.... 20.7 Srinagar ................... -.... 33.2.... 14.9 Trivandrum .........25.6.... 30.1.... 23.4 Tiruchi ..................... -.... 38.9.... 27.6 Vijayawada ............... -.... 41.9.... 29.0 Visakhapatnam .......9.0.... 35.1.... 26.8



Particulate matter in the air you are breathing CITIES



Yesterday



SO2 NO2 CO PM2.5 PM10 CODE



Ahmedabad ..........75 ...68 ..20.... 195 ........-.......* Bengaluru...............5 ...22 ..40...... 20 ........-.......* Chennai ..................7 .....6 ..19...... 79 ........-.......* Delhi ....................20 ...19 ..18.... 102 ........-.......* Hyderabad............41 ...21 ..12...... 67......75.......* Kolkata.................13 ...36 ..39......... -......79.......* Lucknow.................5 ...78 ..43.... 330 ........-.......* Mumbai ................12 ...30 ..34...... 40......61.......* Pune ....................16 ...28 ..65...... 15......21.......* Visakhapatnam .....14 ...24 ..33...... 51......56.......*



In observations made at 4 p.m., Ghaziabad recorded an air quality index (AQI) score of 376, indicating high levels of pollutants in the air. In contrast, Haldia recorded a healthy AQI score of 45.



Air Quality Code: * Poor * Moderate * Good SO2: Sulphur Dioxide. Short-term exposure can harm the respiratory system, making breathing difficult. It can affect visibility by reacting with other air particles to form haze and stain culturally important objects such as statues and monuments. NO2: Nitrogen Dioxide. Aggravates respiratory illness, causes haze to form by reacting with other air particles, causes acid rain, pollutes coastal waters. CO: Carbon monoxide. High concentration in air reduces oxygen supply to critical organs like the heart and brain. At very high levels, it can cause dizziness, confusion, unconsciousness and even death. PM2.5 & PM10: Particulate matter pollution can cause irritation of the eyes, nose and throat, coughing, chest tightness and shortness of breath, reduced lung function, irregular heartbeat, asthma attacks, heart attacks and premature death in people with heart or lung disease
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EDUCATIONAL
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SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL



LEGAL NOTICE



CM YK
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IN BRIEF



Google displays doodle on Nutan’s birth anniversary



‘Nothing wrong in safronising country’ Tamilisai says Stalin will not succeed in maligning BJP govt.



NEW DELHI



Staff Reporter



On the 81st birth anniversary of actress Nutan on Sunday, search engine Google paid homage to the yesteryear diva with a special doodle. Nutan worked in more than 70 Hindi films in a career spanning over 40 years. PTI



COIMBATORE



Pilots oppose extension of notice period NEW DELHI



A pilots’ body has written to the aviation watchdog asking it to revoke its draft rules on job-leaving notice period. The DGCA had proposed to make it mandatory for commanders to serve a one-year notice period and six months in the case of first officers. PTI



14 students to get ₹3lakh for scaling Mt. Everest HYDERABAD



Union Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu announced an incentive of ₹3 lakh to 14 students from Andhra Pradesh who scaled the Mount Everest recently. Their feat was inspirational, given that they were from Government-run residential schools, he said.



BJP State president Tamilisai Soundararajan on Sunday accused DMK working president M.K. Stalin of “maligning” the Narendra Modi government and said there was nothing wrong in “saffronising” the country. Mr. Stalin had accused that the BJP-led government at the Centre was attempting to usher in saffronisation. “It is better if the country goes the ‘kavi’ (saffron) way than the ‘pavi’ (sinner) way,” she said responding to a question from journalists here. However much Mr. Stalin may try to malign the BJP government, people would not buy into his malicious propaganda, she said. In response to another question, she said that the birthday celebrations of DMK president M. Karunanidhi was more political than anything else. But that would not have any impact on the upcoming presidential election as the BJP had the numbers to see its candidate through.



People will not buy into DMK propaganda, says BJP State president Tamilisai Soundararajan. The BJP leader said it was for the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (Amma) cadre to decide if their deputy general secretary T.T.V. Dhinakaran should continue to lead the party. But if he were to assume political office, people would not accept him, she said, adding that even Ministers were hesitant to accept his leadership. Those who were suggesting Mr. Dhinakaran’s name for political office would do well to remember that he



3, including school head, held in Bihar topper scam Press Trust of India Samastipur



The Patna police on Sunday arrested three persons, including the headmistress of Sanjay Gandhi High School in Samastipur district, in connection with forgery by intermediate arts topper Ganesh Kumar. Mr. Kumar, who was stripped of his intermediate arts topper title for submitting forged documents to appear in Class XII examina-



tion, had passed matriculation from Sanjay Gandhi High School in 2015. Rosra sub-division Deputy Superintendent of Police Ajit Kumar said a police team from Patna arrested Dev Kumari, the headmistress of Sanjay Gandhi High School, from her Sharda Nagar residence in Rosra town. The police also arrested Ms. Kumari’s husband Ram Kumar Choudhary, also the former secretary of the



school, as well as its clerk Gautam Kumar from Lakshminiya village in Samastipur district, the Deputy SP said.



Date of birth fudged The special police team took the three to Patna for interrogation, he said. Mr. Kumar, who was declared intermediate arts topper of 2017 10+2 exam, was arrested on June 2 on the charge of fudging his date of birth. He is in 14-day judicial custody.



was out only on bail and had not been discharged from the case, she cautioned.



Curbs on cattle trade Responding to a question on the impact of the rule regulating the sale of cattle at livestock market, Ms. Soundararajan said the Central Government’s objective in notifying the rule was to only curtail illegal trade of cattle and export of beef. The rule did not affect licensed slaughter houses or ban beef consumption.



₹3.22 crore worth old notes seized



Police outposts to dot U.P. expressway



Staff Reporter MALAPPURAM



The police seized demonetised currency notes valued at ₹3.22 crore from a fivemember gang at Perinthalmanna on Saturday night. The gang was arrested while transporting the currency in a luxury car with Delhi registration from Kozhikode to Palakkad. A special police team led by Dy.SP M.P. Mohanachandran acted on a tip-off and found invalid currencies of ₹1,000 and ₹500 denominations hidden in travel bags.



Five arrested Those arrested with the demonetised currency were Shamsuddin Othayath, 42, from Nadapuram; Mohammed Irshad, 22, from Kolathur; Mohammed Najeeb, 26, from Kolathur; Riju, 37, from Puthiyangadi; and Hashim, 32, from Panniyankara. The police team was looking into a racket engaged in the collection of banned currencies in the State. The gang’s connection with the main hawala agencies in the State was being investigated.



Bid to secure Lucknow-Agra stretch Omar Rashid LUCKNOW



The Uttar Pradesh government has proposed to increase security on the Lucknow-Agra Expressway, the longest six-lane highway in the country. As part of the plan, the government has decided to set up 24 police chowkis or outposts along the 302-km stretch. The focus on highway security comes in the backdrop of an alleged gangrapemurder on the Jewar-Bulandshar highway near the Yamuna Expressway recently.



Nine districts covered The Lucknow-Agra highway cuts through the heart of Uttar Pradesh, touching nine districts. One outpost each will come up in Lucknow and Auraiya, two in Mainpuri, three each in Unnao, Kanpur, Etawah and Firozabad, while Kannauj and Agra will be provided with four each. The Project Implementation Units (PIUs) of the Uttar Pradesh Expressways Industrial Development Authority



will work in coordination with district teams of the police force to identify land for the outposts, a government spokesperson said. The decision was taken after a meeting of police officers and UPEIDA officials chaired by Director-General of Police Sulkhan Singh. Avanish Awasthi, CEO of UPEIDA, the authority set up to develop highways in the State, said the body had also “accepted” the police department’s “request” for deploying 20 patrolling vehicles on the Expressway.



Work not over yet The Expressway was inaugurated last year by then Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav but parts of it are still under the works. The highway will not only reduce the distance from Lucknow to Agra to threeand-a-half hours, but also bring the U.P. capital closer to New Delhi, cutting the time travelled between the two major cities from 8-9 hours to 5-6 hours. It will join the Yamuna Expressway at Agra to connect Lucknow to Delhi.



Row over ban on rallies at College Square Staff Reporter Kolkata



West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee’s instruction to ban rallies and protests in the city’s College Square, a hub of educational institutes where all major demonstrations are staged, in central Kolkata generated strong reactions from both civil society as well as Opposition parties. While the ban will be in force from Monday, Opposition parties and rights activists made it clear that they will not abide it. Ms. Baner-



jee announced the decision at a meeting in Chinsurah in Hooghly district on Thursday after a Calcutta University student raised the issue of use of microphones at the agitations at College Square. College Square, a a half square-kilometre park, located on the College Street, has been a hotbed of political activities and agitations since the early 19th century. Even as Kolkata police announced that from Monday no rallies will be allowed at College Square, civil rights organisation the Association



for Protection of Democratic Rights (APDR) will hold a demonstration there on that very day against the decision.



‘CM’s fear exposed’ “By taking such an autocratic decision the Chief Minister has exposed her own fear of mass movements,” APDR vice-president Ranjit Sur told The Hindu. However, a section of the civil society supported the decision. “College Square has witnessed chaos for several decades due to such protests. Someone has to put



an end to it,” Sahitya Akademi awardee poet Subodh Sarkar. Opposition parties, however, accused Ms. Banerjee of “throttling democracy”. “The Chief Minister is afraid of the people as she has realised that the youth in Bengal has seen through her bluff. So she wants to gag the voices of protest,” Communist Party of IndiaMarxist MP Md. Salim said. Bharatiya Janata Party State president Dilip Ghosh described the ban as “undemocratic”.



Man carries wife’s body on bike in north Bihar Asian News International Purnia



In a shocking incident, a man in Bihar’s Purnia district carried his wife’s body home on a motorcycle as he was denied a mortuary van at a government hospital where she died. He couldn’t afford a private ambulance. Shankar Sah is a resident of Ranibari village of Purnia district. His wife, 50-year-old Susheela Devi, died at the Purnia Sadar Hospital on Friday.



No help from hospital Despite all efforts, Mr. Sah did not get any help from the hospital authorities. He placed his wife’s body on a motorcycle driven by his son and held it as he rode pillion to reach their village home. Susheela was suffering from a heart disease as well as tuberculosis. “After the death of my wife, I was told to take away the body and when I requested the medical staff on duty for a vehicle to carry it back to my village, they told me to arrange one on my own,” said 60year-old Sah. “I approached the driver of an ambulance, who demanded Rs. 1,500 which I could not afford,” Sah said. Both father and son work as labourers in Punjab. Probe ordered “It is a very unfortunate incident, but no mortuary van is available at the Sadar Hospital at present. The one it had is not functional. So, everyone has to make their own arrangements,” said Purnia civil surgeon M. M. Wasim. District Magistrate Pankaj Kumar Pal said he had ordered a probe into the matter.



Vizag sits on a pollution bomb Experts sound alarm bells as environmental issues remain unaddressed VISAKHAPATNAM



rated as improvement in emission parameters.



With no check on industrial accidents which occur at regular intervals, Visakhapatnam, the largest industrial hub in Andhra Pradesh, is sitting on a powder keg. Pollution, be it water, air or land has reached alarming proportions notwithstanding denial by the official machinery due to apparent reasons. Social audit and third party inspection of new facilities, promised by the powers-that-be has remained an empty rhetoric. Located with industries spread over on three sides and the sea at one side, the city has spoon-shaped topography leaving no scope for people escape in the event of a major catastrophe. When the worst-ever industrial accident occurred at HPCL Visakh Refinery following a vapour cloud explosion on September 14, 1997 killing at least 60 persons, an estimated one million people fled to far-off places



Four threats Noted social activist and former IAS officer E.A.S. Sarma said Vizagites have four threats to worry about. First, as a result of shrinkage in the capacity of the local reservoirs due to widespread damage to the catchments and extensive damage and contamination of the surface and groundwater sources, there is an impending water crisis. Second, industrial and traffic pollution is rapidly spreading far and wide into air and water entering the food chain and causing wide ranging diseases including cancer. Third, the city is generating so much of organic/ inorganic garbage and biomedical waste that GVMC is unable to handle it except dumping it at Kapulauppada. Mr. Sarma said finally, in the absence of sound urban planning approaches, more and more auxiliary population is being forced to live in slums.



Santosh Patnaik



Cause for concern: A ile photo shows a thick layer of smoke over Vizag due to industrial pollution. K.R. DEEPAK *



due to fear for their lives. Fish-kill has become a regular affair due to release of effluents and sewage into the sea. Noise pollution has crossed decibel level of 200 in busy areas. “Water will be become a big problem in future unless the policy-makers give sufficient attention to this issue,” S. Bala Prasad, professor, environmental engineering,



Andhra University, told The Hindu. Visakhapatnam was given the critically polluted cluster tag by the Central Pollution Control Board in the Comprehensive Environment Pollution Index notified in 2009. A few years later the moratorium it clamped on Greenfield and Brownfield industrial projects was removed following what it nar-



Constable held in U.P. for harassing siblings Police take note of video footage special correspondent Lucknow



A police constable in Uttar Pradesh’s Mainpuri district was on Sunday placed under suspension and arrested for allegedly harassing two sisters, one of them a minor, after they had gone to the police outpost to lodge a complaint of sexual harassment. The police action came on a complaint by the victims. The police also took cognisance of a video of the alleged molestation that was circulated on social media. Ishwari Prasad, the constable stationed at the Karhal Gate Chowki, was booked under Section 354 CM YK



of the Indian Penal Code (assault or criminal force to woman with intent to outrage her modesty) and Section 9/10 of The Protection of Children from Sexual Offenses Act (POCSO). Superintendent of Police Rajesh S. ordered a probe, stating that such cases would not be tolerated. The incident took place on Saturday evening. An online footage reportedly shows the constable touching one of the girls inappropriately. The accused dismissed the charges. He claimed he touched her hand “as a father would his daughter’s, and asked her to go back home”. A ND-ND
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The economy in the time of Narendra Modi Three years since 2014, standard indicators show little sign of an economic transformation



GST countdown



European variation With global politics in a lux, India must make a careful choice of coalitions it forges



P



rime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Germany, Spain, Russia and France brings into sharp focus the shared dilemma India and Europe face with America’s shifting policies, and the resultant lux on the world stage. Mr. Modi’s irst stop in Germany came a day after Chancellor Angela Merkel’s strong comments aimed at President Donald Trump, that Europe could no longer ‘depend’ on traditional partners. Europe’s disappointment with Mr. Trump at the G-7 and NATO summits was three-fold: his refusal to reairm NATO’s Article 5 on ‘collective defence’; his warning on the trade deicit with Europe; and his expected decision to pull America out of commitments in the Paris Agreement on climate change. For the past few months India has faced a similar disappointment as the U.S. has forged closer ties with China, indicating what Mr. Modi called a loosening of the world order, while the U.S. has targeted Indian professionals and businesses to protect American jobs. Another blow came from Mr. Trump’s comments on the Paris Accord when he blamed India and China for what he called an unfair deal. Mr. Modi’s meetings with Ms. Merkel and subsequently Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy and French President Emmanuel Macron saw those issues raised one way or another, as they tried to explore new ways to cooperate on multilateral issues, including terror, trade and climate change. In particular, Mr. Modi’s assurance in Berlin that the suspended India-EU free trade talks for the Broadbased Trade and Investment Agreement would resume soon has raised the hope that progress will be made before the EU-India summit in Delhi this year. However, while the EU and India have a clear convergence in many areas, a dependable alliance can only come from a concurrent worldview. It cannot be ignored, for example, that Chinese Premier Li Keqiang’s visit to Berlin and Brussels, also last week, saw the EU repose much more faith in Beijing than New Delhi would be comfortable with, given the current Sino-Indian tensions. European leaders praised President Xi Jinping’s leadership on connectivity and climate change. Europe perceives its single largest threat to be from Moscow, not Beijing. Mr. Modi’s attendance at the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum to unveil a new India-Russia vision statement for the 21st century along with President Vladimir Putin could cause similar discomfort in European capitals. This divergent worldview may be further highlighted this week as Mr. Modi travels to Kazakhstan to formalise India’s membership of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, seen as a counter-NATO coalition of Russia, China and Central Asian states. Standing at a crossroads few had expected at this stage, India will have to consider its options carefully as it decides which coalitions to forge as the U.S. overturns traditional ties in favour of transactionalism. The Centre must undertake a full review of India’s priorities and interests before Mr. Modi heads to Washington for a meeting with Mr. Trump at the end of June. CM YK



pulapre balakrishnan s the Bharatiya Janata Party reportedly prepares for “Modifests” to celebrate the completion of three years in power the citizen would be interested in knowing how their government has performed in respect of the economy. This because in his election campaign in 2014 Narendra Modi had chosen to highlight his ability to turn the economy for the better, notably to raise its growth rate. Once he became Prime Minister, he quickly presented his idea of how this could be done. Manufacturing was to be the key and “Make in India” the government’s programme to actualise it. Pressing ahead to produce in India can hardly be faulted as an objective, for in a market economy income generation depends upon making something. As for the focus on manufacturing, its relevance cannot be exaggerated. Indian agriculture is overcrowded. With shrinking farm size, the returns to this activity is set to shrink and only manufacturing can absorb the labour that will have to be transferred out of agriculture. Also manufactures are often easier to export than the services that India specialises in. So, “Make in India” is eminently sensible of itself. But how successful has this initiative been?



A



A slow starter? Turning to the evidence, we would ind that far from taking Indian manufacturing to new heights, the performance since 2014 does not match what has been achieved in the last boom in India, which was obtained during 2003-08. During this period, for the irst time in decades, manufacturing had led the



growth acceleration in the economy. In most of these years, annual growth of manufacturing had exceeded 10%, which has not been matched since. Interestingly, the performance of this sector in the last three years is not superior even to that at the tail end of United Progressive Alliance (UPA) II. Clearly, “Make in India” is yet to fulil its promise. Now, could it be that the programme has actually had a favourable impact but the fruits are yet to appear? This is possible, and would be the case if the programme has led to a surge in investment. But there is no evidence of this either. If we take a wider measure of investment — that for the economy as a whole — we see that capital formation as a share of total output has declined even more sharply since 2014 than it had been since the decline began in 2011. Private investment, seen as the bellwether of an economy, has not been forthcoming despite this government’s business-friendly orientation. As the decline in investment had commenced in 2011, the development itself cannot be laid at the present government’s door but it is unambiguously the case that it has not been able to reverse it. Part of the reason has to do with



the fact that the focus of “Make in India”, such as the ease of doing business, has mostly been on the supply side. But there is demand to reckon with. Firms invest in anticipation of demand, and when they perceive slow growth of demand, they are likely to hold back.



Explaining slow growth It is clear that some part of the slow growth of demand in India is beyond the grasp of government due to the weather cycle. Two of the past three years have been years of very poor agricultural GDP growth, with the igure actually negative in 2014-15. But agriculture’s performance cuts both ways, serving also as windfall when it turns out to be buoyant. Thus, for 2016-17 the Central Statistics Ofice’s advance estimates indicate a more than three-fold increase in agricultural growth while industry and services register a reduction in theirs. Had agricultural growth not risen so dramatically, growth in 2016-17 would have slowed even more than it actually did. The government just got lucky. Whatever may have been the demand-constraining impact of slow agricultural growth in the irst two years of this government’s tenure, the independent role of its macroe-



Impact of demonetisation All this is from a macroeconomic point of view. To be fair to the government, we must acknowledge its other programmes. Admittedly there are several but it is demonetisation that it thinks of as its showpiece. Claims made have been the ending of corruption and tax evasion. So far we can only be certain that there was an immediate slowing of growth in the formal sector of the economy after November as relected in the Index of Industrial Production. It is too early to establish what the impact will be on tax revenues but it is dif-



icult to imagine that demonetisation will achieve more for revenues than the Goods and Services Tax. Interestingly, in his book The Curse of Cash, the guru of the “less cash” movement, Kenneth Rogof, presents data that show countries with a relatively high cash-to-GDP ratio, such as Japan and Switzerland, having smaller underground economies than some such as the Scandinavian ones recording “far far” less cash. It may be noted that in Japan the said ratio is 50% higher than in India. No one thinks of Japan as backward. So, with demonetisation, has the government caused output loss without clear gains elsewhere in the economy? And if the argument was that large denomination notes abet corruption, it is diicult to comprehend the replacement of the ₹1,000 currency note with a ₹2,000 note, with its inconvenience. It is clear from this that politicians and economists do not employ daily-wage earners. Prime Minister Modi is not a man for the understatement. He had come promising a transformation of the economy. Three years later the standard indicators show no sign of his government bucking the trend. It may be seen in the latest “Economic Survey” that growth had began to rise and inlation fall before 2014. Since then the growth acceleration has tapered of, with the year just ended actually recording a slowdown. Finally, in what must come as an embarrassment of sorts considering the slogan of “minimum government”, among the most prominent drivers of growth in the past three years has been a record growth of government consumption expenditure. The stock market, however, exults! Apparently the punter holds something close to his chest.



Pulapre Balakrishnan is Professor of Economics of Ashoka University, Sonipat and Senior Fellow of IIM Kozhikode



Need for corrective action Revised estimates show that demonetisation hurt, but a deepening investment slowdown remains the challenge



puja mehra



I



ndia’s economic growth estimates lately seemed out of sync with the dampened feel-good sentiment in the economy. The GDP was growing at a world-beating rate, the stock market was booming, but little on the ground suggested that people were feeling better of. Consumption and investment behaviours suggested probably not. So when in February this year, the state statistical apparatus estimated that the impact on the economy of demonetisation was muted, doubts were cast on its credibility. Dissonance between the statistics and ground reports considerably reduced in the latest released batch of data into which the updated Index of Industrial Production was plugged in. The GDP data for the iscal year 2016-17 present a sharp picture of the state of the economy. GDP growth has slowed for the irst time in ive years, in 2016-17, to 7.1%. The economic recovery that was gathering pace year after year abruptly



lost speed last year. Corrective action should help the economy regain the lost momentum. Quarterly estimates show that demonetisation certainly hurt the economy, but growth impulses had started weakening six months earlier. A thorough understanding of the slowdown’s causes will be crucial to the choice of policy tools.



Demonetisation’s disruption Demonetisation’s damage is discernible in the last two quarters of 2016-17. It is more pronounced in the later one, when from January to March this year, coinciding with the peak cash crunch, gross value added (GVA) grew at its slowest pace in at least eight quarters. The loss of momentum is considerable. Growth slumped to 5.6%. Just four quarters earlier it was a robust 8.7%. Construction and manufacturing, crucial sources of jobs, have been most severely afected. The GVA growth received a boost from agriculture that beneited from last year’s good rains and Government spending, largely immune to demonetisation. The growth in the rest of the economy, minus this contribution, was barely 3.8%. In the same quarter a year ago, this was 10.7%. Given the extent of the disruption, a sharp, sustained reversal in



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR The U.S. walks away By pulling out of the Paris Accord, U.S. President Donald Trump has not only refused to honour the developed world’s obligations on climate change but also put the developing world in a double jeopardy: of having to emit large volumes of greenhouse gases to achieve growth, while preparing to adapt to the destructive efects of adverse weather conditions, such as droughts and loods, linked to climate change (Editorial – “We need Paris,” June 3). It is unfortunate that instead of exploring the potential for energising international policies and linkage between external inance and climate action, the Trump administration has taken a myopic position by stoking unfounded fears about the U.S. economy losing manufacturing jobs.



GVA growth looks diicult. Projections of a quick bounce back seem optimistic. At the time demonetisation was announced, GVA growth had been on a downward slope. It had decelerated in the two quarters preceding demonetisation. The shock dragged it further in the next two quarters. From the peak of 8.7% in the January-March 2016 quarter, it lost momentum consistently, decelerating for four straight quarters.



Risks to the recovery In the boom years during the United Progressive Alliance government’s tenure, four engines had powered the economy. Of those, just two were still running before demonetisation: government investments and private consumption. The other two, exports



and private investments, were, and remain, out of steam. Demonetisation briely killed the third, private consumption. As the cash crunch eases, consumption will probably revive. But the risk to the recovery is from the credit crunch that demonetisation worsened. Credit growth plunged to a multi-decade low as banks were devoted to exchanging notes that ceased to be legal tender. This overburdened banks and took attention away from the pressing problem of bad loans, the impact of which is visible in the continuing slide in the gross ixed capital formation, a measure for investments. Decreasing for the ifth straight year, the share of gross ixed capital formation in GDP shrunk to 27.1% last year. It was 34.3% in 2011-12. Investments, the principle engine of growth, remain unresponsive to macroeconomic stimulus. The government stepped up its public investments, even deferring iscal deicit targets, but the increase is more than ofset by the fall in private investment. Liberalising foreign investment policies and improving the ease of doing business has not pulled the economy out of the investment slowdown. The message in the revised estimates relevant to policy decisions



is that unresolved bad loans are restricting banks’ lending capacities, which is choking investments.



Investment slowdown The investment slowdown is neither a recent development nor has data captured it for the irst time. The government has so far played a passive role, irst by relying on banks, and now on the Reserve Bank of India, to tidy up the bad loans mess. Unless addressed on a war footing, the credit crunch could stall the economy’s recovery. The quicker the banking sector recovers its health, the speedier will be the pullback. The stress, if unattended, will limit the efectiveness of the monetary support of lower interest rates. Since the economy was on a smooth recovery path for the last four years, the slowdown should probably no longer be ascribed to the policy paralysis that characterised the dying years of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s government. The fresh bout of pain in the economy is to a great extent a fallout of decisions — both that were taken and those that should have been taken but were not — of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s government. Puja Mehra is a Delhi-based journalist



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



assiduously crafted climate pact is appalling given that it is widely regarded as the most important UN achievement in the recent past. What is ironical is that when smaller and poorer nations are weaning themselves away from fossil fuels and even an authoritarian state such as North Korea, perceived as a ‘rogue state’, has ratiied it and launched a nationwide tree-planting initiative, the world’s oldest and richest democracy, with a historic responsibility towards mitigating global warming, is irresponsibly and regressively continuing to depend on carbon-emitting fossil fuels. It is a great relief that China and countries of the European Union have vowed to abide by the climate pact. Nalini Vijayaraghavan, Thiruvananthapuram
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NIA raids



New Delhi



The search operations by the National Investigation Agency (NIA) are welcome, though a bit belated (“On



■ Mr. Trump’s callous disregard for the
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he Goods and Services Tax Council has inalised the rates at which tax will be levied for almost all products and services under the tax regime, just four weeks before the July 1 deadline for rollout. The decisions amount to a balancing act between competing demands. The Council has set the tax rate on gold, silver, diamonds and other jewellery at 3%, while uncut diamonds will attract a ‘notional’ duty of 0.25%; a credit can be claimed for exports of such diamonds after they are polished and cut in India’s gem clusters. Footwear and readymade textiles will have diferential tax slabs based on sale price (with a concessional 5% for footwear below ₹500 and clothes below ₹1,000). But oddly, no such distinction has been made for mass consumption items such as glucose biscuits. Textiles, leather, diamonds and food processing already are, or have the potential to be, India’s biggest employment engines, and repercussions of tax structure anomalies can be felt hard and fast in a competitive global market. Though the low rates on gold and diamond can dampen smuggling opportunities, they introduce two more rates to an already complex GST structure of ive rate slabs plus a variable cess on ‘sin’ goods. Taken together, with the exemptions for critical sectors such as real estate, electricity, petroleum and alcohol, GST in its current form is far from the ‘One Nation, One Tax’ it purports to be. Not surprisingly, fresh demands for diferential tax treatment have begun already, including for bidis. States and sections of industry want a review of rates inalised earlier for products ranging from biogas, fertilizers and tractors to agarbathis, human hair and cashew. Actor Kamal Haasan has threatened to quit cinema as it has been included in the 28% ‘sin’ category, and States have backed the demand that regional cinema be treated diferently. The Council is slated to meet again on June 11 to discuss these demands while taking a call on a few pending items such as lotteries, and inalise rules pertaining to accounting and e-way bills (to be generated to transport goods). An assurance of input credit on existing stocks with dealers and simpler rules for iling returns should help industry gear up for the transition. But in the absence of inal accounting rules or clarity on the anti-proiteering framework, there is concern whether all the loose ends can be tied up this month. The government is sticking to the July 1 deadline despite reservations about the readiness of the administration and the GST Network that would have to manage billions of invoices. The Council must take a realistic and honest stock of ground realities at its next meeting. A sub-optimal GST design can be corrected over time, but a hasty beginning could prove costly.
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There is still no clarity whether the loose ends can be tied up in time for the July 1 deadline



conomic policy is evident. At a time of declining private investment the prudent thing for a government to do is to raise public investment. This has not happened on anything like the scale necessary. Indeed, with regard to iscal policy, the government had been guided by iscal consolidation deined in terms of deicit reduction. Admittedly, in this the National Democratic Alliance-II has only taken forward a programme initiated by UPA-I. But the slowing of capital formation was not a feature then, and economic policy is meant to respond to a changing environment. In 2016-17, gross ixed capital formation in the economy turned negative. This worrying development requires addressing. But having tied itself down to a dogmatic policy stance, the government can do little. The centrepieces of this policy package are iscal consolidation and inlation targeting. This combination leaves no room to address concerns of growth. The government’s response to suggestions that it respond to the situation is that it will not sidetrack iscal consolidation. Actually, no one is asking it to! It is possible to adhere to iscal deicit targets while expanding public capital. You do this by switching expenditure from consumption to investment.



V. Subramanian,



Mr. Guha. His exposé of the violation of norms and procedures will ind resonance as he has raised his voice for a just cause — ridding the game of ilth and promoting probity. The Committee of Administrators has received the mandate of the Supreme Court and it must appear to be a change maker. Better opportunities for domestic players, less politics and more transparency are needed. Let Mr. Guha’s missive be the turning point.



Chennai



Parthasarathy Sen,



terror funding trail, NIA conducts raids on separatists,” June 4). The government should ensure that such operations reach their logical conclusion — putting the brakes on terror funding — so that militant outits and their sponsors can be exposed at the international level. Such operations, coupled with India’s repeated assertions of the need for a permanent solution to bilateral issues, augur well for a trouble-free situation in the Valley.



New Delhi



Guha’s resignation Ramachandra Guha’s missive of 2,445 words has come as a bombshell and only shows that all is still not well with Indian cricket. The letter only indicates the perpetual hold of cricket superstars who can make or mar any career. However, genuine fans are concerned about the future of young players who depend on domestic cricket for a living, a concern pointed out by



Karunanidhi. Mr. Karunanidhi has often been one of the main architects of political alliances at the national level and it is worth noting that Mr. Stalin is trying to take a leaf out of his father’s book, especially at a time when the Opposition is struggling to Atin Sharma, Jammu counter the autocratic moves of the NDA government. There also Son rise seems to be a remarkable That the DMK’s M.K. Stalin is blossoming into a national change in the attitude of Rahul Gandhi towards the leader is evident from the DMK. manner in which he Tharcius S. Fernando, conducted the mega meet Chennai in Chennai to celebrate the 94th birthday of his father more letters online: and DMK patriarch, M. www.hindu.com/opinion/letters/ of traditional tribal dialects, the eforts by tribal communities like Saura and Oraon to revive them are heartening. However, the eforts need to be supported and invigorated through state assistance in earnest to achieve greater progress.



Tribal heritage The diverse socio-cultural traditions of the many tribal groups in our country, their rituals, their synergy with the environment, and their unique dialects impart strength to the social fabric of India (“Tribal communities in Odisha are speaking up to save their dialects,” June 4). Against the backdrop of the fading inluence and falling usage



corrections & clarifications: In a report headlined “BJP has become biggest NPA: Cong.” ( June 3, 2017), the full form of NPA was erroneously given as NonPerforming Authority. It should have been Non-Performing Asset. Late correction: A Business page report headlined “Usha eyes double-digit growth in fan sales” (May 21, 2017) erroneously referred to the growth in the fan business (in the headline and twice in the text). It should have been air cooler business. It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:[email protected]; Mail: Readers’ Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India. All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com A ND-ND
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Accounting for three good years India now has a positive image and the NDA is delivering on its promise of clean, responsive governance



By glossing over the positives in the three-year rule of the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, our political adversaries, especially the Congress party, are trying to project a false narrative. When the NDA took over the reins from the Congress-led United Progressive Alliance in 2014, it had to overcome all-round despondency after scam-ridden UPA rule. Now, there is an all-round, positive image for India and the NDA leadership has delivered on its promise of clean, responsive and transparent governance.



A global ‘bright spot’ The economy which was almost in a shambles, is now estimated to grow at 7.5% this fiscal. India is being hailed as the “bright spot” by the International Monetary Fund and other international bodies amid global gloom. The Prime Minister believes that development would be incomplete without the poor benefiting from economic growth. With his stress on “reform, perform and transform”, people feel that he is the biggest transformer. The 7.5% growth projections for this fiscal clearly indicate that economic resilience is due to efficient management. Fiscal prudence has been the watchword of this government. The golden indicators of the economy show that fiscal deficit is under control; the current account deficit is down to 0.7% from 4% in 2014; inflation is at a low of 4% as against a high of 11% in 2014; foreign direct investment inflows have touched $62.3 billion, and India’s foreign exchange reserves have touched a new high of $379 billion for the week ended May 19. The introduction of the landmark GST regime from July 1 is set to improve the economy further. Another important reform is the abolition of the Foreign Investment Promotion Board. The Bankruptcy and Insolvency Code, which helps in the quick resol-



SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



M. Venkaiah Naidu



ution of insolvency cases, is one of the government’s biggest reforms. As part of governance reforms, the share of States from the divisible pool of taxes has been increased to 42%. The other big reform has been the enactment of Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016. On the foreign policy front, the Prime Minister’s pro-active engagement with world leaders has ensured widespread backing for India’s claim for UN Security Council membership. The Prime Minister has made it clear that “Gaon, Garib, Kisan, Mazdoor, Mahila, Yuva” form the core of the NDA’s people-centric policies and schemes have been formulated for their uplift. Agriculture has been accorded highest priority and the goal is to eventually double the income of farmers. Credit facility to agriculture has been increased to a whopping ₹10 lakh crore — this will go a long way in preventing farmers from falling prey to usurious money lenders. Another major pro-farmer scheme has been the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana, which covers all food grains and all risks in the crop cycle. With an outlay of ₹50,000 crore, the Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana seeks to provide water to every field (Har Khet ko Pani) in five years. The highest ever expenditure of ₹51,902 crore was made in 2016-17 under the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA). There is also the Blue Revolution to ensure economic prosperity for fishermen and nutritional security where integrated development and



management of fisheries, with an outlay of ₹3,000 crore, has been envisaged for five years. The NDA government had to rework tax agreements with some countries. The series of measures to unearth black money include constituting a Special Investigation Team to announcing the successful Income Declaration Scheme (IDS). With the Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Act, the government has blocked a key route to generate and hold black money. Finally, the game-changing invalidation of ₹500 and ₹1,000 notes has dealt a major blow to the twin menaces of black money and corruption, which became all too pervasive during the UPA regime. The entire amount of black money has come into the banking system through demonetisation and every rupee is being verified whether it is black or white. Post-demonetisation, 91 lakh people have been added to the income tax net. There has also been unprecedented growth in digital payments. This government has ushered in an infectious sense of honesty, accountability and transparency in the bureaucracy. The biggest example of this is the transparent auctioning of coal blocks and spectrum. Auctioning of 82 blocks over the life of the lease period would net ₹3.94 lakh crore. Compare this with the astronomical loss of ₹1,86,000 crore in the coal blocks allocations, as the Comptroller and Auditor General computed it, under the UPA dispensation. There has also been decisiveness in resolving the four-decade old One Rank One Pension for ex-servicemen



and the long-pending Land Boundary Agreement with Bangladesh. I move back to welfare for the needy. Under Jan Dhan Yojana, a record 28.52 crore bank accounts were opened. Another 13 crore people have availed social security cover at nominal rates under Jan Suraksha. Capital of ₹3.17 lakh crore as collateral-free loans has been provided to 7.45 crore small entrepreneurs under the Micro Units Development & Refinance Agency Ltd (MUDRA) scheme. Other pro-poor initiatives include Atal Pension Yojana, Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana and Jan Suraksha Yojana benefiting 16 crore people. After the Prime Minister’s appeal, about 1.2 people have surrendered their LPG subsidy, which is being given to the poor under Ujjwala Yojana. As many as 224 schemes have been brought under the Direct Benefit Transfer platform and over ₹1.92 lakh crore transferred to 32 crore beneficiaries, resulting in a saving of ₹49,560 crore. Rural development, infrastructure and housing have been given a huge thrust through ‘Housing for All’; rural electrification (about 13,432 of 18,456 un-electrified villages have been electrified) and rural connectivity (1.20 lakh km of rural roads constructed in last three years) are others. Several schemes to empower women have been successfully implemented which include Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao (BBBP), Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana (over one crore accounts opened), Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act ( increasing maternity leave to 26 weeks) and Pradhan Mantri Surakshit Matritva Abhiyan (safe pregnancy). After BBBP, there has been a remarkable improvement in the child sex ratio in Haryana — 950 girls to 1,000 boys. Another important reform-driven outcome has been the cancellation of 23 million fake ration cards following Aadhar-linked public distribution in the States. With the mass movement of Swachh Bharat, 40 million toilets have been built and 1,94,000 villages have become open defecation free. The NDA Government can definitely look back with satisfaction on its three-year rule. M. Venkaiah Naidu is Union Minister for Urban Development and Information & Broadcasting



FROM THE READERS’ EDITOR



Silencing the media is political suicide Those in power should realise that an enabling environment for the media is beneicial both to them and the people



A.S. Panneerselvan There were two interesting reports in The Hindu last week that once again emphasised the need for an enabling environment for the news media to hold those in power to account. One was an in-depth investigative report in the Ground Zero section. “The Sasikala web: how a maze of shell companies link up to her, her family and friends” (May 27, 2017) looked at how late Chief Minister J. Jayalalithaa’s close friend and aide, Sasikala, and her family amassed wealth during the AIADMK rule.



A silent move The other was a scoop, “Confiscation of properties begins in disproportionate assets case against Jayalalithaa, 3 others” (May 30, 2017), that looked at how the government, in order to comply with the Supreme Court’s order that upheld the trial court’s verdict, was initiating the process in a silent manner. The ruling faction of the AIADMK is forced to do in a silent, discreet and sly manner something it is bound to do anyway. This is because its legally and morally correct action is in effect an indictment of the party and its former Chief Minister. Any transparent initiative in this matter would further undermine the rudderless party. The first story should have happened long before Jayalalithaa’s death. A variant of this should have been the lead investigative report during her first term as Chief Minister between 1991 and 1996. There should have been a follow-up series during the subsequent terms when she was in power — 2001-2006, 2011-2016, and May 2016 to December 2016. But, the story is out only now. This posthumous revelation is a pointer to understand how the media works, what the basic requirements are for its independent functioning, and what happens if a ruling dispensation can create a chilling atmosphere that muzzles the press. Today, the AIADMK is the third largest party in India in terms of Electoral College, which is computed on the basis of its strength in the Parliament and in the Legislative Assembly. The numbers, which once gave the party an enormous power, are not



giving it any special comfort now. It is paying a huge price for its years of centralising tendencies, which did not permit a credible second-line leadership, coupled with a maze of moves to silence critics through defamation cases, physical threats and the use of legislative privileges which are not codified. Excess by the state machinery because the numbers are stacked in favour of the ruling dispensation is not new. Indira Gandhi pursued this path in the mid-1970s, Rajiv Gandhi was no different in the mid-1980s, and one can produce a list that illustrates the brazenness of various State governments at least from the late 1970s that cast a shadow on democratic practices. Those in power have to realise that their authority is not eternal and an enabling environment for the media to do its mandated work not only benefits the people but also helps them. When there is no fear of the state’s draconian intervention, journalists tend to bring out the mistakes at a very early stage. It is important for political parties to realise that a well-documented investigative report offers them a protective cover to effect a course correction and to minimise damage to their own reputation.



Defamation threats One of the questions I have faced is: why should the media succumb to the pressure from the government? It is extremely romantic to imagine every reporter to be a warrior. Journalists are as vulnerable as any other human being. Physical threats or threats to family members do send shivers down the spine of any brave reporter. The lower court usually issues a notice in the defamation cases filed by the government, without even examining its claims and contents. The onus on proving otherwise lies with the reporter and the news media organisation. The state machinery has a fullfledged legal arm, headed by a law officer, to handle these cases. However, for a journalist and a news media organisation, this process is extremely time consuming, expensive and a drain on the meagre resources. It is important for those in power to internalise the 448th couplet of Thirukkural, which in Gopalkrishna Gandhi’s translation reads: “The King whom no one checks, no minister corrects/ Does not have to wait for foes, himself he vivisects.” Silencing the media is an act of political suicide. [email protected]
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FROM FIFTY YEARS AGO JUNE 5, 1967



Mind the diversity



President urges Bihar to look ahead



It’s inherent to our nation’s character and deiling it will be counterproductive



The President, Dr. Zakir Hussain, to-day [ June 4] asked the people of Bihar to avoid the habit of mass begging and appealed to them to prepare themselves for future work, particularly for the next kharif production. Famine was a natural calamity, which would be short-lived. “We must not lose heart, but work hard to overcome it”, he said. He told reporters at the Gaya aerodrome at the end of his hurried tour of some of the famine areas of Gaya district. “It is not advisable to make the entire population habituated to doles and relief measures for a long time.” Dr. Hussain expressed his appreciation of the relief work now in operation. He hoped more such schemes would be organised with the co-operation of all voluntary organisations.



Navina Jafa



A HUNDRED YEARS AGO JUNE 5, 1917



FREEPIK.COM



Multiculturalism is part of the Indian society and any attempt to monochrome it will be selfdefeating. It was on display recently in Kerala through two opposing developments — a ‘Modifest’ and many beef-eating festivals. One represented the illustration of a report card for development and the other the right to assert a personal choice. Humans are an interesting species whose history is deined by greed in gaining and maintaining control over resources and sustaining power. Cultural identity has been a central tool in this. A cultural identity is a phenomenon which, among other things, comprises choices by individuals and communities that deine aspects like religion, ethnicity and personal habits. However, these identities have also been repeatedly used by the power elite to serve their own interests. Manipulation and politicisation of cultural symbols relating to these identities has resulted in chaos and destruction. The most glaring example relates to the debasement of the symbol of swastika — in its uncorrupted form a metaphor for the Sun representing time, good health, and positive energy. Across the world, markers of cultural identity have aided individuals and communities in comprehending their interests, and forming a perception of themselves and that of the ‘other’. They remain a device for empowerment and inluence as much as they are potent seeds to generate conlict.



An organic phenomenon While in other countries such as Canada, multiculturalism is a recent phenomenon resulting from migration, in India it is organic and part of our DNA. Any kind of action to tamper with the idea of diversity will only result in conlicts and resistance, and will impede the country’s economic development, which characterises the aspiration of all Indians today. Handling cultural diversity is a complex process. Seeing and projecting the country as a unidimensional monolith may seem to be an easy way out but will be both fruitless and counterproductive, hindering our peaceful and sustainable development. Diversity is also existent in the very idea of free markets, especially in the mental make-up of the youth of the country whose aspirations and impatience to ‘acquire’ socioeconomic upward mobility is deined by their sense of entitlement to have multiple choices in what they eat, wear and believe in. The ambition and expectations of Indians are heightened by the multiple choices available and accessed through information technology. The surge in conidence in individuals and communities in today’s India has resulted in a reinvention of identities and helped them express resistance to the emergent nationalism in innovative forms. Their expressions not just make us aware of the multicultural character of our country but also show that attempts to monochrome its composition will be a failure. Navina Jafa is vice-president of the Centre for New Perspectives, a think tank on traditional knowledge skills and sustainable development
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Wanted: binoculars.
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CONCEPTUAL



SHELF HELP



Positive nonintervention



The power of one



Economics



Sometimes, a dazzling début is diicult to live up to



The economic policy adopted by Hong Kong under the rule of John J. Cowperthwaite, the city’s Financial Secretary from 1961 to 1971. It involved opening up the economy to free market forces, not doling out favours to business groups, and imposing very light regulations. The city also adopted a conservative fiscal and monetary policy to preserve its currency, and allowed the free movement of capital. Positive non-intervention is credited with reviving Hong Kong’s economy and aiding its transformation from a city of poor immigrants, to an international financial hub with one of the highest standards of living.
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Video: How India chooses its President http://bit.ly/Prezelection



Sudipta Datta



What prompts a writer to pause after one brilliant book? What makes him or her escape into silence? Is it the burden of success or fear of failure? Then again, if a second book is indeed written, does it live up to the magic of the first? It happened with Harper Lee, who didn’t write another novel after the spectacular success of To Kill a Mockingbird, in 1960, till Go Set a Watchman, which was published 55 years later. Watchman was clearly one of the drafts of or a prequel to Mockingbird, masquerading now as a second novel. This when in one of her last interviews in 1961 before she became a recluse, Lee said she wanted to chronicle “small-town, middle class southern life”. She gave us a peek into what she would be chronicling if she continued to write. Mockingbird, which won the Pulitzer Prize, talks about race, class, justice, relationships and a father’s advice to a



child: “You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of view... until you climb into his skin and walk around in it.” While Lee didn’t pick up the pen again, that is not exactly how Arundhati Roy spent the two decades between her first book — the Booker-winning The God of Small Things — and her second novel, The Ministry of Utmost Happiness. She wrote non-fiction, more than half a dozen, choosing to fight on behalf of the ‘Outsider’: the Dalit, the Adivasi, the Muslim, the Kashmiri, the farmer — experiences which tell on her second book of fiction. Among a host of characters, she writes the story of Anjum, a hijra, “a living creature that is incapable of happiness”, always vulnerable and on the margins; and Tilo, a woman fighter in Kashmir, who will find a home in a graveyard — a “battered” soul watched over by “battered angels”. Ms. Roy concerns herself with the living and



the dead of the entire country across its length and breadth, somewhere losing her grip. This is unlike her début, that beautifully structured story of Rahel-Estha and Ammu-Velutha of the House of Ayemenem. That brings us to another dazzling first book and its writer, Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison. Published in 1952, it met with instant success. He continued to write, hoping to replicate the success of his début novel. In 1967, a fire at home destroyed his second manuscript. He rewrote it, and a condensed version, Juneteenth, published after his death in 1999, didn’t quite live up to the powerful words of the first, the prologue of which set the tone: “I am an invisible man... I am a man of substance, of flesh and bone, fiber and liquids — and I might even be said to possess a mind. I am invisible, understand, simply because people refuse to see me....”



The following Press Communique has been issued by the Munitions Board: Great difficulty is experienced by officers sent on service to Mesopotamia in obtaining binoculars suitable for field service and the Commander-in-Chief therefore makes an appeal to private individuals in India who may have suitable binoculars in their possession to give them on loan to the Board for issue to officers who cannot otherwise obtain a pair. The names of all persons who send in binoculars on loan will be registered with a view to the return of their property after the war. Persons who are willing to lend binoculars are invited to send them to the Officer-in-Charge. Mathematical Instrument Office, 15 Wood Street, Calcutta, where they will be examined with a view to their suitability and if necessary repaired and put into good order. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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China copter in Indian skies?



FROM PAGE ONE



‘Open to review of cattle slaughter notice’ On May 30, the Madras High Court had stayed for four weeks the enforcement of the contentious notification banning sale and purchase of cattle at animal markets for slaughter. The order had come on a petition challenging the bar as inimical to personal liberty, people’s rights to livelihood and an encroachment into matters that are within the domain of the States. Mr Vardhan said, “Rules under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, are not to influence food habits, or affect slaughtering business.” After announcement of the ban under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, the Environment Ministry has received several



IAF starts probe to ind out if it was a deliberate act or unintentional deviation Special Correspondent New Delhi



representations, asking the government to consider alternative views, he said. The decision is expected to hit exports and trade in meat and leather. The rules define cattle as a bovine animal including bulls, bullocks, cows, buffaloes, steers, heifers and calves and camels. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had earlier said the ban had nothing to do with State laws on cow slaughter and concern only with the place of sale. Protests have been held in several parts of Tamil Nadu including Madurai, Coimbatore, Erode and Hosur. Several activists of a little known Tamil group were detained in Madurai where they had organised a beef-eating contest.



A Chinese helicopter is said to have violated Indian airspace in the Barahoti area of Chamoli district along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) between India and China in Uttarakhand on Sunday. The Indian Air Force (IAF) has launched an investigation. “One chopper was sighted hovering over the Barahoti area violating Indian airspace at 9.15 a.m. It remained inside the Indian airspace for nearly four minutes,” Superintendent of Police, Chamoli, Tripti Bhatt told PTI.



Similar incidents The SP said there had been similar incidents in the past,



Crossing the line: A view of the Himalayas in Chamoli. The Chinese helicopter entered Barahoti in the district. FILE PHOTO *



and it had to be ascertained if the latest was a deliberate act of reconnaissance or an unintentional deviation. “There was one Chinese helicopter which came in less than a kilometre and



Army free to act NIA raids more places against Pak.: Rajnath linked to terror fund Cash running into a few crores, gold jewellery and coins worth about ₹40 lakh, a large number of propertyrelated papers, letterheads of the banned outfits, Lashkar-e-Taiba and Hizbul Mujahideen, several pendrives, laptops, mobile phones and other incriminating documents, including phone diaries, katchcha receipts and vouchers were seized from financiers, hawala operators and of-



Press Trust of India Hamirpur



The Army has been given a free hand to deal with any attempt by Pakistani troops to disturb peace in the country, said Home Minister Rajnath Singh on Sunday. Addressing a conclave of booth-level office-bearers of the Assembly constituencies within the Hamirpur Lok Sabha seat, he warned the neighbouring country against any misadventure. “Indian forces will not count bullets while replying to any provocation by Pakistan,” he said. His statement comes a day after two Indian soldiers were killed in an ambush by



fice- bearers of separatist groups, said the NIA on Saturday. The bank accounts and lockers detected during the probe have been ordered to be frozen. While the NIA team sealed the Qamarwari residence of Hurriyat chairman Syed Ali Geelani’s sonin-law Altaf Shah, another Geelani confidante Mehraj Kalwal, district president of Tehreek-e-Hurriyat, was questioned.



Combat role soon for women in Army Creating history, the Indian Air Force, last year, had inducted three women as fighter pilots, less than a year after the government decided to open the fighter stream for women on an experimental basis. A decision on having more women as fighter pilots will be taken after evaluating the performance of the three women — Avani Chaturvedi, Bhawana Kanth and Mohana Singh who are now part of IAF’s fighter squadron. The Indian Navy is currently deliberating on a policy on allowing women on board the ships. The Navy allows women in various other segments including in legal, logistics, naval architecture and engineering. General Rawat has given the thumbs up to the strategic partnership model rolled out by the government to rope in leading private players for defence production, calling it a “big ticket” move to push modernisation of India’s armed forces.



Modernisation plan He said the new model is expected to fast-track the Army’s modernisation plan as it will bring new technologies and help implement major military manufactur-



hovered for two or three minutes,” a defence source told The Hindu. Another officer said such incidents occur accidentally in the mountainous terrain. China has made claims in



this area and some transgressions were seen in the past. While there had been instances of such airspace violations in the past, an officer who did several postings along the LAC said Chinese helicopters were rarely seen along the border. Referring to reports that the helicopter was in Indian airspace for a few minutes, he added, “It could have been an error, either pilot or navigational error. We needn’t read too much into it.” China analyst Lt. Gen. (retd.) S.L. Narasimhan said: “This needs to be further verified to know the intention behind [the violation.” (With inputs from PTI)



Govt. committed Stating that militancy has come down in all parts of the country, he said the government is committed to eliminate terrorism and “our forces are on alert round the clock and sacrificing their lives in fighting terrorists”.



New Delhi



A ile photo of a live demo of EVMs and VVPATs on ‘EVM Challenge’, in New Delhi. SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY *



allay the fears of political parties. The petitioner, vice-president of the State Congress Committee, had contended that the court was seized of seven election petitions, whereby, a challenge had been laid to the functioning of EVMs, stating that demonstration of their functioning might influence the outcome of election petitions. “This court has taken notice of the fact that the election petitions are pending wherein the challenge has been laid to the use of EVMs during elections. The National and the State-recognised political parties were aware of the challenge laid down to the use of EVMs



during elections,” said the court.



Campaign against EC It further said: “However, despite that, a systematic campaign has been launched by the political parties to tarnish the image of the constitutional body i.e. Election Commission of India. The national and State-recognised political parties and other social organisations should have waited for the outcome of election petitions pending in this court as well as in other High Courts, wherein, the challenge has been laid to the functioning of EVMs.” The Division Bench restrained all the political



both former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and Congress chief Sonia Gandhi’s political secretary Ahmed Patel. CWC members expect that there will be some reference to that meeting as it is evident that Ms. Gandhi wishes to ease herself from the hurly burly of everyday politics. Restive party members are saying that Mr. Gandhi’s continued seeming reluctance to take on the top job is causing uncertainty among party workers.



New Delhi
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44 High Court judges to be appointed Press Trust of India



Uniied strategy: The meeting of Opposition leaders which was convened by Congress president Sonia Gandhi in New Delhi in May. The Congress has taken the initiative to bring together Opposition leaders. R.V. MOORTHY *



meetings, it is still not a certainty. Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi will be present. In the last meeting in November 2016, the CWC



Fabricated: India However, the Indian Army rejected the video circulated by Pakistan. “It is false and fabricated,” a top Indian Army official said in New Delhi. (With inputs from PTI)



*



Devesh K. Pandey



Special Correspondent



Sonia to chair Unlike the last CWC meeting held last November in her absence, Congress sources



The Pakistani military on Sunday released a video that it claimed showed the bombing of Indian positions on the Line of Control to back its claim that it had killed five Indian soldiers and destroyed bunkers along the Tatta Pani sector. Military spokesman Major General Asif Ghafoor tweeted on Sunday: “Video clip showing destruction of Indian posts on LoC by Pak Army in response to unprovoked Indian firing on innocent citizens”. The video clip showed intense mortar shelling on Indian positions and the de-



Last respects: Corps Commander Lt. Gen. J.S. Sandhu paying tributes at the 15 Corps headquarters in Srinagar on Sunday. Two soldiers were killed in a militant attack on an Army convoy in Qazigund, south Kashmir on Saturday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



parties, NGOs and individuals from criticising the use of EVMs in the recently conducted elections of the State Assemblies, even by approaching the electronic media, press, radio, Facebook, Twitter and other means, till the decision of the election petitions. “In the present case, the petitioner is a member of the Congress party and he cannot be oblivious to the pendency of election petitions. The Election Commission has successfully held the free and fair elections. We cannot permit the political parties to lower the image and prestige of the constitutional body,” said the court. The Division Bench said the “uncalled-for criticism of the functioning of Election Commission has a deleterious effect on its functioning and the same may result in lowering its morale. The faith of the people in the election process is required to be restored at all costs. Holding of free and fair election is a basic feature of the Constitution. The Election Commission is not comparable with any other authority”.



The agenda includes organisational elections, Rahul Gandhi’s elevation and the situation in Kashmir



said party president Sonia Gandhi was likely to chair the meeting that is expected to give “ex-post facto” approval to the polls. But given the way she has pulled out at the last moment from party



KARACHI



militants of an Army convoy that was moving on the Jammu-Srinagar National Highway. “Pakistan has been making repeated efforts to disturb the peace and tranquility in J&K...our forces will give appropriate reply to such provocations,” he added.



High Court said outcome of EVM hack had no bearing on pending poll petitions The Uttarakhand High Court, which in an order earlier this week refused to stay the ‘EVM challenge’ organised by the Election Commission, also held that the exercise would not in any way impact the outcome of the currently pending election petitions on the EVM issue. “We leave it now to the wisdom/discretion of the Election Commission of India to hold the demonstration/challenge, but with a caveat that even after it is held, as scheduled, it will not affect the outcome of the pending election petitions,” said the Division Bench judgment. The order said the EC was aware that the court, and several other High Courts, were seized of election petitions. “The demonstration/ challenge to EVMs may influence the outcome of election petitions wittingly or unwittingly,” the court observed. On its part, the Election Commission said there was no scope for tampering with the EVMs and that this exercise had been undertaken to



struction that followed. No evidence of soldiers being killed was shown. India has refuted the Pakistani claim that five of its soldiers have been killed. There was also no word on the casualties on the Pakistani side, though sources said at least one soldier, Waris Shah, had been killed and two injured in the clash.



MUBASHIR ZAIDI



Final farewell



Crucial CWC meet to discuss presidential poll The Congress Working Committee (CWC) will meet on Tuesday to ratify the schedule for its internal polls that will conclude in October with the election of the next president of the party. But the party’s highest decision-making body is also expected to discuss the upcoming presidential elections — for which it has taken the initiative to try and field a common opposition candidate, review the country’s political situation, especially the rapidly deteriorating situation in Kashmir, and discuss whether the sort of opposition unity the party is engaged in is the way forward.



Clip shows shelling on Indian posts
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EC contest had no impact on cases



ing projects. The Army has been pressing for updating its weapons systems considering the evolving security scenario in the region and Gen. Rawat said the SP model will help the Army in replacing its ageing fleet of tanks and critical weapons. “The strategic partnership model is a big ticket thing. It will help the modernisation of armed forces. We have to gradually think of replacing our tanks. In the next seven to eight years, some of our old systems will have to be replaced. It is good to start the process now. Because for production to take place, you need time,” said the Army Chief. Under the new model, the government will allow Indian private sector companies to form joint ventures with foreign defence majors to build fighter aircraft, helicopters, submarines and main battle tanks in India. Referring to the Army’s modernisation programme, Gen. Rawat expressed happiness over its progress and referred to the arrival of two ultra light howitzers from the U.S. and also to the Dhanush 155mm artillery gun developed by the DRDO.



Pak. releases ‘video’ of LoC attack



had unanimously asked Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi, who had presided, to take over as party chief. The resolution moved last November by veteran A.K. Antony was seconded by



Additional units Some States, including Uttarakhand and Assam, have also demanded the creation of additional organisational units and the CWC is likely to sanction the move. The Election Commission has already given a deadline of December 31 this year to complete the party’s polls.



The fresh poll schedule circulated by the party’s central election authority says elections for the post of the Congress president will take place between September 16 and October 15. Once a party chief is chosen, elections to the CWC will take place in NovemberDecember. The Congress constitution says that 12 of the 25-member CWC have to be elected by All India Congress Committee members while the others are to be nominated by the new president. The fresh poll schedule has been divided into five phases. The first stage of new enrolments will end on August 20, while the second phase of electing block presidents will conclude on September 4. The third segment in which district presidents are elected ends on September 15.



New Delhi



The government is learnt to have initiated the process for appointing 44 High Court judges after initially having returned their names to the Supreme Court collegium for reconsideration on two occasions. While 29 candidates are from the Allahabad HC, two are from Karnataka, seven from Calcutta and six from the Madras High Courts, highly-placed sources said on Sunday. On April 10, the collegium — a body of five senior most judges of the apex court headed by Chief Justice J.S. Khehar — for a second time reaffirmed its



decision recommending the candidates for appointment as HC judges. As per an established practice, the government usually appoints a person as a judge once the collegium reiterates its recommendation. But in the recent past, the Modi government had expressed its disapproval of the collegium’s recommendations by returning them more than once. Last week, a total of 17 judges were appointed to the Bombay and the Jammu and Kashmir High Courts. While 14 judges were appointed to the Bombay HC, three were appointed to the Jammu and Kashmir HC.



Jat leaders satisied with progress on govt promise ‘Review meeting next month’ Ashok Kumar GURUGRAM



The Akhil Bharatiya Jat Aarakshan Sangharsh Samiti national president, Yashpal Malik, on Sunday said its leaders were satisfied with the progress on the promises made to them by the State government in March and a review meeting would be held next month to decide on the future course of action. Speaking to The Hindu over phone following the Samiti’s national executive meet in Rohtak, Mr. Malik said the demands for jobs to the next of kin of those killed during the agitation in February and compensation to the injured were almost met. He said the next of kin of all the 30 people, includ-



ing 18 Jats, killed during the agitation were given appointment letters for government jobs and all of them had joined, except two. He said almost 80 % of those injured had also got the compensation. Mr. Malik said leaders also expressed satisfaction over the progress made in withdrawal of cases pertaining to the agitation. He added that a committee would soon be constituted to take up the case of around 40 people who are accused in a case of arson and vandalism at the residence of Haryana Finance Minister Capt. Abhimanyu in Rohtak last year. Twenty of the accused are in jail while the remaining are at large.
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IN BRIEF



New rile ready, but Army holds ire The force is planning to loat a global tender despite Ordnance Board developing gun in record time and much more later. The OFB has so far supplied over 10 lakh INSAS (Indian National Small Arms System) rifles to the Army so far and the plan is to replace all of them. The indigenously built 5.56-calibre INSAS rifle was cleared for induction into the Army in 1999 and was fully inducted by 2004.



Dinakar Peri New Delhi



Maneka undergoes surgery at AIIMS NEW DELHI



Union Minister for Women and Child Development Maneka Gandhi, who was diagnosed with gallstones, on Sunday underwent surgery at the All India Institute of Medical Sciences here. An official said Ms. Gandhi, 60, was doing fine though she was still ‘very weak’. “She will be discharged in the next three to four days,” he added. The Minister was admitted to the institute on June 2 following stomach pain. PTI



CBSE seeks fee structure data from private schools NEW DELHI



To curb charging of “unreasonable” fees and levying of “hidden” costs by private schools, the CBSE has sought data about their fee structure. The move comes weeks after it warned private schools against turning into “shops” by selling uniform and books in their premises. “We have told the schools that they should not charge unreasonable fees,” Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar said. PTI



The Ordnance Factory Board has developed a new 7.62mm assault rifle for the Army, which will begin trials of the weapon in June. But the Army remains unenthused about the gun and is going ahead with a global tender for procuring new rifles. “The trials of the new 7.62x51mm assault rifle were to happen in May but got delayed. The first trial will now happen in the first half of June at the Rifle Factory, Ishapore. Eight rifles have been prepared for the trials,” a senior OFB official told The Hindu. Work on the gun began on October 1, 2016 and was completed in a “record six months” as per the requirements of the Army, the official said.



Long firing range The rifle weighs 4.5 kg and is fully automatic. It has two firing modes, single shot and automatic, and has a lethal firing range of 500 metres.



10 years to clean Ganga: Minister



“The function of a selfloading rifle (SLR) has been transferred to the new rifle,” the official said referring to the superior lethal effect of the SLRs used in the past. The rifle also has a picatinny rail, a standard bracket on the gun, both above and below, where various accessories such as night-vision devices and under-barrel grenade launchers can be



mounted. Basic trials were conducted during the development. The trials this month will be before the Project Management Team comprising representatives of the Army’s Infantry Directorate, the Rifle Factory, the Director-General, Quality Assurance, and the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO).



“During the basic trials, the rifle fired 300 rounds non-stop,” the official said and added that two representatives from the Army’s Infantry Directorate were involved in the entire trial process. Once the rifle clears the PMT trials, it will be put through extensive field trials. The Army has an initial requirement of 1,85,000 guns



Bid to replace INSAS The Army has been trying to replace the INSAS and had launched an ambitious global tender for interchangeable barrels capable of firing both 5.56-mm and 7.62-mm-calibre bullets. The tender for assault rifles with interchangeable barrels issued in December 2011 was cancelled in 2015 as none of the companies could meet the service quality specifications. The Army has now decided to go for 7.62-mm calibre, and fresh General Staff Quality Requirements (GSQR) have just been issued.



Revering a river: Devotees ofer prayers at Har ki Pauri on the occasion of Ganga Dasara in Haridwar on Sunday. PTI *



Press Trust of India Farrukhabad



Union Minister Uma Bharti on Sunday said it would take 10 years to completely clean the Ganga, and it would be done in a phased manner. “In order to ensure a clean Ganga, industrial units located on its banks will be shifted. The framework of this plan has been drawn. The Uttar Pradesh government is making efforts to shift the tanneries



CSIR faces funds crunch, asks labs to look outside Pay panel and pension payouts, along with scrapping of plan panel’s block grants, have crippled the scientiic organisation



Major General killed in golf cart accident



Jacob Koshy



CHANDIGARH



NEW DELHI



A Major General died on Sunday when the golf cart carrying him overturned on a small bridge and he fell nearly 12 feet, a police official said. Major General Sanjeev Harbans Gupta, Commandant of the Western Command Military Dental Centre, was 57. “The golf cart was passing through a small bridge when it overturned. The Army officer was tossed and he fell,” the SHO at the Chandimandir Police Station, Mohit Handa, said over phone. “He suffered a serious head injury among other injuries,” he said. PTI



The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research is staring at a funds crunch this year. A letter from its DirectorGeneral, Girish Sahni, to directors of the 38 labs of the organisation says the funding is “tight” and that labs have to look outside the CSIR to meet their expenses. In any given year, the CSIR, with a ₹4,000 crore annual budget, apportions ₹1,200 crore to 1,400 crore to its labs for research. Dr. Sahni’s letter says that only about ₹360 crore will be available this year. The



meeting the pension payments. These expenses are likely to spill over into the future.



Girish Sahni crunch was primarily due to the increased salary outgo on the implemetation of the recommendations of the Seventh Pay Commission and a ₹1,650 crore-hit towards



Only 5 MPs clock 100% attendance in Lok Sabha



Tight balance “…Thus, the balance available for lab allocations and various new research projects (including 12th Plan leads, Mission projects, etc.) is only ₹360 crore. Of this, a sum of ₹158 crore has already been allocated. If we were to release further sums under these heads, we will be left with no funds to support new research projects. This is the stark reality,” Dr. Sahni’s letter said. Dr. Sahni, who is in Africa



on business, told the The Hindu that while he had “requested the government for more support”, several scientists had to “change their mindset and produce value from R&D in keeping with the CSIR mandate”. In 2015, the CSIR decided that as part of the Dehradun Declaration under then Science Minister, Harsh Vardhan's leadership, to generate about 50% of its budget through external sources. Some scientists who spoke to The Hindu described the funds crunch as a “panic situation” and a result of the NDA government’s move to scrap the Planning



Commission (which allowed the CSIR to access budget research money for a five-year period) and replace it with a yearly accounting system.



New projects “There is no money for new projects next year effectively,” said one of them, “because the message from above is to make money.” The Hindu has previously reported on several projects not being funded. Dr Sahni’s letter also said the CSIR would immediately move towards a regime of ensuring that 50% of Council’s budget by 2020 would come from external sources



and this year at least 25% be met that way. “We are already generating 10%-15%..so I don’t see this as impossible. Behind every dark cloud there is a silver lining,” Dr. Sahni told The Hindu. Anjan Ray, Director, CSIRIndian Institute of Petroleum, said the fund crunch was an opportunity and part of a CSIR effort to reorganise itself. “Earlier, labs were organised around say, ‘chemistry’ and ‘biology’, and now we are thematically organised: Energy, Pharma to strengthen links with industry. This also improves accountability of funding.”



located in Kanpur to other places,” said Ms. Bharti, whose handles Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation portfolios. She was here to participate in the Ganga Dasara celebrations. She said once the Ganga was cleaned, mass awareness would be needed to maintain its cleanliness, for which she would undertake a ‘padayatra’ from Gangotri to Ganga Sagar.



Security forces hold lag march Press Trust of India Phagwara



Security personnel on Sunday conducted a flag march in the city ahead of the 33rd anniversary of Operation Bluestar on June 6. Led by Superintendent of Police Harwinder Singh Sandhu, the march began from his office at the local Town Hall here. After passing through Banga road, Bansawala Bazaar, Gaushala road, Nimmawala chowk and Hanumangarhi area, it concluded at the SP’s office. Over 250 security personnel, including the Rapid Action Force, took part in the flag march.



India major defence partner: U.S. Press Trust of India



Sonia Gandhi has a higher percentage than her son, Rahul Press Trust of India New Delhi



Only five of the 545 members clocked 100% attendance in the current Lok Sabha with Congress president Sonia Gandhi attending more sittings than her son Rahul Gandhi. Bhairon Prasad Mishra, MP for Banda, Uttar Pradesh, participated in 1,468 debates and discussions, the highest, and has 100% attendance. Twenty-two lawmakers from the Lower House attended only half the sittings or fewer. Records of the Prime Minister and some Ministers are not available as it was not mandatory for them to sign the attendance register. The Congress president, who was unwell for some time, recorded 59% attendance as against 54% by Mr. Gandhi. Ms. Gandhi participated in five debates, while



her son took part in 11 debates, including one on inflation. According to the attendance data maintained by PRS Legislative, a nonprofit research body, nearly 25% of the MPs, 133 of the 545, have attended more than 90% of the sittings while the national average for lawmakers is 80%.



Not far behind Congress veterans like Veerappa Moily and Mallikarjun Kharge, who is



the Leader of the Congress in the House, recorded 91% and 92% attendance, respectively, while the party’s young guns like Jyotiraditya Scindia and Rajeev Satav attended 80% and 81% of the Lok Sabha sittings. The other four MPs who have cent per cent attendance are BJD MP Kulmani Samal ( Jagatsinghpur) and BJP MPs Gopal Shetty (North Mumbai), Kirit Solanki (Ahmedabad West) and Ramesh Chander Kaushik (Sonipat). Former Uttar Pradesh CM Mulayam Singh Yadav clocked 79% attendance. His daughter-in-law Dimple Yadav has less than 50% attendance. Chandigarh MP Kirron Kher and Mathura MP Hema Malini have 86% and 35% attendance, respectively. Ahmedabad East MP Paresh Rawal attended 68% of sittings.



Aadhaar must for kerosene subsidy, Atal Pension Yojana Beneiciaries must provide proof of possession of UID Press Trust of India New Delhi



Aadhaar has now been made mandatory to get subsidy on kerosene and benefits of the Atal Pension Yojana. Those getting kerosene subsidy or subscribing to the pension scheme will be required to furnish proof of possession of the unique ID or undergo the enrolment process to get the benefits, officials said on Sunday. The last date to get Aadhaar or enrol for getting it is September 30 in the case of the kerosene subsidy. For the pension scheme, the deadline is June 15, they said. However, till Aadhaar is CM YK



obtained, ration card, driving licence, voter identity card, Kisan passbook with photo, job card issued under the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme or a certificate issued by a gazetted officer or a tehsildar will be considered as proof of identity for the benefits.



Link ration card It has been also decided to link Aadhaar with the ration card issued to beneficiary households or with the bank account for cash transfer. The Ministry of Oil and Natural Gas has introduced direct benefit transfer through which subsidy is



transferred directly to the bank accounts of the beneficiaries, who purchase the PDS kerosene at non-subsidised rate. The decision to make Aadhaar mandatory for these two schemes is expected to prevent leakages. The Centre allocates subsidised kerosene to the States and Union Territories as affordable cooking fuel for domestic use, mainly to those living below the poverty line. Under the pension scheme, a subscriber gets a minimum pension of ₹1,000 to ₹5,000 a month, depending on contributions made, from the age of 60.



Washington



The U.S. recognises India as a major defence partner partly out of respect for New Delhi’s indispensable role in maintaining stability in the Indian Ocean region, Defence Secretary James Mattis has said. The United States is exploring new ways to address new challenges as well from maritime security to the growing threat posed by the spread of terrorism in Southeast Asia, Mr. Mattis said at the Shangri-La Dialogue. “For example, we recognise India, the most populous democracy in the world, as a major defence partner. We did so in part out of respect for India’s indispensable role in maintaining stability in the Indian Ocean region,” he said according to Defence Department transcripts. Mr. Mattis called upon all countries to contribute sufficiently to their own security.



Sustaining peace “At the same time, we encourage them to actively seek out opportunities and partnerships with other like-minded nations as we do the same to sustain and maintain the peace,” he said. We will continue to engage closely with our partners around the world, building on recent progress,” Mr. Mattis added. The U.S. Defence Secretary said one of the top priorities of the Defence Department was to empower countries in the region so that they could be even stronger contributors to their own peace and stability. “The Pacific region countries represented here are obviously critical to strengthening and transforming the underlying security structure that has enabled tremendous regional prosperity. For we don’t take that peace or prosperity for granted,” Mr. Mattis said. A ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



Time to change counterterror strategy, says May ‘Terror ideology should not be given safe space, whether it is in the country, abroad or online that could be used for its propagation’ Vidya Ram LONDON



Manila casino attacker a gambling addict: police MANILA



An armed man who killed 37 people when he set ire to a casino in the Philippine capital was a father of three from Manila motivated by heavy gambling debts and not terrorism, authorities said on Sunday. The attacker was identiied as as Jessie Javier Carlos, a Catholic. AFP



IS militants killed in raid: Pakistani forces KARACHI



Pakistani forces said on Sunday they killed a number of key commanders of the Islamic State in an operation based on intelligence reports that the militants were holding two Chinese nationals abducted from the restive Balochistan province last month. PTI



Malta elections: Labour Party claims victory VALLETTA



Malta’s Prime Minister Joseph Muscat on Sunday claimed victory in early elections called to consolidate the government’s position, saying unoicial results indicate a “sizeable” win for his Labour Party. Oicial results will be released on Monday. AP



Army has taken Aleppo town: military source DAMASCUS



Syria's army on Sunday seized a key town from the IS in the east of Aleppo province, a military source said, nearing its goal of expelling the jihadists from the region. The capture of Maskana, on the bank of Lake Assad, comes as part of a Russian-backed military operation. AFP



For the third time in three months, British Prime Minister Theresa May, clad in black, stood before Downing Street to address the nation, after a terrorist attack had taken place — first in Westminster, then in Manchester and late this Saturday night by London Bridge and neighbouring Borough Market. However, the tone struck by Ms. May on Sunday afternoon was new, as she declared that “enough is enough.” While people should go about their lives as they “normally would” when it came to tackling extremism and terrorism, things needed to change, she said, as she attacked the “evil ideology of Islamist extremism,” and warned of a new trend in the threat level, as terrorists copied acts carried out by others in the past. “Terrorism breeds terrorism,” she said.



Better values Counterterrorism alone could not tackle Islamist extremism, which would only be defeated by persuading people that our values were better, she said. The ideology should not be given a safe space, whether it was in the country, abroad, or online, via social media channels that could be used to propagate their ideology. Military action to destroy IS in Syria and Iraq was a necessary component of this, she said. Action would also need to be taken domestically to stamp out tolerance of extremism. “The whole country needs to come together to take on extremism.” Britain would also need to review its counterterrorism strategy, and if necessary the powers to those involved in that strategy should be increased, including potentially the custodial sentences



Trump knows climate is changing: Haley



Londoners tried to ight of assailants



for those involved in supporting or promoting terrorism, she said. Her message contrasted with those following previous attacks, which had focussed on continuing existing counterterrorism strategies, and stressing the unity of the country against the threat.



Campaign pause While the electoral campaign paused for several days after the attack on Manchester, local campaigning by political parties continued, with only the big campaign events suspended on Sunday, and only by the largest political parties, the Conservatives, Labour, the Liberal Democrats and the Scottish National Party. This time round, U.K. Independence Party declined to halt its campaigning at all, saying it would be giving in to the terrorists to do so. “Democracy must prevail,” said Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn, of the decision by the other parties to resume campaigning quickly. While the impact that the attacks will have had on Britain’s capital city, known for its embrace of diversity and multiculturalism, and its ability to resume “normal” life swiftly after an atrocity, will become evident in the days and weeks to come, a wider debate is raging on what the appropriate action is so close to an election. The BBC faced criticism for cancelling its influential Sunday morning television programme, the Andrew Marr Show. “The country’s leading TV current affairs programme should not be cancelled on Sunday before gen. election,” tweeted political commentator Tim Montgomerie. Some senior figures criticised the government’s strategy more swiftly than had been the case following the previous attacks.



Vidya Ram London



Condemning the terror attack, London Mayor Sadiq Khan said: “I am appalled and furious that these twisted and cowardly terrorists deliberately targeted Londoners and visitors to our city who were just enjoying their Saturday night.” Eyewitness accounts and video clips sent to media outlets have built up a horrific picture of what had happened. Holly Jones, a BBC reporter who was on the bridge as the attack took place, said the van drove at high speed, veering into pedestrians. “It was swerving violently, mounting the pavement fully, then swerving back into the road,” Sunday



Press Trust of India



U.S. envoy to the UN Nikki Haley has defended President Donald Trump’s controversial decision to withdraw from the landmark Paris accord but underlined that America was committed to curbing climate change. “Just because the U.S. got out of a club does not mean we are not going to care about the environment,” the Indian-American senior diplomat said on Saturday. Ms. Haley, 45, has defended Mr. Trump’s decision, saying he “knows climate is changing.” Mr. Trump “knows that it is changing and that the U.S. has to be responsible for it and that is what we are going to do,” Ms. Haley said, adding that withdrawing from the Paris agreement would not change the country’s commitment to curbing climate change, the CNN reported. “President Trump be-



Agence France-Presse Paris



Trump brings up travel ban



Tourists stranded



Gurdwaras ofer shelter



Press Trust of India



Associated Press



Press Trust of India



Washington



London



London



U.S. President Donald Trump on Sunday slammed London’s Pakistani-origin mayor Sadiq Khan, saying it was not the time to be “politically correct”, and touted his Muslim travel ban in view of the attacks.



The attack in London Bridge, a busy area teeming with hotels and restaurants, has left scores of visitors and tourists stranded after police cordoned off a large area near the crime scene on Saturday night.



In a show of unity, gurdwaras in London on Sunday opened their doors for the victims stranded after the terror attack in the city by offering them shelter and food, according to media reports.
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Running for cover



British and world leaders condemned the London attack on Sunday, reacting with both outrage and solidarity, as Pope Francis urged believers in St Peter’s square to pray for the victims. London Mayor Sadiq Khan said the attack was “a deliberate and cowardly attack on innocent Londoners and visitors to our city enjoying their Saturday night,” ‘There is no justification whatsoever for such barbaric acts,” he said. Andy Burnham, newly elected mayor of Manchester, where



‘Students, varsity colluded to kill Khan’ MUBASHIR ZAIDI Karachi



Staying prepared: Schoolchildren on the move during an evacuation drill in Abu, western Japan, on Sunday. The town conducted the exercise amid rising fears that a North Korean ballistic missile could target Japanese soil. AP *



Investigations into the lynching of Mashal Khan, a 23-year-old journalism student of Wali Khan University in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, on alleged blasphemy charges revealed that the varsity administration, with student leaders, plotted to eliminate him for political reasons. It also showed that Khan had not committed blasphemy at all. A mob comprising scores of students and university staff lynched Khan, accusing him of having committed blasphemy, in April this year. A mobile video of the killing created an outcry in Pakistan, forcing the police to arrest hundreds. Later, 60 people were charged with murder. The university was reopened last week after remaining closed for seven weeks. A report compiled by a 13-member joint investigation team ( JIT) looking into



Two dance forms, and a story of friendship across Palk Straits Students of Bengaluru’s Nrityagram and Colombo’s Chitrasena school will meld Odissi with Sri Lanka’s Kandyian dance to perform Samhara Meera Srinivasan COLOMBO



The Chitrasena dance school is located on one of Colombo’s busiest roads, but once you enter its premises, all you hear is exuberant drumbeats. On Saturday morning, the large thatch-roofed hall was brimming with children dressed in red and black. Seated at different spots, three generations of teachers from Sri Lanka’s first family of Kandyan dance — the Chitrasenas — were giving lessons to the students. “You have to stamp your feet more decisively, like this,” Vajira Chitrasena, the senior-most of them, told her students, gesturing with her palm. The 85-year-old veteran, and her late husband Chitrasena, are Sri Lanka’s pioneer dance-duo. CM YK



who brought the once ritualistic Kandyan dance tradition to the performance stage. After Chitrasena’s reinterpretation and revival of the form in the 1940s, the ancient dance of the hill-country Sinhalese began drawing global attention, apart from renewing local interest.



Collaboration revived As Saturday’s classes ended around 1 p.m, another group of dancers entered the school. Attired in kurtas in shades of orange and red, and sporting big round bindis on their foreheads, they walked up to the senior guru first, to receive her blessings. The visiting group — led by well-known Odissi exponents Surupa Sen and Bijayini Sathyapathi — was from



a suicide bomber killed 22 people on May 22 at a concert by U.S. singer Ariana Grande, said: “Terrorism will not break us.” Opposition Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn said, “Brutal and shocking incidents reported in London. My thoughts are with the victims and their families. Thank you to the emergency services.” U.S. President Donald Trump wrote on Twitter: “Whatever the United States can do to help out in London and the U.K., we will be there - WE ARE WITH YOU. GOD BLESS!”



Probe report rules out blasphemy act



lieves the climate is changing and he believes pollutants are part of the equation,” Ms. Haley said.



Blames Obama When asked why the U.S. pulled out of the climate agreement, Ms. Haley blamed former President Barack Obama for agreeing to regulations that were “too onerous,” too strict and ultimately unachievable. Ms. Haley said the regulations from the Paris agreement were disadvantaging the companies. “I knew that as a governor. The jobs were not attainable as long as we lived under those regulations. It was not possible to meet the goals had we attempted to,” she said. Ms. Haley’s comments are the closest acknowledgement by an administration official since Mr. Trump took office that the President believes global warming is occurring and humanity has a role in it.



‘This is for Allah’ A transport police officer was among the injured after he attempted to confront the attackers armed only with a baton. Those around Borough Market spoke of the moments when the three men began entering venues around the area, attacking people with knives, as other members of the public sought to thwart them, by throwing bottles and chairs. One eyewitness told the BBC that one of the attackers had shouted “this is for Allah” before launching an attack on a woman.



Outrage and solidarity over ‘cowardly’ attacks



Envoy defends U.S. pullout of Paris pact Washington



journalist Ian Times Houghton who was at the scene at the time of the attack told his paper.



In sync: Pavithra Reddy, left, and Bijayini Sathpathy of Nrityagram rehearse with Thaji Dias, right, of Chitrasena Dance Company in Colombo on Saturday. MEERA SRINIVASAN *



the Bengaluru-based dance school Nrityagram. Dancers from the two schools have recently revisited their earlier collaborative project, Samhara (braid),



first staged in 2012. Five years after its remarkably successful run, including at the prestigious Joyce Theatre in New York, Nrityagram’s Odissi-Kandyan production



will be staged in Colombo on Monday and Tuesday, after performances in Bengaluru and London last month. The dancers and their musicians, were at the Chitrasena school for rehearsals. Combining the highly masculine and earthy Kandyan dance with the distinctly sensual and restrained Odissi, the production drew critical acclaim for its finesse and choreography that critics praised for retaining the essential vocabulary of both forms. “Getting back to Samhara now, I feel a lot more settled in it. There is a certain ease and fluidity that comes with time, isn’t it,” said Surupa Sen, who conceptualised the production. Seeing a possibility of working together with the Chitrasenas, who are fre-



quent visitors to Nrityagram, she had initiated the collaborative pursuit with no specific outcome in mind.



Meeting of styles The dancers said Ms. Sen’s choreography and the intense interaction for a year stimulated all of them, primarily strengthening an existing friendship and incidentally leading to the production. “My parents visited Nrityagram in 2003. My father, very impressed, told me “we must exchange” [ideas with them]. In a sense, he planted the seed for this,” said Upeka Chitrasena, daughter of the dancer couple and a renowned artiste herself, who keenly followed Nrityagram founder Protima Bedi’s career.



Though the dancers from either side have not performed together in five years, they have met regularly. “The Kandyan style is all about letting go, bursting out in the open as you dance. Odissi is very contained and layered. How we interact on stage, with space and our own bodies has got even better the second time,” says Bijayini Sathpathy. How did such disparate styles then meet? The learning from that journey is the biggest take-away for Heshma Wignaraja, eldest granddaughter of the Chitrasenas and artistic director at the Company. “The experience was a catalyst that pushed me to interpret traditional Kandyan movements in new ways,” Ms. Wignaraja said.



Mashal Khan the incident said a group in the university incited a mob against Khan on the pretext of blasphemy. It said, however, no proof was found that he had committed it.



Vocal about rights The JIT report stated that Khan had been vocal about the rights of students at the university. In its finding, the invetigating team said the murder was a “conspiracy” hatched by Sabir Mayar, president of the Pakhtun Student’s Federation, and Ajmal, president of the employees at the Abdul Wali Khan University.



Pak. recruits women to take on terror Press Trust of India Karachi



Pakistan’s Sindh government has recruited more than 40 women in the police’s counter-terror department for combat operations and intelligence gathering, in the first such recruitment in the province’s history, a media report said on Sunday. The women, selected after various tests, interviews and medical examination, would be trained by the Pakistan Army, officials said After the six-month training, the women, recruited as police constables, would be inducted into the regular police force, Dawn reported. The 46 women, selected from urban and rural areas, were finalised along with 1,461 men. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Commerce Ministry to redeine focus Aims to better utilise resources in formulation of foreign trade policy and trade negotiations ARUN S New Delhi



Banks not yet ready for GST rollout: IBA NEW DELHI



The Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) has informed a Parliamentary panel that lenders are not yet geared up for implementation of the GST regime. “Since the GST will be operational from July 1... banks have to make a lot of changes in their systems and other procedures. The preparedness of all banks for implementation of GST on July 1, 2017, is a question mark,” the IBA said. PTI



Telcos cash deicit at ₹1.2 lakh crore: RCom NEW DELHI



An intense tarif war and high taxes may squeeze Indian telecom operators, leaving a gaping ₹1,20,000 crore deicit between the industry’s earnings and its debt/payment commitments this year, says debt-laden Reliance Communications. “The reduced EBITDA (₹43,000 crore in FY18) of the industry is insuicient to cover the existing debt obligations and deferred payment commitments.” PTI



PSBs to tap markets for raising ₹58,000 crore NEW DELHI



Public sector banks, including SBI, Bank of Baroda and IDBI Bank, plan to raise ₹58,000 crore through equity dilution during the current iscal to meet Basel-III norms and clean up their balance sheets. Leading the pack, the country’s largest lender SBI plans to raise ₹15,000 crore through a share sale. Besides, Bank of Baroda and Central Bank of India plan to raise ₹6,000 crore and ₹6,500 crore respectively. PTI



CM YK



The Commerce Ministry has sought to shed from its portfolio non-core areas including Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) implementation, as well as administrative control over commodity boards and certain Public Sector Undertakings (PSU) such as MMTC, STC and PEC. This is to better utilise the ministry’s resources in ‘core focus areas’ such as FTP formulation as well as India’s trade talks with other countries (bilateral and regional Free Trade Agreements) and at the World Trade Organisation (WTO)-level, according to official sources. The Ministry’s move to ensure greater attention to FTP formulation and trade talks assume significance as it comes at a time when India’s goods and services exports are being impacted by rising incidents of protectionism across the world as well as trade disputes and weak



Better focus: The move comes at a time when exports have been hit by protectionism, trade disputes. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK *



global demand.



Export target The apex body for India’s exporters, FIEO, recently said the government’s target for India’s overall exports (goods and services) of $900 billion by 2019-20 is unlikely to be achieved and that it



should be scaled down to $700-750 billion. Negotiations on the WTO’s Doha Development Round as well as India’s proposed FTAs including the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (mega-regional FTA between 16 Asia Pacific nations including India) and



the one with the European Union are at a crucial stage. The Commerce Ministry — in a recent inter-ministerial meeting convened by the Cabinet Secretariat — asked the Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) to take over the role of the nodal body for FTP implementation, the sources said. They added that the Commerce Ministry is also keen to transfer to the Agriculture and Farmer Welfare Ministry the administrative control it (Commerce Ministry) currently has over the commodity boards (Coffee Board, Tea Board, Rubber Board, Spices Board, and Tobacco Board) as well as the related responsibilities regarding the oversight of production, distribution and development of plantation crops (such as coffee, tea, rubber, spices, tobacco and cashew).



Core competence The CBEC, however, is learnt to have declined the Com-



merce Ministry’s request saying FTP was not its core competence, and that such as move may complicate matters as it (the CBEC) will have to create an operational structure similar to the one that the Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT) currently has for FTP implementation. The DGFT is attached to the Commerce Ministry and is responsible for formulating and implementing the FTP. The CBEC has also opined that shifting the FTP implementation powers from Commerce Ministry would also require the difficult process of amending the concerned laws — the Customs Act and the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulations) Act, the sources said. On the issue of jurisdiction over plantations, the Commerce Ministry has begun work on a plan to merge the various commodity boards into a single organisation.



Textile industry welcomes GST rates



Time you got out here, Elon, says Mahindra in a tweet



To increase sector’s revenue, eiciency



India is the largest market for solar, says Tesla CEO



M. Soundariya Preetha



K.T. Jagannathan



COIMBATORE



CHENNAI



A uniform rate of 5% under Goods and Services Tax (GST) for the cotton textile industry is expected to give a boost to the sector. Consumers will not be affected much as the industry already had 12.5% tax for branded garments, said the chairman of Southern India Mills’ Association M. Senthil Kumar. The new GST rate would bring substantial revenue and the move to broad-base the tax net would ensure compliance. As no industry segment is exempted, the entire production system will become



A tweet by the CEO of Telsa, Elon Musk, about India’s ambitious plan on the electric car front has set off an interesting conversation on the micro-blogging site. “India commits to sell only electric cars by 2030. It is already the largest market for solar,” tweeted Mr. Musk. This elicited a quick reaction from Anand Mahindra, executive chairman of the Mahindra & Mahindra Group. He tweeted “Time you got out here Elon. You don’t want to leave that whole market to Mahindra do you?? The more the mer-



Production system will turn eicient, says Damodaran. efficient, said Prabhu Damodaran of Indian Texpreneurs Federation. The uniform rate for cotton yarn and fabrics and for garments less than ₹1,000 will lead to growth, said Ujwal Lahoti, chief of CTEPC.



Elon Musk



rier -- and greener.” The Centre has said that India will only have electric cars run on its roads by 2030. The Mahindras are the only carmaker in India to sell electric vehicles, with the



e2O and the e-Verito. Mahindra Electric has already invested ₹6 billion in electric vehicles. It now makes 2,000 electric cars annually and sold 1,100 cars last year. The output is expected to go up to 5,000 by 2018. Telsa has been keen on entering India, but inhibiting factors have forced it to wait and watch. Is the Indian environment ready for Telsa? Mr. Mahindra has certainly rolled out a challenge. Last week, Mr. Musk voiced his protest against Donald Trump’s move to pull the U.S. out of the historic Paris climate pact.



All agog: The Consumer Price Index may stay below 4% until December, says SBI’s chief economist. AFP *



Will RBI correct its inlation forecast? Monetary policy review on June 7 MANOJIT SAHA Mumbai



The Reserve Bank of India, which surprised the market by changing its stance from ‘accommodative’ to ‘neutral’ in February due to inflation concerns, may well be on a course correction in the second bi-monthly monetary policy review scheduled on June 7, as price increases have been lower than what the central bank had projected. In the last policy review in April, the central bank projected retail inflation to average 4.5% in the first half of 2017-18 and 5% in the second half.



Inflation falls However, as consumer price index-based inflation dropped below 3% in April (aided by food prices not rising as expected and with international crude oil prices staying benign), economists said inflation will trend far below the central bank’s projected trajectory. “We now expect CPI to stay below 3% until September (with a sub-1.5% also a possibility) before moving up, but staying below 4% until December,” Soumya Kanti Ghosh, chief economist of State Bank of India, said in a report. For FY18, CPI inflation average could



be decisively below 4% with a downward bias, he said. The question is whether the RBI also agrees that inflation would be trending below the projected figures and would change its tone, if not stance, accordingly.



Neutral stance Technically, a neutral stance means there is a scope for further reduction of the repo rate — which is at 6.25% — but the central bank’s hawkish tone in the last two policy reviews made the yields on benchmark government bonds head north since the market interpreted interest rates have bottomed out. “While many believe that RBI’s change of stance from ‘accommodative’ to ‘neutral’ may have been hasty, we believe the central bank did have some ‘special reasons’,” said Pranjul Bhandari, Chief India Economist, HSBC in a note. “However, we also believe that it’s time the RBI adjusts its inflation forecasts to strengthen its credibility. We expect it to lower inflation forecast for FY18 at the June 7 meeting. We continue to expect the RBI to be on a prolonged pause but with risks of a 25 bps rate cut in August if certain conditions are met,” Ms. Bhandari said.



A ND-ND
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Centre drops phone-makers’ GST call Mobile manufacturers are concerned that the new tax regime will remove incentives for domestic production Yuthika Bhargava NEW DELHI



With less than a month left for the roll-out of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime — touted as the biggest indirect tax reform in the country’s history — mobile handset manufacturers are a worried lot. Their main concern is that the duty differential, which incentivises domestic production as opposed to importing products, will no longer exist as GST will subsume all indirect Central and States taxes into a single tax rate. The GST Council, at its meeting held in Srinagar last month, decided that 12% GST will be charged on mobile phones against 5% as sought by the industry. “The government should ensure that the existing differential duty regime on mobile handsets and components continues once the GST regime is rolled out,” said Pankaj Mohindroo, national president, Indian Cellular Association (ICA). Mr. Mohindroo said that in 2016, a differential duty regime was introduced on three components of handsets — chargers/ adapters, battery packs and wired headsets — whereby a tariff protection of 10.5% was provided to domestic manufacturers vis-a-vis import of same components for manufacturing.



‘Significant progress’ Following this, “significant manufacturing progress has been witnessed during the past 10-12 months with over 30 new mobile component plants being set up and addition of about 30,000 direct employment,” he said. Besides, in the past two years, 40 new units that manufacture and assemble mobile handsets have also come up, due to various financial advantages given to local manufacturers. “Enhancing tariff protection for domestic manufacturers to 11.5% vide Budget 2015 from the earlier 5% (instituted through a differential duty regime vide Budget 2014) has played a key role in this transformation,” he pointed out. A ministry official said the government and industry are in discussions to impose Basic Customs Duty on impor-



GUEST COLUMN



Understanding investment risk Going against convention could help Anand Srinivasan



Numbers don’t match: The GST Council, at its meeting held in Srinagar last month, decided that 12% GST would be charged on mobile phones against the 5% sought by the industry. This could, industry insiders say, hurt prospects for local manufacturing. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK *



ted products to give an impetus to local manufacturing of electronics. However, some experts feel that these worries are unnecessary as GST will bring in efficiency in the tax system, eliminating cascading of taxes. Asked if GST will discourage manufacturing of mobile phone in India, Santosh Dalvi, Partner (Indirect Tax) at KPMG in India said, “Not really… GST will support Make in India.” “While duty differential will not be there, manufacturing in India will always be better because of the cascading taxes going away under GST… It should reduce the cost of manufacturing unless you are importing from somewhere in the world where cost of manufacturing is much lower than in India,” he said.



Price increase Mr. Dalvi, however, pointed out that a 12% GST rate might lead to an increase in prices of mobile phones across almost all states. “[For] mobile phones that are currently manufactured in India, the excise duty is 2% plus VAT 5% [excluding Maharashtra and Delhi where the rate is 12%]. So the effective rate, right now, is 7% which will go up to 12% under GST. So mobile[s] will



become costlier,” he said. S.S. Gupta, senior consultant, Taxmann.com said, “As of now, basic customs duty on mobile is nil. It only attracts CVD. Therefore, import of mobiles will be beneficial. The basic customs duty shall be imposed to encourage local manufacturers. It appears that there is no duty protection to mobile manufactures.” The Hindu tried to reach various handset manufacturers to understand the impact of GST on their manufacturing plans in the country. However, none of them wanted to comment on the subject.An official of a domestic handset maker said the industry, via ICA, was engaging with the government for some kind of tariff protection. A representative of another company said that there has been a lot of confusion in the run-up to the implementation of GST. For example, what happens to the inventory that a distributor or a retailer has, but which remains unsold post July 1, the likely date of GST implementation. The handset makers, the company representative added, may offer heavy discounts on mobile phones to consumers in a bid to exhaust existing inventory.



Mr. Gupta, however, added, “There is no confusion. The GST will be payable on all supply of mobile after July 1. The company will be entitled to credit of duty paid (CVD or SAD) on inputs as such in work-in-progress and finished goods.” As a part of the government’s flagship ‘Make In India’ initiative, indigenous production of mobile handsets went up from 11 crore units valued at ₹54,000 crore in 2015-16 to 17.5 crore units valued at ₹90,000 crore in 2016-17, according to official data.



the past 10-12 < > In months, more than 30 component plants have been established Pankaj Mohindroo National President, ICA



“As a result of increase in domestic production of mobile handsets, the share of imported mobile handsets in total domestic demand is gradually coming down,” the Ministry of Electronics and IT has said, adding that the import of mobile handsets decreased from ₹56,000 crore in 2015-16 to ₹40,000 crore in 2016-17. The government, last month, also notified the Phased Manufacturing Policy



(PMP) to push the level of domestic value addition in mobile handsets made in the country. The policy, welcomed by the all handset makers intends to reduce dependency on imports by the way of tax relief and other financial incentives. However, how the policy will work once GST is rolled out is not yet clear.



Policy push The government had said PMP is expected to generate 2 million jobs in the country by creating a $500 billion industry in the next 5-7 years. “Presently, the contribution of domestically manufactured mobile phone components stands at 10%. The supply for the remaining parts is met by imports. Most of the components of the mobile devices are sourced from China,” Sanjeev Agarwal, chief manufacturing officer, Lava International said. The phase-wise programme covers mechanics, die cut parts, microphone and receiver, key pad and USB cable in the current financial year. It also aims to promote the indigenous manufacturing of populated printed circuit boards, camera modules and connectors in 2018-19, and display assembly, touch panels, vibrator motor and ringer in



2019-20. With the implementation of PMP, the value addition or share of indigenously procured components in manufacturing of feature phones will go up from about 15% to 37% and the same for smart phones will move up from about 10% to 26%. The government is also in process of formulating the second phase of PMP which, it expects, will enhance value addition to 58.3% in feature phones and 39.6% in smartphones. Ashok Agarwal, general manager, manufacturing (Operations) at Intex Technologies, said the next step in PMP was critical as it needed development in areas such as Mobile Design and IDH that would primarily drive the ecosystem for Fabrication and PCB design. “The biggest immediate challenge would be to develop design and R&D capabilities,” he said. “Forecasting the trends and their implications on consumer preferences, manufacturing costs, obsolescence and its cost would all be areas requiring specialised focus. Perhaps, special hand-holding measures will be required to ensure that India catches up with the U.S., Japan, South Korea, China and Taiwan in these areas., Mr. Agarwal added.



The business of investing is all about predicting the future. When an investor endeavours to predict the unknown and when his thoughts and actions influence the outcome of events, it involves taking risk. Most times, retail investors flit from being risk averse to being risk-seeking individuals. Conventional wisdom is that when the indices are constantly moving up in the midst of a raging bull market, an investment in stocks is considered least risky. When the markets face correction and move downwards, everyone panics and presses the ‘sell’ button. Stocks are then considered risky assets. Sadly, as most serious, value investors are aware, the converse is true. Risk is at its lowest when markets are in free fall and is at its peak when markets defy gravity. We must understand that risk is being accumulated as the markets move up and come down when markets collapse.



Dealing with risk One has to deal with risk explicitly. For that one has to first understand his or her tolerance to risk; second, one has to make a fair assessment of risk at current levels; and third, the realisation that we have no control over the outcome of investments but that we have complete control over the consequences, is key. Value investment teaches us that one can achieve high returns with very low risk. This happens when we buy a stock for less than what it is actually worth. This is possible even in a raging bull market as the following example illustrates. Manappuram Finance Ltd. is a company with a long profitable track record. The business of the company is similar to that of a gold pawn shop. It finances retail consumers who are willing to pledge their gold for a loan to meet their urgent requirements. The net interest margin,



which is nothing but the difference between the borrowing rate of the company and the lending rate to the consumer, is very high. The biggest risks in finance companies are two fold: one, the value of the pledged assets drops and the customer defaults; and two, even if the price of the asset is high there must be a ready buyer for the asset at the quoted price. Assets which have a ready market



indices move < > When up, an investment is typically considered least risky are called liquid assets. For some strange reason, the stock, in the midst of a raging bull market was available below its book value at ₹21.45 in September 2015. If you had bought the stock you would have gone against conventional wisdom. However, you would have been aware of two things: in rupee terms, the price of gold does not collapse and that there is a liquid market for gold. You would have also known that most Indians do not have easy access to credit. The only way the masses can access immediate credit is to pledge their family jewellery.



Endowment effect It is a known fact that most of us have an emotional connect with jewellery. Behavioural economists call it endowment effect. We try very hard not to default on jewellery loans. The company, in the subsequent five quarters, has declared a dividend of 50 paise per share every quarter. The stock recently traded at ₹100 on October 2016. In a recent correction, it declined to ₹61 in December and rebounded to ₹103.90 in February. So, it was evident in 2014 that the stock was available at a discount to its intrinsic value at no risk and is today trading at close to three 3 times its intrinsic value. (The writer is an author and consultant)



Venture capital in India GDP estimates: Reading the tea leaves surges as leaders emerge Only a rebound in the farm economy and government spending have helped prop up growth



in new investments slumped to 2.4% from 6.5%. During the boom years from FY03 to FY08, the number averaged above 15%. Of late, conditions have turned favourable for a restart of the investment cycle. The Government has been ironing out issues in stalled projects. Interest rates have plummeted. But the private sector is still saddled with excess capacity and only an exceptional rebound in consumer demand can revive its animal spirits.



Aarati Krishnan



CHENNAI



Firms that are eicient with capital attract investments Peerzada Abrar BENGALURU



Venture capital funding in India has bounced back after a slowdown last year. Top venture capitalists said that now there is focus on leaders that are emerging in each sector and on companies that are capital efficient. Among Indiaheadquartered tech companies, there were nine fewer instances of funding compared with Q4 ’16, but total capital invested in the quarter jumped 550%, according to the ‘Asia Tech Investment Report’ by CB Insights, a data intelligence platform. “You have seen consolidation in the market. Investments are going into (companies) which are seen as market leaders,” said Sandeep Singhal, cofounder of Nexus Venture Partners which counts tech company Druva and online retailer Snapdeal among its portfolio companies. Notable investments this year included Flipkart’s $1.4 billion Series J, a $330 million Series H to Olacabs, and a $200 million Series A to Paytm E-Commerce, according to the CB Insights report.



‘Beyond discounts’ Mr. Singhal said that there is now more focus on companies that are building businesses in a capital-efficient manner compared with the past. “We are looking for competitive differentiation beyond just discount-led models,” he said. T.C. Meenakshisundaram, founder and managing dirCM YK



ector of IDG Ventures India Advisors said that a lot of uncertainty has gone away and positive sentiment is coming back for investments. But he cautioned that there is not going to be a flood of funds like ‘spray and pray’ model in the past in sectors where investors have already burnt their money. “The bar is going up, clearly. We are also not going to see crazy valuations,” said Mr. Meenakshisundaram whose venture capital firm counts Flipkart and cancer-treating robotics firm Perfint Healthcare in its portfolio. Investors are also eyeing start-ups that survived the last two years in difficult industries, like food tech where scores of companies shut down. Last month, food delivery start-up Swiggy raised $80 million led by the South African Internet and media group Naspers. Ashutosh Sharma, head of investments in India, Naspers, said that his firm was attracted to Swiggy’s ‘exceptional’ execution in disrupting online food ordering and delivery in India, “while



many players are struggling.” Swiggy promises to deliver food in about 37 minutes. Its delivery executives use smartphones and an algorithm-powered app to efficiently deliver food.



Artificial intelligence This year, $4.74 billion has been invested till date in Indian tech start-ups compared with $4.55 billion and $8.94 billion invested in the years 2016 and 2015 respectively, according to data from start-up and venture capital tracker Tracxn. Top sectors that attracted capital this year include enterprise tech, health tech, fintech, retail and pure technology — which include companies focused on artificial intelligence, drones, 3D Printing and Internet of Things, according to Tracxn. “Deep tech and artificial intelligence companies are getting support from local sectors and that is heartening,” said said Arun Natarajan, founder of the research firm Venture Intelligence. “Earlier they wouldn’t get funded,” he said.



The CSO’s provisional GDP estimates for the fourth quarter and full year FY17, released recently, had dire news to impart. They revealed that India’s real GDP growth skidded sharply to 6.1% in the January-March quarter of 2017, after averaging 7.2% in the first nine months of the fiscal year. This slump lost India the ‘fastest growing economy’ tag allowing China to edge ahead. But some commentators are cheering. Why? Well, with the latest numbers demonstrating that the economy did take a sizeable knock due to the note ban, sceptics now appear more convinced that the official statistics aren’t dressed up. Here are four interesting trends from the latest GDP estimates.



Q4 bore the brunt Most sectors of the economy bore the brunt of the note ban in the fourth quarter of 2016-17 and not in the third quarter, when the thunderbolt move was announced. When the CSO released its second advance estimates in February, many commentators expressed surprise that GDP growth held up at 7% in the critical October-December quarter. But the latest estimate says that growth gave way to 6.1% in January-March 2017. Gross Value Added (a closer measure of economic activity) slid to 5.6% in Q4 from 6.7% in Q3. A sector-wise break-down tells us that the sectors that were expected to be hit hard by the note ban did take a knock. In Q4, the construction industry saw a 3.7% con-



< > Government spending alone cannot ensure the long-term health of the economy traction compared with a 3.4% increase in Q3. Manufacturing growth fell to 5.3% from 8.2%, despite the new series of Index of Industrial Production (IIP) showing factory output in better light. Services such as trade, hotels and transport slowed to 6.5% growth, from 8.3%. Why did demonetisation have a delayed impact? One explanation is that strong festival season sales in October masked the disruption to consumption in November and December in Q3. In Q4, without such one-offs, the real impact was evident. It should be kept in mind that even the latest GDP estimates may get revised downwards in the coming months, as they do not fully reflect the performance of the informal sectors of the



economy. Both the advance and provisional estimates of GDP are extrapolated based on high-frequency indicators such as the IIP, sales tax collections and the quarterly results of listed companies, which represent the organised sector. Private industry, both manufacturing and services, suffered a body blow from demonetisation. But a rebound in the farm economy and a spending spree from the government helped prop up economic growth to 7.1 per cent for the full year. The latest estimates show all private sector components of the economy decelerating in FY17. Growth in mining GVA fell off a cliff from 10.5% in FY16 to 1.8% in FY17. Manufacturing slumped from 10.8% to 7.9% and services from 9.1% to 6.9%. However, a good SouthWest monsoon boosted growth in agriculture GVA to 4.9%, from 0.7%. Pay Commission largesse saw Government expenditure expanding by 11.3% in FY17 compared with 6.7% in FY16, providing



a mini-stimulus to the economy. But over-reliance on the government is not great news for the long-term health of the economy, or the aspiration towards ‘less government’. Given fiscal constraints, a government spending binge extracts a toll on taxpayers. A repeat of that agricultural growth depends on a munificent monsoon this year. Much, therefore, depends on the private sector regaining its mojo.



Investment slump For economic growth to create jobs, demand for goods and services has to fuel investments in new factories and offices. But the investment leg of the economy remains in a moribund state. Of the four key legs of GDP on the expenditure side, in FY17, private spending (despite the demonetisation shock) registered healthy growth of 8.7% compared with 6.1% in FY16. Government spending zoomed to 20.8% from 3.3%. But growth



Nominal growth returns While economists look mainly at the real GDP (growth in the volume of economic output without inflation) to assess the state of the economy, nominal growth (economic growth in value terms) is quite important to the aam aadmi. On this score, there’s good news in the latest numbers. With inflation (at the wholesale level) shooting up in recent months, GVA at current prices has staged a sharp improvement from 8.7% in the first quarter of FY17 to 11.3% in Q4. Nominal GDP growth, which had slumped from 13.8% in FY13 to 9.9% in FY16, has revived to 11% for FY17. It is nominal GDP growth that determines increases in income for farmers, entrepreneurs and the salaried. Profit and sales growth for India Inc. are also pegged to nominal rather than real GDP growth. Overall, if the rain gods prove benevolent and the private sector regains its animal spirits, the economy may see its sporadic green shoots sprout into foliage this fiscal. A ND-ND
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TV PICKS Roland Garros: SS Select 1, Select HD 1, HD 2, 2.30 p.m.



India knocks the stuing out of Pakistan



ICC Champions Trophy: Australia v Bangladesh: STAR Sports 1 (SD & HD), 6.p.m



After piling up 319, thanks to half-centuries from the top-four batsmen, Kohli’s men register a 124-run win by D-L method



West Indies v Afghanistan: 3rd T20I, TEN 3, 5 a.m. (Tuesday)



IN BRIEF



Tharanga suspended for slow over-rate LONDON



Upul Tharanga will not take the field against India as the ICC has suspended the Sri Lanka captain from the next two CT matches after his side was ruled to be four overs short of its target against South Africa on Saturday. In accordance with Article 2.5.2, players were fined 10% of their match fees for the first two overs and 20% of their match fees for the additional overs their side failed to bowl in the allotted time. PTI



CHAMPIONS TROPHY Shreedutta Chidananda Birmingham



There was a minute’s silence before proceedings began at Edgbaston on Sunday. There was not a second of it thereafter. A record crowd provided an electric soundtrack on a frustrating, wet day as India’s batsmen pounded Pakistan into the ground in their Group B Champions Trophy encounter. This may be an old, storied rivalry but in recent years these games have been anything but competitive. It was more of the same as India cruised to a 124-run victory (D-L method), cheered on by a majority of the 24,156 — the highest attendance for an ODI at this venue — packed into the ground. After India had been asked to bat, Rohit Sharma and Shikhar Dhawan added 136 for the opening wicket, before Yuvraj Singh and Virat Kohli clubbed Pakistan around in thrilling fashion. Hardik Pandya then inflicted more pain as India made a colossal 319 for three in 48



Steve Finn replaces injured Chris Woakes LONDON



Paceman Steve Finn has been added to England’s Champions Trophy squad after Chris Woakes was ruled out of the tournament with a side strain, the English cricket board and organisers said on Sunday. Woakes bowled only two overs in Thursday’s tournament opener against Bangladesh before leaving the ground. England next faces New Zealand in Cardiff on Tuesday. REUTERS



Nadal gets into time trouble



overs, the innings shortened after two rain interruptions. Pakistan’s target, adjusted to 324, was further revised to 289 in 41 overs following more showers. It was not long before Bhuvneshwar Kumar struck with the new ball, trapping Ahmed Shehzad in front. Umesh Yadav then had Babar Azam — perhaps the opposition’s most gifted batsman —– caught at point wafting aimlessly.



Moment of brilliance And then Ravindra Jadeja — serenaded by chants of ‘Go, Ravi Jadeja’ from the Eric Hollies Stand — stepped forward. He removed Azhar Ali, who had compiled a sedate fifty, before producing a moment of brilliance in the field. Shoaib Malik, who had just struck a neat six, pushed Umesh into the offside and set off for a single. Jadeja sprinted to his left, picked the ball up, and hit the stumps with a brilliant throw even as he regained his balance. Malik had turned around but it was too late. The end was all too swift for Pakistan, which lost its last six wickets for 50 runs. Kohli’s men were sloppy in the field, but it did not come to matter. In the morning, India began in cautious fashion against Mohammad Amir, but steadily raised the tempo after the first rain break in the 10th over. This was Rohit’s first game of international cricket since October, and although this 71-ball halfcentury was not his most fluent effort, it helped lay a strong foundation. At the other end, Dhawan raced to his fifty, cutting and



SCOREBOARD India: Rohit Sharma run out 91 (119b, 7x4, 2x6), Shikhar Dhawan c Azhar b Shadab 68 (65b, 6x4, 1x6), Virat Kohli (not out) 81 (68b, 6x4, 3x6), Yuvraj Singh lbw b Hasan 53 (32b, 8x4, 1x6), Hardik Pandya (not out) 20 (6b, 3x6); Extras (lb-2, w-2, nb-2): 6; Total (for three wkts. in 48 overs): 319. Fall of wickets: 1-136 (Dhawan, 24.3 overs), 2-192 (Rohit, 36.4), 3-285 (Yuvraj, 46.2). Pakistan bowling: Amir 8.1-132-0, Imad 9.1-0-66-0, Hasan 10-0-70-1, Wahab 8.4-0-87-0, Shadab 10-0-52-1, Malik 2-0-10-0.



Classy and breezy: Playing his irst international game since last October, Rohit Sharma showed more than a glimpse of his characteristic elegance while scoring 91. MICHAEL STEELE/GETTY IMAGES *



driving Riaz for a hat-trick of fours. India seemed to take a particular liking to the leftarmer, who would eventually finish with figures of none for 87 from 8.4 overs before limping off injured. He later would not come out to bat, having twisted his ankle. Dhawan fell for 68, picking out cow corner off a full toss from Shadab. Rohit was run out nine short of a hundred, his bat in the air as he tried to cross the line.



Pat for Tahir and Amla



PARIS



In the course of his fourthround win over Roberto Bautista Agut, Rafael Nadal recieved a couple of warnings for slow play, and was then docked a first-serve in the third set. “If you want to play well, you have to let players breathe a little,” fumed Nadal. “We’re not machines that cannot think!” Vanquished opponent Bautista Agut agreed. “Rafa and I need to play a lot of points. We need to run around a lot. Having the pressure of the umpires is something we don’t really need,” Bautista Agut said. “I don’t think I really agree with that rule.” AFP



A big serve, and a secret weapon



Pakistan (Revised target: 289 in 41 overs under D-L method): Azhar Ali c Pandya b Jadeja 50 (65b, 6x4), Ahmed Shehzad lbw b Bhuvneshwar 12 (22b, 1x4), Babar Azam c Jadeja b Umesh 8 (12b, 1x4), Mohd. Hafeez c Bhuvneshwar b Jadeja 33 (43b, 2x4), Shoaib Malik run out 15 (9b, 2x4, 1x6), Sarfraz Ahmed c Dhoni b Hardik 15 (16b, 2x4), Imad Wasim c Jadhav b Hardik 0 (1b), Shadab Khan (not out) 14 (16b, 1x4, 1x6), Mohd. Amir c Jadhav b Umesh 9 (16b), Hasan Ali c Dhawan b Umesh 0 (2b), Wahab Riaz (absent hurt) 0; Extras (lb-2, w-6): 8; Total (in 33.4 overs): 164.



That brought Yuvraj to the crease. And he tore Pakistan to shreds, striking the ball with delicious ease. He offered the fielders one chance on eight, but was dropped at long off by Hasan Ali. Yuvraj was on eight then and the partnership for the third wicket worth only 13. The left-hander would finish with 53 off 32, having added 93 off 58 in Kohli’s company. Amir was pulled effortlessly to the boundary



and Hasan Ali launched over square leg. When a top-edge flew to the boundary through fine-leg, it brought up Yuvraj’s fifty, off only 29 balls. Kohli, who had been slower in comparison, then exploded to life. He was dropped on 43 by the substitute Fahim Ashraf and then walloped Riaz, taking 15 runs off the 46th over. Hasan Ali was punished next, driven through extra cover and glor-



iously sent sailing over the ropes in the same area. This was Kohli in full, exhilarating flow. He finished unbeaten on 81, having scored 37 off his last 12 balls. Pandya, promoted up the order, arrived at Yuvraj’s exit to bash three consecutive sixes in Imad Wasim’s final over. India had added 72 runs off the last four overs, soaring past 300 and knocking the stuffing out of Pakistan.



Fall of wickets: 1-47 (Shehzad, 8.6 overs), 2-61 (Azam, 12.2), 3-91 (Azhar, 20.5), 4-114 (Malik, 23.3), 5-131 (Hafeez, 26.3), 6-135 (Wasim, 27.3), 7-151 (Sarfraz, 29.3), 8-164 (Amir, 33.2), 9-164 (Hasan, 33.4) India bowling: Bhuvneshwar 51-23-1, Umesh 7.4-1-30-3, Bumrah 5-0-23-0, Pandya 80-43-2, Jadeja 8-0-43-2, Toss: Pakistan Man-of-the-match: Singh



Yuvraj



India won by 124 runs (D-L method)



Lockdown in team hotels



Agence France-Presse LONDON



Special Correspondent



South Africa captain A.B. de Villiers praised opener Hashim Amla and leg-spinner Imran Tahir in South Africa’s big win over Sri Lanka on Saturday. “It was an amazing innings by Hashim. He did really well to assess the conditions, and communicated well with us what kind of score is going to be good,” de Villiers said. Amla, who scored his 25th ODI century, became the fastest to the milestone having got there in 151 innings. About man-of-the-match Tahir who got four for 27 and effected a run-out, de Villiers said: “He takes wickets and also economical most of the time. “He had a fantastic performance today. “It was close to ten out of ten. “Not only with the ball in hand but that run out, it al-



Birmingham



The ICC has enhanced security around the Champions Trophy teams following Saturday night’s incident in London, with the Indian and Pakistani team hotels here going into



Game-changer:Imran Tahir goes into his fabled run after scalping Upul Tharanga. CLIVE ROSE/GETTY IMAGES



announced in a statement.



everyone affected by what has happened in London overnight. “The ICC and ECB continue to place safety and security at the Champions Trophy and Women’s World Cup this summer as the highest priority.”



Enhanced security “The enhanced security around venues implemented following the Manchester attack remains in place. “Our thoughts are with



Don’t interview people as if it’s for a clerk’s job: Engineer



*



ways shows me where the player is at when he shows that kind of dedication and commitment in the field. “ He is a great asset.” South Africa produced two run-outs through direct



SCOREBOARD



hits while the catching was top class. “It’s always important to take those moments, those little opportunities that come your way. I was very happy with the way we fielded,” said de Villiers.



SOUTH AFRICA VS SRI LANKA, THE OVAL



South Africa: 299 for six. Sri Lanka: N. Dickwella c Parnell b Morkel 41, U. Tharanga c Miller b Tahir 57, K. Mendis c de Villiers b Morris 11, D. Chandimal run out 12, C. Kapugedara lbw b Tahir 0, K. Perera (not out) 44, A. Gunaratne c Parnell b Tahir 4, S. Prasanna lbw b Morris 13, S. Lakmal run out 0, L. Malinga b Rabada 1, N. Pradeep c Duminy b Tahir 5; Extras: (lb-6, w-8, nb-1): 15; Total (in 41.3 overs): 203. Fall of wickets: 1-69 (Dick-



In making the last-16 at Roland Garros, Karen Kachanov has held serve for 48 consecutive games. A seemingly unassailable delivery apart, the Russian perhaps had another secret weapon against his thirdround opponent and fellowbeanpole John Isner. “Karen is a... it’s weird saying that name. It’s my mother’s name. Sorry,” said Isner, who, as it turned out, went down in four sets to Kachanov. AFP



lockdown. Police presence at Sunday’s game was also enhanced. “Following last night’s incident all team hotels went into lockdown and teams, match officials and staff were all quickly accounted for,” the ICC



wella, 8.2 overs), 2-94 (Mendis, 11.5), 3-116 (Chandimal, 17.2), 4-117 (Kapugedera, 17.5), 5-146 (Tharanga, 25.2), 6-155 (Gunaratne, 29.2), 7-191 (Prasanna, 37.2), 8-191 (Lakmal, 37.5), 9192 (Malinga, 38.1). South Africa bowling: Rabada 8-1-46-1, Parnell 10-0-54-0, Morkel 6-0-31-1, Morris 7-032-2, Tahir 8.3-0-27-4, Duminy 2-0-7-0. Man-of-the-match: Tahir South Africa won by 96 runs



The former India wicketkeeper favours extension of Kumble’s contract Shreedutta Chidananda Birmingham



Farokh Engineer believes the BCCI must already know who the best candidate to be India’s coach is and not seek applications. The former India wicketkeeper is also in favour of extending Anil Kumble’s term at the helm. “I don’t know about a new coach,” Engineer said at Edgbaston during India’s clash with Pakistan here on Sunday. “I’ve spoken to Tom Moody and Virender Sehwag; both were very cool about it. But I don’t think they should apply for a job like that. “They should be invited by the BCCI. You know, you’re not going for a clerk’s



interview or applying for a purchasing officer’s post to see who is better. They should already know who the best person for the job is and then take a decision.” Engineer, who played 46 Test matches for India, felt Kumble had been ‘fantastic’ as coach. “I’d have thought that they’d extend his term,” he said. “I was surprised to see other people’s names mentioned. But other people are also qualified and very good. So I don’t know. Who is qualified enough in the BCCI’s terms?”



Good friends The 79-year-old added: “Both Kohli and Kumble are my very good friends. I think they’ve got along very well



Farokh Engineer. *



SHREEDUTTA CHIDANANDA



so far. I don’t know about (a rift). I’m not party to that. The BCCI always think they’re the best judges of everything. So let them decide.” Engineer was full of praise



for Kohli’s captaincy. “He’s so passionate about Indian cricket and his own cricket. “He’s a real team man, the way he’s got the lads to play around him is just fantastic. I can’t sing enough praises. May he continue to captain for years to come. He’s the best thing that’s happened to Indian cricket,” he said. The former Bombay player was against India resuming bilateral cricketing ties with Pakistan. “I’m not so sure about that,” he said. “People have lost their families at the border. They may well argue why we are playing cricket against a nation that doesn’t want to be friendly with us. It’s up to to the politicians to decide.”



Mladenovic takes down Muguruza, Raonic upset Ruthless Nadal drops just ive games in getting past Bautista Agut ROLAND GARROS Agence France-Presse Paris



While nine-time champion Rafael Nadal surged into the Roland Garros quarterfinals for a record-equalling eleventh time on Sunday, women’s holder Garbina Muguruza crashed out with a three-set defeat to Kristina Mladenovic in the fourth round. Also bowing out was No. 5 seed Milos Raonic, in a fourth-round thriller to Pablo Carreno-Busta. On a day when 11thseeded Caroline Wozniacki reached the last eight ousting former champion SvetCM YK



lana Kuznetsova 6-1, 4-6, 6-2, Muguruza fell 6-1, 3-6, 6-3 to Mladenovic in an errorstrewn match which saw even the eventual winner send down 16 double faults. Nadal dispatched 17th seed Roberto Bautista Agut 6-1, 6-2, 6-2 to match Roger Federer’s mark of last-eight appearances in Paris. The 14-time Major winner is yet to drop a set, conceding just six games in the last two rounds, and he looks in formidable form as he seeks to become the first player to win a single Major 10 times. Kei Nishikori fought off a fierce five-set challenge from rising South Korean talent Hyeon Chung to clinch a place in the last-16.



The eighth seed led two sets to one but trailed by a double break at 3-0 down in



the fourth set when rain had halted play on Saturday. Chung forced the contest



into a deciding set as play resumed on Sunday, but the World No. 67 double-faulted



(Bra) bt 9-Pablo Cuevas (Uru) & Rohan Bopanna 7-6(5), 6-2; Ryan Harrison (USA) & Michael Venus (Nzl) bt Purav Raja & Divij Sharan 4-6, 7-6(5), 6-2. Women: Fourth round: 30Timea Bacsinszky (Sui) bt 10Venus Williams (USA) 5-7, 6-2, 6-1; 13-Kristina Mladenovic (Fra) bt 4-Garbine Muguruza (Esp) 6-1, 3-6, 6-3; 11-Caroline Wozniacki (Den) bt 8-Svetlana Kuznetsova (Rus) 6-1, 4-6, 6-2; Jelena Ostapenko (Lat) bt 23Samantha Stosur (Aus) 2-6, 6-2, 6-4. Third round: Veronica Cepede Royg (Par) bt Mariana Duque



(Col) 3-6, 7-6(2), 6-3; 5-Elina Svitolina (Ukr) bt Magda Linette (Pol) 6-4, 7-5; 2-Karolina Pliskova (Cze) bt Carina Witthoeft (Ger) 7-5, 6-1.



THE RESULTS Men: Fourth round: 6-Dominic Thiem (Aut) bt Horacio Zeballos (Arg) 6-1, 6-3, 6-1; 4-Rafael Nadal (Esp) bt 17-Roberto Bautista Agut (Esp) 6-1, 6-2, 6-2; 20-Pablo Carreno Busta (Esp) bt 5-Milos Raonic (Can) 4-6, 7-6(2), 6-7(6), 6-4, 8-6. Third round: 15-Gael Monfils (Fra) bt 24-Richard Gasquet (Fra) 7-6(5), 5-7, 4-3 retd.; Karen Khachanov (Rus) bt 21John Isner (USA) 7-6(1), 6-3, 67(5), 7-6(3); 8-Kei Nishikori (Jpn) bt Chung Hyeon (Kor) 7-5, 6-4, 6-7(4), 0-6, 6-4. Doubles: Third round: 5-Jamie Murray (GBr) & Bruno Soares



Mixed doubles: Second round: 2-Ivan Dodig (Cro) & Sania Mirza bt Elina Svitolina (Ukr) & Artem Sitak (Nzl) 6-2, 6-4; 7-Gabriela Dabrowski (Can) & Bopanna bt Chloe Paquet & Benoit Paire (Fra) 6-3, 6-2. Boys: First round: Clement Tabur (Fra) bt Abhimanyu Vannemreddy 6-0, 6-1. Girls: Daniela Vismane (Lat) bt Zeel Desai 6-0, 6-2.



on match point to gift Nishikori a 7-5, 6-4, 6-7(4), 0-6, 6-4 victory. “I think the rain help[ed] me a lot, because I was really down in the fourth set and mentally I wasn’t ready,” admitted Nishikori. “I knew I had to change something to beat him today, so I think I made some adjustments to make little better than yesterday.” Karen Khachanov will play Andy Murray in the fourth round after beating 21st seed John Isner 7-6(1), 6-3, 6-7(5), 7-6(3). Women’s second seed Karolina Pliskova advanced to round four with a 7-5, 6-1 victory over Carina Witthoeft.



Big blow: Her 16 double-faults notwithstanding, Kristina Mladenovic played the big points better to end Garbine Muguruza’s reign. CLIVE BRUNSKILL/GETTY IMAGES *



A ND-ND
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Joy for Praneeth



IN BRIEF



‘Pleased to have pulled it of ’



Prevails over Jonatan Christie in the title clash



V.V. Subrahmanyam HYDERABAD



B. Sai Praneeth said he was immensely pleased to have pulled off a victory under pressure in the 71-minute final against Indonesia’s Jonatan Christie. “It would have been terrible had I lost after coming so close. If you lose a contest in straight games 21-13 and 21-11, it doesn’t hurt much. But if you put up a fight and go down in a tight match, it hurts. I am glad I held my nerve and won the big points,” the 24-year-old Praneeth told The Hindu. The Indian, who was trailing 7-2 in the decider,



Wings of Eagles wins Epsom Derby LONDON



Wings of Eagles, a 40-1 long shot, won the Epsom Derby on Saturday, coming from deep to beat favourites Cliffs of Moher and Cracksman in a thrilling race. The Aidan O’Brien trained horse, ridden by Padraig Beggy in his first Derby, is the son of 2011 Derby winner Pour Moi. REUTERS



Karnataka girls pip Kerala in thriller



managed to claw back. “It was anybody’s game and I am really happy I won. A victory in a tournament final is always welcome,” he said. “This is a big victory and it will help improve my world ranking — he is No. 24 now — and will give you confidence ahead of the big events lined up (Indonesian and Australian Open). “This title is a reminder that my victory in the Singapore Open was no fluke,” he said.



Faster, stronger “I have been playing well over the last few weeks. There has been an



improvement in almost every aspect, especially net-play and defence. I am moving much faster now and much stronger, mentally and physically. “I am geared up for the bigger challenges even as I continue to work more on my fitness. “I know I have the game and it is only about getting everything right on a given day,” he said. “Consistency is what I am aiming for. Indian badminton has a bright future in men’s singles given the way we all have been performing at the highest level. We will be a force to reckon with,” said Praneeth.



NOIDA



Karnataka scored a 65-64 win over Kerala in the girls’ Group A league match of the 68th National junior basketball championship on Sunday. Kerala did try to make a match of it in the fourth quarter after trailing 38-36 in the first half, but fell short in the end. The results (league): Boys: Maharashtra 81 (Faisal 20, Yash 17, Danish 16) bt Delhi 64 (Manik Hooda 20, Aditya 16, Nitish 13). Girls: Karnataka 65 (Sanjana Ramesh 20, Snigdha 14, Aastha Vartak 12) bt Kerala 64 (R Sreekala 25, Jayalaxmi 15).



Memorable: B. Sai Praneeth scored a come-from-behind victory over Jonatan Christie in a close encounter. FILE PHOTO G.P. SAMPATH KUMAR *



Press Trust of India



THAILAND OPEN



BANGKOK



Indian shuttler B. Sai Praneeth lifted his maiden Grand Prix Gold title with a come-from-behind win over Indonesian Jonatan Christie in the final of the $1,20,000 Thailand Open on Sunday. The third-seeded Indian prevailed 17-21, 21-18, 21-19 over the fourth-seeded Indonesian in a contest that lasted 71 minutes. This was Praneeth’s second consecutive title win, following the Singapore Open victory. It was close battle till 7-7 in the first game before Christie broke free to maintain a slender edge. At one stage, the Indonesian shuttler was leading 14-11 but Praneeth



Aditi, Sharmila fail to make the cut GALLOWAY (NEW JERSEY)



A second round eight-overpar 79 left Aditi Ashok with a 149 that was not enough to help her make the cut in the ShopRite LPGA Classic golf on Saturday. Sharmil Nicollet, who had struggled with a 76 in the first round, turned in a card of 78 to be out of contention with a 12-over-par 154. USA’s Paula Creamer and South Korean In-Kyung Kim were in lead with 133.



kept breathing down his neck and made it 14-14 with three straight points. After another couple of close points, Christie found himself 18-17 up and quickly sealed off the opening game with three points on the trot. Praneeth surged ahead 5-0 and then 9-3 in the second game but failed to maintain his lead and let his opponent make it 9-9. Thereafter, it was a neckand-neck battle till 15-15 before the Indian went up 17-15. Leading 17-16, Praneeth managed to bag three more points to move ahead 20-16. Although he wasted two



game points, he eventually won it 21-18. In the decider, Christie broke away at 2-2 to open up a 7-2 lead and then to 8-3. However, the Indian slowly made his way up with five consecutive points to reduce the margin to 7-8. Finally Praneeth caught up with him at 9-9 and what followed was a keenly contested affair with none of the shuttlers sparing an inch to each other. At 17-17, Praneeth won two crucial points to take a 19-17 lead but Christie bagged the next two to tie the game. However, the Indian held on to his nerves to reel off two quick points to wrap up the match and the title in his favour.



WI wins second T20I



VJCA rides on Joginder’s century



Agence France-Presse Basseterre



The scores: West Indies 112 for three in 15 overs (C. Walton 29, E. Lewis 25) bt Afghanistan 93 in 13.3 overs (Williams three for 11).



Ramkumar. SPORTS BUREAU SINGAPORE



Top seed Ramkumar Ramanathan beat second seed Raymond Sarmiento of USA 6-2, 6-2 in the final of the $15,000 ITF Futures tennis on Sunday. It was the first title of the season, and the 15th of his career, for Ramkumar.



Dubey shines Sports Reporter CHENNAI



Joginder Singh’s match-winning 111 and Sultan Ansari’s crucial 61 helped Vidya Jain CA defeat Roshanara Club by five wickets in a high-scoring game to enter the semifinals of the 42nd Lala Raghubir Singh hot weather cricket tournament. Aditya Kaushik’s quick-fire 131 of 109 balls went in vain.



NEW DELHI:



Another abject batting display by Afghanistan paved the way for the West Indies to complete a series-clinching 29-run win on the Duckworth-Lewis (D-L) method in the rain-affected second fixture of the threematch Twenty20 International series at Warner Park in St. Kitts on Saturday.



Ramkumar triumphs



The scores: Roshanara 263 for eight in 40 overs (Aditya Kaushik 131, Sakib Alam 57, Shivam Sharma three for 49, Ayush Kharab two for 56) lost to VJCA 264 for five in 37.5 overs (Joginder Singh 111, Sultan Ansari 61,



Harjeet Singh 41).



Parikshit shines Man-of-the-match Parikshit Kashyap scored 72 as Dronacharya Cricket Foundation beat Sonnet Club by 50 runs to enter the semifinals of the fifth ACE under-12 cricket tournament. Yash Chaudhary picked up seven for 33 for Sonnet Club but in vain. The scores: Dronacharya Cricket Foundation 174 in 38.5 overs (Parikshit Kashyap 72, Naman Kumar 33, Yash Chaudhary seven for 33) bt Sonnet 124 in 29.3 overs (Chirag Yadav 33).



Yash Dubey scored 123 (220b, 14x4) to help Central get to 314 on the final day and draw its match against South in the BCCI interzonal under-19 cricket tournament on Sunday. The scores (round four, day two): East 207 & 85 for two in 33 overs (Shresth Sagar 40) drew with North 340 for six decl. in 59.2 overs (Qamran Iqbal 82, Manjot Kalra 109, Parbh Simran Singh 61, Yashu Sharma 52 n.o., Sankar Paul three for 60). South 334 drew with Central 314 in 85.4 overs (Prateek Yadav 57, Yash Dubey 123, Aan Khan three for 45).



Bhutia raises players’ issue Nirmala outclasses a strong 400m ield Along with Renedy stresses the need for a bigger league



Annu Rani wins the javelin gold, improving on her own record in the process 46.26s, 2. Arokia Rajiv 46.64, 3. Sachin Roby 46.87.



Kamesh Srinivasan



Gauri Karhade finishes second



Special Correspondent



PATIALA



KOLKATA



Haryana’s Nirmala stole the show scorching the worn out track in winning the women’s 400m with a stunning 51.28s ahead of M.R. Poovamma as the curtains came down on the 21st Federation Cup athletics championships at the Netaji Subhash National Institute of Sports Complex here on Sunday. On a day when Annu Rani won the women’s javelin gold with a national record 61.86m, it was Nirmala who created a splash by outclassing a strong field even without Jauna Murmu who was disqualified due to a false-start. Nirmala comfortably came under the World Championship qualifying time of 52.50s. Though she easily bettered K.M. Beenamol’s meet record of 51.81s set in Chennai in 2002, Nirmala announced that she was eyeing Manjit Kaur’s national record of 51.05s set in Chennai in 2004; the Asian Championship in Bhubaneswar next month — on a better track — might present her with that opportunity. Annu Rani improved on her own mark of 60.01m set in Lucknow last year, with



Former India captain Bhaichung Bhutia and prominent midfielder of yesteryear Renedy Singh have stressed the need to have a bigger league in the country in order to accommodate more players. Addressing mediapersons here on Sunday, Bhutia read out statistics from a survey conducted by the Football Players Association of India (FPAI) and underlined that footballers’ unemployment had increased since the introduction of the Indian Super League (ISL) in 2014. “The present format of three months of ISL and three months of I-League is making a lot of players unemployed. Those 70-80 players who are playing in the ISL are also playing in the ILeague. For those who are playing in one league, there is no football for the remaining seven-eight months,” said Bhutia.



MUMBAI



Gauri Karhade ended second in the International Category of the 10th Annual US kids European golf championship in Scotland recently. Gauri took part in the 15-18 age group. She was also part of the winning International Team which beat Europe for the Van Horn Cup played at the Gullane Golf Club.



Phil Mickelson to skip US Open WASHINGTON



Phil Mickelson will forego another chance to complete a career Grand Slam as he skips the US Open this month to attend his daughter's high school graduation, he told The New York Times. Mickelson has finished second in the Major six times. “As I look back on life, this is a moment I'll always cherish and be glad I was present. There’s no greater joy as a parent,” he said. AFP



Alternative Bhutia and Renedy suggested an alternative as well. “We want more players to get opportunities. A lot of talk is happening on the merger (of the ISL and ILeague). If we have 20 teams



Renedy Singh. *



FILE PHOTO: S. SUBRAMANIUM



after merging ISL and ILeague and more players play, then it will be good. “Till the time the merger does not happen, we will be happy to see that two leagues run simultaneously for a longer period so that more players get to play,” said Bhutia. “The leagues should run for at least seven months for the sake of the players,” added Renedy. Bhutia said the nature of the league and players’ demand had a direct impact on the growth of Indian football. “When a league is played for seven months, then cost will go higher. But football will become serious. “When foreigners sign three-year contracts, they



Bhaichung Bhutia. *



FILE PHOTO: ASHOKE CHAKRABARTY



will be more serious… If there is no demand for the players, then the investment at grassroots level suffers.” The former India striker said clubs such as Mohun Bagan, East Bengal and Aizawl FC should groom youngsters and sell them to make money in order to thrive in the changed scenario. Bhutia supported the demand that fan-based clubs like East Bengal and Mohun Bagan should not pay franchise fees in case they got the offer to join the ISL. The FPAI will meet some players and clubs here before attending the stakeholders’ meeting called by the Asian Football Confederation (AFC) in Kuala Lumpur on June 7 to discuss the future of I-League and ISL.



1,500m: 1. Jinson Johnson 3:48.49s, 2. Ajay Kumar Saroj 3:48.91, 3. Siddhanta Adhikari 3:50.84. 10,000m: 1. G. Lakshmanan 29:23.46s, 2. Gopi Thonakal 29:55.67, 3. Kalidas Hirave 29:57.94. 110m hurdles: 1. Prem Kumar 14.34s, 2. Suresh 14.35, 3. T. Balamurugan 14.52. Triple jump: 1. Arpinder Singh 16.75m, 2. U. Karthik 16.37, 3. Malkit Singh 16.30. Hammer throw: 1. Niraj Kumar 66.09m, 2. Sukhdev Singh 64.06, 3. Bajinder Singh Baj 63.35.



Comprehensive win: Nirmala, right, inishes comfortably ahead of the rest in the women’s 400m. KAMESH SRINIVASAN *



FEDERATION CUP her first throw of 61.86m. She followed that up with 60.58m, 58.83m and 59.44m, with two attempts ending as ‘no mark’. Dutee Chand won the women’s 100m as expected, ahead of the 200m winner Srabani Nanda. Amiya Kumar Mallick of Delhi won the men’s 100m with a 10.51s. The Tamil Nadu duo of G. Lakshmanan and L. Suriya continued to dominate the 10,000m, winning the men’s and women’s golds as both pulled off the distance



double. There was more cheer for Tamil Nadu, as Prem Kumar, Suresh and T. Balamurugan swept the medals in the 110m hurdles. Nayana James won the women’s 100m hurdles, to add to her long jump gold. Jinson Johnson and P.U. Chitra won the men’s and women’s 1,500m respectively, while Swapna Barman won the women’s heptathlon with a total of 5,897 points. The results: Men: 100m: 1. Amiya Kumar Mallick 10.51s, 2. Jyotisankar Debnath 10.57, 3. Anuroop John 10.60. 400m: 1. Amoj Jacob



Women: 100m: 1. Dutee Chand 11.48s, 2. Srabani Nanda 11.57, 3. Merlin Joseph 11.68. 400m: 1. Nirmala 51.28 (NMR; OR 51.81, K.M. Beenamol, Chennai, 2002), 2. M.R. Poovamma 52.70, 3. Debashree Mazumdar 53.59. 1,500m: 1. P.U. Chitra 4:26.48s, 2. Monika Choudhary 4:27.67, 3. Pramila Yadav 4:27.90. 10,000m: 1. L. Suriya 33:12.67s, 2. Sanjivani Jadhav 33:15.77, 3. Meenu 34:17.11. 100m hurdles: 1. Nayana James 13.96s, 2. Ankita Gosavi 14.00, 3. Prajna Prakash 14.03. Discus: 1. Kamalpreet Kaur Bal 54.33m, 2. Seema Punia 53.86, 3. Himani Singh 53.24. Javelin: 1. Annu Rani 61.86m (NR, OR: 60.01m, Annu Rani, Lucknow, 2016), 2. Poonam Rani Singh 55.79, 3. Suman Devi 55.03. Heptathlon: 1. Swapna Barman 5,897 points, 2. Purnima Hembram 5632, 3. Liksy Joseph 5476.
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THE HINDU CROSSWORD 12025 1



2



3



4



5



9



6



7



8



10



(set by Lightning)



14 Force measured thus in current century (6)



3 Almost tardy sending back working claw (5)



16 Scotsman is cross we entered into shopping complex (7)



4 American scientist, say splendid fellow (7)



19 Moon spinning to fall behind one constellation (7)



6 Confused and upset salesman earnestly appealed to admit former lover (9)



21 Planck’s constant these days, in use describing radius of subatomic particle (6)



7 Hallucinate about breaking barrier (5)



11 12



13



14



15



16



17



18 19



20



21 22



23



24



23 Put down struggle at work – it is usually needed to get a job (9)



25



25 Lad, ultimately somewhat mature (5) 26



27



26 Exempt from jail, nationalist supplants king (6)



28



29



27 Physicist, German for one, has electron penetrating metal (8) ■ ACROSS 1 Officer backing mine workers (8)



28 Annoyed by overt resistance inside (6)



5 Suit passed around (6)



29 Shaken daughter had stuttering gait at the beginning (8)



9 Covers are also very peculiar (8)



■ DOWN



12 Meagre endeavour partly eco-friendly (5) 13 A go-between? (9)



CM YK



Spirit of guru bhakti



8 Disperse a small amount (8) 11 Forced to return cheese (4) 15 Resistance of electron moving around area (9) 17 Oriental and historic building at irst leased for new payment (9) 18 Police chief (leader) can recall iring (8) 20 Leave out mantra with appeal (4) 21 Door to door selling of Indian condiment over a week (7) 22 Drunk individual goes after saint with some deviousness (6)



1 Detailed idea nevertheless (6)



24 Layer around minute stopwatch (5)



2 Regularly chew pastry taken before lunch bit by bit (9)



25 Right away maintain advantage (5)



10 Behind a royal breed (6)



FAITH



SUDOKU



Solution to puzzle 12024 M A G O L D O J B R O O C U O V E R L R N C O A S T O E MB A L L G U L L I T I WA D E H D



B B R OMA H A O R I H C O N J O O D O R D A T E T A L N E P R E M MU L B Y P I B L E B L A R I SWO R D E R O



T J H O U R R N U R O R S T A C K A T U N E E E E R R Y T O O D Y T D U R A L M Y



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku



Many stories in the Upanishads, the Puranas and the epics highlight the essence of the guru-sishya relationship which forms the bedrock of spiritual tradition. The role of a guru goes beyond mere transmission of the essence of the scriptures, for he also imparts the essence of living a disciplined and principled life; and the ideal disciple trains himself to have unshakable faith in the guru. The story of Sage Daumya and his disciples related in the Mahabharata shows the many ways in which disciples have been tested and accredited for their guru bhakti, pointed out Sri Sankararama Dikshitar in a discourse. One of Daumya’s disciples, Aruni is tested in the following manner. Once during heavy rains, Aruni is given the responsibility of preventing the fields from getting flooded. Aruni tries putting up mud packs, but this does not work. So he lays himself on the moat to keep the water away. When Daumya sees this sincere and selfless effort that is also efficacious, he is pleased and confers on Aruni the knowledge of the Vedas and above all, enlightenment. Another disciple Upamanyu is tested in a different manner. He is asked to tend the cattle. He tries to appease his hunger in certain simple ways, like taking alms, or having some milk from the cattle he tends. But the guru points out that the means he adopts are not acceptable. So when he suffers pangs of hunger, he eats the leaves of a plant that makes him blind. The guru asks him to invoke the Aswini Gods to cure his blindness. He is given a piece of sweetmeat as an antidote, but he refuses to have it without his guru’s permission. Upamanyu’s guru bhakti is recognised and endorsed by Daumya. Adherence to certain rules of conduct is essential to a disciple at all times, even when engaged in difficult assignments given by the preceptor. A ND-ND
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Dominant Real creates Champions League history First team to successfully defend the title since AC Milan in 1990



Wins record-extending 12th European club crown



Juventus let in more goals in the summit clash than it did in 12 games before it



Reuters Cardiff



Cristiano Ronaldo scored twice as Real Madrid beat Juventus 4-1 in a memorable Champions League final full of attacking verve and brilliant goals on Saturday as the Spaniards won the title for the third time in four years and 12th in all. Portugal forward Ronaldo hit Real’s first and third goals. Mario Mandzukic then scored a spectacular overhead equaliser for Juventus, which was eventually in vain. A long-range deflected effort by Casemiro and a neat finish by the irrepressible Ronaldo within four minutes effectively settled one of the most entertaining finals for years, with a late tap-in by substitute Marco Asensio adding the gloss. The victory means Real are the first team to successfully defend the trophy in the Champions League era. AC Milan were the last team to retain Europe’s top prize when they triumphed in 1989 and 1990. “It’s been a spectacular year, you couldn’t dream of anything better,” said Real coach Zinedine Zidane. “We won the (Spanish) league on the very last day. It’s very difficult to reach the Champions League final two years running, but we did that.” It was heartbreak again for Juve, as the Italians let in more goals on Saturday than the three they had conceded in the 12 games they played to reach the final. Juventus looked the more adventurous side in the first 20 minutes but it was Real which struck first after the sort of trigonometric buildup that coaches write books



CM YK



Bufon feels the pain Juventus’ Gianluigi Buffon, who tasted defeat in his third Champions League final, said “It’s a big disappointment because we thought we did everything we needed to win. To win this cup you have to be stronger than everything against you. In the second half their class, their strength, their ability to win these challenges was seen and they deservedly won.” REUTERS



We were powerless to resist Real: Allegri Night to remember: Captain Sergio Ramos leads the Real Madrid celebrations after the Spanish powerhouse outclassed the Italian giant on Saturday. DAVID RAMOS/GETTY IMAGES *



think people don’t < > Ihave words to criticise, because the numbers don’t lie Ronaldo, after receiving the man-of-the-match award from his former Manchester United mentor Sir Alex Ferguson



finals, after Alfredo Di Stefano, who netted in five in a row for Real in the 1950s. about. Ronaldo was at the heart of it, playing the ball into the path of Dani Carvajal who cut it straight back to allow the Portuguese forward to sweep the ball sweetly into the far corner. That made Ronaldo the second man to score in three



All-time great goal Ronaldo’s effort was eclipsed seven minutes later by one of the all-time great final goals. Juve centre back Leonardo Bonucci drove a long diagonal ball which Alex Sandro reached and cushioned back across the box.



With another volley, Gonzalo Higuain knocked it to Croatia striker Mandzukic, who took a touch on his chest and, with his back to goal, struck a stunning bicycle kick that looped over Real keeper Keylor Navas. The ball did not touch the ground between leaving Bonucci’s boot and hitting the net. It was a different story after the break, however. Though the Italian champion’s drilled defence initially kept Real at arm’s length, it was undone by a two-goal salvo — one each from Casemiro and Ronaldo — before Asensio finished things up.



‘Zidane team talk was the key’ Agencies Cardiff



Cristiano Ronaldo thanked manager Zinedine Zidane for a half-time team talk that fired the Spanish club to a victory over Juventus in the Champions League final on Saturday. Imploring his stars to believe in themselves as much as he did in them, Zidane struck the right tone and eased their fears that the trophy may slip from their grasp. “Zidane gave us a very



positive half-time team talk and told us he really believed in us,” he said.



‘Play wider’ Real was utterly dominant after the break. “I told the players to keep what they were doing but to play wider and put more pressure on them, and I said that when we got the ball play as you know how,” Zidane said. “It worked spectacularly. Scoring four times against Juventus is not easy.”



Juventus manager Massimiliano Allegri said even his side’s rock-like defence was powerless to resist Real Madrid’s firepower. “In the first half we played beautifully but they pushed the accelerator in the second half and we could not resist,” REUTERS



Turin stampede leaves 1,500 fans injured ROME



Zinedine Zidane. HANGST/GETTY IMAGES



*



MATTHIAS



More than 1,500 people were injured, three seriously, after a bomb scare triggered a stampede among Juventus fans watching the Champions League final in Turin, local authorities said on Sunday. The local prefecture said 1,527 had been treated for mainly minor injuries. Three people were in a serious but not life-threatening condition. AFP
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IN BRIEF



Keep calm and beat cancer Killing tumours not the only focus as therapists teach strategies to control anxiety Agence France-Presse Chicago



Bill Maher apologises for racial slur on HBO show LOS ANGELES



Bill Maher apologised on Saturday for using a racial slur to describe himself as a house slave during a live segment for his HBO talk show. Mr. Maher’s comment during his discussion with Republican Senator Ben Sasse, was broadly criticised after it aired on Real Time with Bill Maher show on Friday night. AP



World’s fastest elevator to be installed in China BEIJING



The world’s fastest elevator that can operate at a record breaking speed of 1,260 metres per minute is set to be installed in a skyscraper complex in China. In May 2016, the elevator, developed by Japan’s Hitachi, reached 1,200 metres per minute as its rated speed. It is in the final adjustment phase. PTI



Meditation, relaxation and psychological counselling are becoming important tools in the care of people with cancer, according to multiple clinical trials released at the world’s largest conference on cancer. The research unveiled at the American Society of Clinical Oncology conference is part of a new push by oncologists to focus on not just killing tumours, but boosting the morale and mental health of people who are reeling from the shock of being diagnosed with cancer. For many women who survive a bout with cancer, the fear that it will return can be debilitating, and may interfere with work and family relationships. About 50% of all cancer survivors and 70% of young breast cancer survivors report moderate to high fear of recurrence, according to a study led by Jane Beith, a medical oncologist at the University of Sydney in Australia. She and colleagues developed an intervention called ‘Conquer Fear’, in which trained therapists met



Stay strong: A volunteer on a march for breast cancer awareness. V. RAJU



Recurrence Inventory, researchers found that the fear of cancer was reduced significantly in those who went through therapy — by 18 points on average in the intervention group compared to 7.6 points in a control group that did not receive the same attention. Another study, carried out in Canada, showed that brief sessions of psychotherapy could also benefit people with advanced cancer.



*



222 patients for five one hour to 90-minute-long sessions over 10 weeks.



Accepting uncertainty They talked about accepting uncertainty and teaching strategies to control worrying, as well as how to focus on life goals. Stretching and meditation were also part of the treatment. “The reduction in fear of recurrence in the psychological intervention group was large enough to improve survivors’ psychological and emotional well-being,” said Dr. Beith. Using a 42-item questionnaire called Fear of Cancer



Talk therapy A randomised clinical trial enrolled 305 patients latestage cancer to study an intervention, called Managing Cancer And Living Meaningfully (CALM). After three months, 52% of patients who received CALM had a clinically important reduction in depressive symptoms, compared to 33% of patients who received usual care, researchers reported. After a few months, patients who had undergone the therapy were more prepared for the end of life. “This brief talking therapy helps patients facing advanced cancer, and their



loved ones, sustain what is meaningful in their life despite its limitations, and face the future,” said lead study author Gary Rodin, head of the department of supportive care at the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre in Toronto, Canada.



Internet to the fore A third study examined the possibility of using the Internet to deliver psychological help to cancer patients who may not be able to get it in person. Called the STREAM intervention, the eight-week programme offered web-based stress management, in a programme developed by oncologists and psychologists. Those who completed STREAM reported a greater improvement in quality of life and less distress than before. “I think online psychological support will be much more important in the years to come, as the digital generation reaches the age when they are at higher risk of cancer,” said lead study author Viviane Hess, a medical oncologist at the University Hospital of Basel in Basel, Switzerland.



A wizarding pub for Potter fans in London Inn to use technology to produce magical efects Press Trust of India London



A ‘magical’ wizarding pub inspired by J.K. Rowling’s popular fantasy franchise Harry Potter may soon be set up in the U.K., where Potterheads will be able to use wands to turn on beer taps and light floating candles. The pub, set to be built in London, will use smarthome and Internet-of-things technology to produce magical effects. The inn will be called ‘The Cauldron’ inspired by ‘The Leaky Cauldron’, a fictitious inn from the world of Harry Potter that serves as a gateway to the wizarding world. Matthew Cortland, a 28-year-old former teacher from New Jersey is launching a crowdfunding project to raise $5,00,000 for the pub.



Fantasy menu “Our food menu will feature dishes that are explicitly mentioned in fantasy texts. We will source our recipes and ideas for the imple-



Geek cocktail: Matthew Cortland uses a principle of magnetism for his loating candles trick. THE WIZARDING CAULDRON *



mentation of those dishes from our community of fans,” Mr. Cortland said. “We will create spectacular science-based cocktails that look and behave like potions that are described in fantasy books,” he said. “Our resident mixologist will be tasked with using the magical elements in our pub to brew drinks that capture your imagination. It’s a boozy mix of mixology, science, and technology,” he added. The pub will also have a collection of books that visitors may read. They



may even plug into a listening station and enjoy an audiobook. “Internet-of-things technologies such as voice control, sensors, and connected devices will be at the core of our magic wand’s ability to control certain aspects of the pub,” Mr. Cortland said. “We are also bringing in much older technological and scientific principles, like magnetism with floating candles and chemical reactions with science-based wizarding cocktails,” Mr. Cortland added.



Citizen scientists ind cold new world near solar system Bob Fletcher, a teacher in Australia, was the irst to spot a very faint object moving across images made public by NASA Press Trust of India Washington



‘Instantly rechargeable’ car batteries soon WASHINGTON



Scientists are developing instantly rechargeable batteries for electric and hybrid vehicles. The energy storage system, developed by researchers from Purdue University, would enable drivers to fill up their electric or hybrid vehicles with fluid electrolytes to re-energise spent battery fluids. PTI



A brown dwarf over 100 light years away from the Sun has been discovered using a new citizen science tool that helps astronomers pinpoint new worlds lurking in the outer reaches of our solar system. Just six days after the launch of the Backyard Worlds: Planet 9 website in February, four different users alerted the science team to the curious object,



Technology to ease phantom limb pain



whose presence has since been confirmed via an infrared telescope. “I was so proud of our volunteers as I saw the data on this new cold world coming in,” said Jackie Faherty, a senior scientist at the American Museum of Natural History and one of Backyard World’s researchers. “It was a feel-good moment for science,” said Ms. Faherty. The Backyard Worlds project lets anyone with a com-



puter and an Internet connection flip through images taken by NASA’s Wide Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) spacecraft. If an object is close enough to Earth, it will appear to “jump” when multiple images taken of the same spot in the sky a few years apart are compared. The goal for Backyard Worlds volunteers — of which there are more than 37,000 — is to flag the moving objects they see in these digital flip-



I think our < > volunteers are going to help to complete the map of our solar neighbourhood Jackie Faherty Backyard World researcher



books for further investigation by the science team. So far, volunteers have classified more than 4 million flipbooks. Days after the Backyard Worlds website debuted on



February 15, Bob Fletcher, a science teacher in Australia, identified a very faint object moving across the WISE images. It was soon flagged by three other citizen scientists from Russia, Serbia and the U.S. After some initial investigation by the research team, which originally called the object “Bob’s dwarf”, Ms. Faherty confirmed that it was a previously unknown brown dwarf just a few hundred de-
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Regal meeting



Scientists use virtual reality for therapy Press Trust of India London



Scientists have developed a virtual reality (VR) technology that can relieve the sensation of phantom limb pain by tricking the brain into thinking that it is still in control of a missing limb. “The tactile representation of different body parts are arranged in the brain in a sort of map,” said Bo Geng, from the Aalborg University in Denmark. “If the brain no longer receives feedback from an area, it tries to reprogramme its signal reception map. That is the most common conception of how phantom limb pain occurs,” Ms. Geng said. Tests have shown that phantom limb pain can be relieved if the brain is tricked into thinking that the amputated limb is still attached to the body. By placing a mirror at an



angle in front of the chest you can create the visual illusion that the body is symmetrical. The method has proven effective in a number of amputees and is the foundation for the new VR technology. By using VR it is possible to create an experience of being present in a three dimensional world where you can move around freely, grab things and interact with them, researchers said. “With virtual reality there is a much better chance of creating a convincing alternative reality,” Ms. Geng said. In the new method the patients have to put on VR goggles and a glove. At the same time, small electrodes are placed on the residual limb. By stimulating the stump with tiny electrical impulses, researchers try to recreate the sensation of the phantom hand.



Mumbai



Deep bow: Japanese Princess Mako, left, greets Bhutan’s King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck at the Royal Bhutan Flower Exhibition in Thimphu on Sunday. Princess Mako, the oldest of Emperor Akihito’s grandchildren, is on a nine-day oicial visit to Bhutan. Queen Jetsun Pema of Bhutan is also in the picture. AFP/ROYAL OFFICE FOR MEDIA BHUTAN *



In winter, “the snow was always black” because dust and ashes would turn the white blanket into dark slush within 24 hours, Mr. Macerl recalled. Things got worse in 2002 when Lafarge took over a 130-year old cement factory. The company intensified exploitation using petroleum coke — a dirty by-product of oil refining — instead of coal.



Agence France-Presse Trbovlje, Slovenia
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True grit: Uros Macerl in Ravenska Vas, Slovenia.



Black snow For as long as Mr. Macerl could remember, heavy industry had not only been



Character actor Shivraj passes away Namrata Joshi



Uros Macerl was awarded the Goldman Prize for taking on a polluting industry and forcing it to mothball its operations



marriage. “I’ve paid a high toll with my family... but it also taught my children the struggle was worth it,” the father of three said.



Failed stars Brown dwarfs, sometimes called “failed stars”, are spread throughout the Milky Way. “Brown dwarfs are strikingly similar to Jupiter so we study their atmospheres in



order to look at what weather on other worlds might look like,” said Jonathan Gagne, a Backyard Worlds team member from the Carnegie Institution for Science. “It is possible that there is a cold world closer than what we believe to be the closest star to the sun. Given enough time, I think our volunteers are going to help to complete the map of our solar neighbourhood,” Ms. Faherty said.



Worked in Hindi cinema for 5 decades



Slovenia’s ‘eco-hero’ who crushed a cement giant When he saw swallows nesting in the barn for the first time in almost two decades, Slovenian farmer Uros Macerl felt vindicated. His exhausting battle against a polluting industrial giant had been worthwhile. A role model to some, an “eco-terrorist” to others, Mr. Macerl recently picked up one of the world’s most prestigious environmental awards for shutting down a cement plant owned by French corporation Lafarge in Trbovlje region in 2015. The 48-year-old flew to New York in April to receive the U.S. Goldman Prize, which honours “environmental heroes” for their efforts to protect nature, often at great personal expense. In Mr. Macerl’s case, the 13-year fight cost him his



grees warmer than Jupiter. The authors of the research published in the Astrophysical Journal Letters said that sky surveys had missed this object because it was too faint.



*



AFP



providing jobs to Trbovlje’s 16,000 or so inhabitants, but also polluting its air. Emissions from a glass factory and coal-fired power plant would slowly rise from the Central Sava valley, enveloping the farms on the surrounding hills in a toxic fog.



‘Unbearable situation’ Lafarge’s actions had a devastating effect on the environment and people’s health. Within a year, the level of benzene in the air jumped by more than 250%. Cancer rates in the region were above the national average, 2012 data from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) showed. The high concentration of



acid and other toxic substances also began to destroy the vegetation. When Mr. Macerl took over his parents farm at the age of 23, he decided to raise sheep because the fruit trees died. But the “sheep often had miscarriages,” he said. A meeting with Lafarge representatives failed to produce results. “I described the unbearable situation on top of the hills but they just made fun of me. ‘If you don’t like it sue us,’ they told me,” Mr. Macerl said. Frustrated, he and other locals took matters into their own hands, gathering data on toxic emissions. Their research revealed that the Lafarge factory was exceeding permitted emission levels. But the local authorities ignored the findings, according to Mr. Macerl.



“They turned a blind eye because Lafarge provided jobs, sponsored local sports clubs, donated to hospitals and heavily invested in infrastructure,” he said. The tide turned in 2009 when Lafarge applied for a new licence to incinerate car tyres and plastic. Looking at the plans, Mr. Macerl realised that a tiny part of his farmland fell inside the so-called “pollution zone”, entitling him to challenge the company’s permit. When the government failed to act upon Mr. Macerl’s complaints, he filed a petition with the European Commission in 2010. After a five-year legal battle, Lafarge was eventually forced to mothball its operations in March 2015 after Brussels ruled that Slovenia had run foul of E.U. rules regarding the plant’s permits.



Character actor Shivraj, who was one of the most recognisable faces in the Hindi cinema of the 1950s and the 60s, died on Saturday. “He was an essential element of many films even though he may not have been the most important aspect,” recollects film and music expert Pavan Jha. If the film were to be compared to a car and the heroheroine to its engine, then Jha likens the veteran actor to the nuts and bolts of the vehicle — not talked about much but of immense value. Film and history buff K.V. Ramesh remembers seeing him early on in Amiya Chakraborty’s Patita (1953) where he played the young villain, the rich and lustful owner of the poor heroine’s shanty, who rapes her, blackmails her and alters the course of her life forever. But villainy didn’t stay with him for long. Jha remembers him as an old fakir in M.V. Raman’s Pehli Jhalak (1955) lip-syncing the Hemant Kumar song Zameen chal rahi, aasman chal raha hai. In the prime of his youth, he graduated to playing the old, benign guardian figure or the loyal, obedient manager/servant. A stereotype he couldn’t quite break away from. But it made him part of some iconic films: Amiya Chakraborty’s Seema (1955) where he is the ineffectual uncle Kashinath, with whom Nutan lives initially after her parents’ death. He is Paro’s father, Nilkant, in Bimal Roy’s Devdas (1955). He played a Christian priest in L.V. Prasad’s Miss Mary (1957). Ramesh remembers him in Naresh Saigal’s Ujala (1959) as the “acharyaji of an orphanage who weans Shammi Kapoor away from crime and supports him in sticking to the straight and narrow path”. He plays Kapoor’s loyal manager in Subodh Mukherjee’s Junglee



Actor Shivraj (1961). Again he plays the devoted diwan (minister) to Kapoor’s prince in K. Shankar’s Raj Kumar (1964), the one who never doubts the prince’s sanity when he is indulging in all kinds of crazy antics to fool his enemies.



Loyal guardian He is present as the foster father in two of Hindi cinema’s most beloved lost and found epics — in Nasir Hussain’s Yaadon Ki Baraat (1973) as Vijay Arora’s dad and in Manmohan Desai’s Amar Akbar Anthony (1977) where he plays Rishi Kapoor’s father, the kindly tailor Ilahabadi. Janwar, Bhoot Bangla, Pyaar Kiye Jaa, Mera Saaya, Shagird, Baharon Ke Sapne, Saraswatichandra, Do Raaste, Anamika, Uljhan, Naya Din Nayi Raat, Kasme Vaade, Mard, Aakhir Kyun, Mrityudand — Shivraj acted in many films in a career spanning almost five decades. He was prolific, in the same league then as Nasir Hussain and Nana Palsikar, and is said to have acted in more than 200 films though film website imdb credits him as an actor in 165. Ramesh remembers seeing him last in Dev Benegal’s English August (1994) as a “social worker/local politician” who is saddened when Tanvi Azmi’s daughter mocks and imitates a beggar. It has him wonder aloud: “Is this what they teach in school these days to children?”. Jha recollects encountering him in the Doordarshan serials of the 80s and the 90s. A ND-ND
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Intelligence plus character — that is the goal of true education. Martin LUther King Jr.
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Cherry pick your pathshala



< >



Global ed)



Noteworthy institutions make their mark by attracting a number of applicants for their postgraduate and doctoral programmes.



Limiting non-residents



Some points to ponder over while choosing your place for higher study Paul Prathap Jayaraj



Quo Vadis in Latin translates to “Where are you going?” Admissions season is just around the corner. Every year, students scout for institutions to realise their ambitious dreams. On the other hand, we have an advertisement blitzkrieg unleashed by educational institutions, targeting the gullible parents who want to sculpt their child’s future. The towering inferno of parents’ desires, and the unquenchable thirst of institutions to admit students result in a volley of cleverly crafted advertisements for admissions. Students and parents willingly fall prey. The natives of Latium have coined the phrase caveat emptor which means “let the buyer beware.” I would like to share simple clues for students to cherry pick a pathshala for higher education, circumventing the alluring, synchronised, orchestrated, torrent of advertisements for educational institutions, and also the ranking of institutions released by different agencies. Students and parents can prepare a checklist using the following parameters and collate data about institutions they are interested in. Timelines: Good institutions have a clear chronological timeline as to when applications will be issued, the last date for submitting filled-in application forms, the date the selection list will be announced, the date by which fees should be paid, when classes would start, and so on. If timelines are sloppy, be wary of those institutions. Diversity: Institutions of repute will have students and faculty representing the diversity of the state, the country and the world at large. There would be



unskewed sex ratio (except in single gender institutions) and it would be distinct across levels. The food menu in the campus would indicate the thoughtfulness shown towards accommodating fellow scholars from varied geographical terrains. Universal brotherhood will be portrayed by the euphoria with which different festivals are celebrated, transcending religious boundaries. They will have ramps and wheel-chairs to supplement steps to aid mobility of the differently-abled. They may also have a Braille section in their library. If diversity is scanty, it would be better to look for other institutions that offer it in abundance. : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::



Institutions with good standing would have companies representing various industries knocking at the door. Campus placements: Institutions with good standing would have companies representing various industries knocking at the door. One could, with ease, see automobile, banking, electronics, FMCG, IT, ITES, insurance, NGOs, pharmaceutical and a plethora of other industries joining the recruitment bandwagon, vying with each other, to give students opportunities to choose from. They would represent various functions like design, finance, HRM, marketing, manufacturing, R&D, SCM, and more. Projects with stipends: In promising institutions students would be sought after by organisations. They would be offered meaningful projects along with



a healthy stipend. In other institutions, getting a project still remains a mirage for students; they have to keep running from pillar to post, and sometimes end up shelling money for a project. In short, institutions where students get stipend for their projects are superior to the rest. Educational loans: Getting an educational loan for students of respected institutions would be as easy as buying a SIM card. They have to submit the required documents for the loan to be sanctioned seamlessly. Loan availability is an empirical indicator of the stature of the institution. Their poorer cousins will fail miserably in this litmus test. Higher degrees: Crescendo in admission can generally be seen for enrolment to the undergraduate programmes in many institutions. All other higher level courses end up high and dry. Noteworthy institutions make their mark by attracting a number of applicants for their postgraduate and doctoral programmes. Their placement track will reflect this trend. Pass percentage: Many institutions blow their own trumpets in claiming that they have secured university ranks. This can also be because of the brilliance of a few students, without any meaningful contribution from the institution. “One swallow does not make a summer,” goes the old saying. On the other hand, the pass percentage is more vital. If the academic environment is good, the pass percentage would be high. So, pass percentage is a better barometer of academic performance than the university ranks secured.



My internship)



Curating journeys The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page. — St. Augustine I have always believed in the power of travelling, in the power of seeing things as they are rather than thinking about how they might be. My suitcases would always be packed and maps marked, but the tight schedule at college and my social responsibilities never allowed my ventures to begin. The summer break of 2016, however, was different. It struck me that twenty years from now I would be more disappointed by the things I didn’t do than by the things I did. And to amplify this thought, the correct opportunity in the form of an internship knocked at my door at just the right moment.



New path I applied for an internship at Tripver, a travel platform, in my third year of graduation. Their description said, “We believe that there is a traveller in each one of us. The one who wants to take off seeking new paths, new companions, conversations or just places that put life into perspective.” Crossing the hurdle of a couple of telephonic interviews, I finally grabbed the opportunity. Tripver is a crowdsourced travel platform powered by a community of
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SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



An internship at Tripver helped him develop leadership and technical skills



SATHEESH VELLINEZHI



b



From the 2017-2018 academic year, California state universities will be capping the number of non-state residents and international students. Janet Napolitano, University of California President, said that the new limit supports “our pledge that non-resident students will be enrolled only in addition to, and never in place of, Californians.”



Financial support: An institution can be easily graded based on the amount of money received from donors who come forward to develop the institution. Philanthropists look for institutions with credibility and lend a helping hand. Elected student body: There would be an elected student body to foster the needs of the student community in institutions that never stop striving to excel. An unfettered newsletter, of the students, by the students, for the students, would be the catalyst for change. Nothing can be more assuring to a student than the building that houses the office of the elected student body. Eco-friendliness: Can there be a good institution which is not eco-friendly? Institutions which want to move from strength to strength must



demonstrate their unconditional love to the environment. All who enter the institution must leave as an ambassador of nature. The complementing flora, fauna and landscape should be a representative sample of the locale. Human relations: What is so great in an institution if it cannot cultivate human relations among all? The teacher and the taught should learn to respect and love each other. The strongest desire of all should lie in embracing this quote from the Bible which says “Do unto others as you would have them do unto yourself.” The lesser the number of surveillance cameras, the better is the blossoming of human rela-



tions is a hypothesis that can be validated by those who find this point difficult to comprehend. Advertisements: Incessant advertisements or concerted public relations’ efforts alone do not make a hallowed institution. In fact, revered institutions do not make their point through such self-indulgence but rather leave an indelible impression on all who pass through their sacred portals; those who become their greatest billboards. Parents and students should go out of the way to look for institutions which score well on these factors. Educationists can consider this as a clarion call to further improve their institutions. The author is the Dean of Aachi Institute of Management & Entrepreneurial Development (AIMED). [email protected]



Economical alternative Canada has seen a boost in applications from foreign students post-Brexit and the U.S. presidential elections. However, new evidence shows that the motivations are economic, rather than just political. Without even factoring in financial aid, several Canadian universities, at international student rates, work out to be cheaper than paying tuition fees marked for locals at their American counterparts.



Education devolution The Human Rights Commission Pakistan has reported that education in the country is in a serious crisis. Relations between the federal Higher Education Commission (HEC), chaired by Dr. Mukhtar Ahmad, and the provincial HECs, are devolving. This has been the case since the passage of the 18th amendment in 2010.



EDGE invites... Dear readers, it has been over three months since the launch of EDGE, on February 20, when the erstwhile Education Plus was redesigned into its present form. Please fill up a short questionnaire at www.thehindu.com/edu. We would love to hear from you.



Name:



Kumar Satyapriyadarshi College:



IIT Kharagpur Interned at:



Tripver



passionate travellers. The trips I took allowed me to gain practical exposure by experiencing life in various parts of our country. I went for five trips (Leh, Ladakh, Kasol, and McLeod Ganj) as the tour co-captain, assisting the captain to ensure that the travellers had a great time. The trips I took as part of this internship challenged my physical and mental capabilities and helped me grow. Leading groups of diverse travellers and forging a sense of bonding among them, being authoritative and interactive at the same time, taking decisions during an unexpected emergency, and representing the company at all fronts — all these were challenges of a unique kind and have left a long lasting impression on my personality. This experience has instilled in me sound leadership and social skills. Moreover, dealing with different situations under pres-



Duration:



Two months



sure has prepared me for the future. At the same time, I had my share of fun while travelling. I used to gel with the other travellers, sing and dance with them, while working on my duties. Apart from this, I got to work behind the scenes and implement growth measures to help the company in revenue generation. Through the course of this journey, I used a variety of software and made many Excel sheets which helped in polishing my analytical skills. This exhaustive internship experience has enganced my technical and social skills. It has made me firmly believe that this was one of the best creative opportunities I could get. Kumar Satyapriyadarshi is a final-year student of B.Tech. (Biotechnology) at IIT Kharagpur. Courtesy: internshala.com
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VIDEO CAFE



Transformative tool



b



Saikiran Chandha and Shanu Kumar on how Typeset.io can revolutionise academic writing Spatika Narayanan



Most of us have gone through the frustrating experience of formatting a document either for a project report, thesis, or proposal. Especially frustrating is when you need to add obscure formulas, equations, and symbols. Things get messier when it is a group effort, and your team ends up losing a large chunk of work accidentally, or it turns out that more than one member has worked on the same section. Saikiran Chandha experienced something similar when he was working on his term thesis at VIT University, Vellore, in 2014. This motivated him to do something about it. He says, “Our university sent us a guidelines document on how the thesis should be formatted. I spent many hours formatting it and finally submitted my thesis. The same process was repeated after a few months when I was submitting to a journal.” He continues, “I got frustrated with the entire process and reached out to my peers and friends in the U.S. Everyone had the same problem. People were complaining, but



ity to build something useful for researchers.” Initially, there were some stumbling blocks. “We made bad hiring decisions in the beginning. This delayed the beta launch and created a huge tech debt,” says Saikiran.



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



b



The team: Boosting productivity of disruptive research.



no one had a solution. Moreover, we were collaborating by emailing Microsoft Word documents back and forth with endless “Track Changes” and “Comments” layered on top of each other.” Realising that there should be a better way to write research papers and collaborate on documents, he quit his fulltime job and set out to build his idea. At AngelHack Bangalore, a



hackathon, he and a friend built the first prototype of Typeset.io. They went on to win AngelHack Global Demo Day at San Francisco. “That was the turning point,” Saikiran recalls. “Typeset.io transformed from a side project to a company.” He was then chosen to attend Stanford University’s Ignite, an innovation programme, in 2015. Through this experience, he met his co-founder,



Janani Suri



I’m possible



Shanu, who had previously been part of Ignite, and had graduated from IIT Kharagpur in 2013. Entrepreneurship was a natural fit for Shanu. “I have always had a knack for trying and figuring out new things. Experimentation is challenging but fun. When Saikiran pitched the idea of Typeset.io, I could relate to the problem that it was solving. I thought, here is an opportun-



Doubling down They doubled down on hiring efforts and started work afresh in August 2015, with Saikiran as CEO and Shanu as CTO. “We have learnt a lot during the process, and this experience helped us to set a plan and process in place, which enabled us to attract top talent. Without the right talent, company is bound to fail,” admits Saikiran. Shanu adds, “Lately, most people starting up are firsttime founders who lack experience. There are lot of unknown areas in your business that you won’t have the answer to such as ‘will customers use your product?’, ‘how profitable will your business be?’, and so on. At early stages, there is no reliable answer to this. The daily struggle is to continue being resilient and figure out answers to these questions.” Typeset.io is now a com-



pany of 10, including designers and engineers. Shanu and Saikiran speak admiringly of the experience and skillsets each one brings to the team. So, what does Typeset.io do? Saikiran explains, “Typeset.io is an authoring and collaboration platform for researchers. It provides an editor built for research writing that automates formatting, simplifies collaboration and version control, and does instant publishing in multiple formats. Publishers then receive structured metadata from the platform. Anyone who is involved in an academic ecosystem and writes documents (such as research or journals papers, technical documentation, teaching material, white papers and so on) can use our product to improve their productivity and workflow.” Typeset.io recently closed another round of funding and have plans to set up an entity in the US. They are currently based out of Bengaluru. Find out more at https:// www.typeset.io/. You can also get in touch with the cofounders by e-mail ([email protected], [email protected]) or on Twitter (@saikiranchandha).



It is a strong probability that, at least once, we will find ourselves in a situation that we deem “impossible” to get out of. In this TED video, 13-year old ragarap (a fusion of Indian classical music and rap) sensation Sparsh Shah Purhythm, tells us how he went from his own “impossible” to “I’m possible”. Born with osteogenesis imperfecta, a rare bone disorder, he has faced fractures and pain all his life. However, he refuses to let that get in the way of his dreams of winning a Grammy, or performing songs from his musical revolution. Sparsh assures us that by following our passion, dreaming fearlessly, helping anyone we can, and never giving up on ourselves, no dream is “impossible”. https://youtu.be/bC0hlK7WGcM



In time In our fast-paced world, it seems difficult to take a few stolen moments out of our schedule even to breathe. In such a world, time management is more than just a desired skill; it is a necessity. In this video, author Laura Vanderkam debunks some myths associated with the skill, and teaches us how to find time for what matters. In a matter-of-fact style, she tells us that she has discovered that “not having time” for something often simply means that it is not a priority — one should decide what matters first, and then fit it in one’s schedules accordingly. She also assures us that with some simple compromise, we will have time to build any life we want. https://youtu.be/n3kNlFMXslo



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::



GAME ON b



What’s your strategy?



Count your blessings



If you think it’s too early to start planning your investments, think again



Trying times? Look for things you can be grateful for



Sarthak Saraswat



The Surge



Think



Money Matters)



Reality One of the questions in personal finance often asked is, “When should I start saving for my retirement?” The answer to this is pretty depressing — as soon as you start earning. The answer is ironic and counterintuitive. It is ironic because once you start earning, you always want to buy stuff that you dreamt about. That cool car, the latest gizmo, and so on. Often, these are bought on credit. It is natural to get cynical when someone tells you that you should start saving and planning for your retirement at the age of 20 or 21. But there is no escape from reality. The financial plight of the retrenched IT services workers can be used as a case study to learn how we should plan our personal finances. Unlike developed countries, India does not offer a social security for its citizens. This means that essentially, we have to fend for ourselves after we retire. In the good old days, having a



)



Developed by Deck13 Interactive, this science fiction game is set in a time when mankind has exhausted all the world’s resources and environmental diseases abound. Players can use exoskeletons, which can be customised and upgraded throughout the game, to battle enemies. They can also employ cool finishing or execution moves towards the end of a fight to defeat an enemy. Inspired by the Souls series, the game has also received a new patch that allows you to play your own music while playing.



Penny and pound wise: Start saving early.



large number of children was the retirement strategy for most. However, this strategy has lost its effectiveness and households are increasingly having just one or two kids. Secondly, thanks to modern medicine, we are living longer; but this comes with two downsides. We are living longer and our post-retirement healthcare costs are going up. Whichever way you look at it, the scenario is bleak for the unprepared. On top of this, your generation does not have the luxury of retiring with a gold watch at 65 years. In the private sector at least, it is a real challenge to hold on to a well paying job beyond the age of 50 years. I live in OMR, Chennai’s IT corridor. In the last couple of months, there are people I know who have sold their sedans (bought on EMIs) and bought hatchbacks, shifted their children to schools where the fee is lower, and so on. Some of them have confided to me that they will not be able to sustain their current lifestyle if they are unemployed for even six months. Dear reader, I hope I have convinced you to have an early start on your savings and investments so that you can enjoy your later years comfortably and adventurously. Those who fail to plan indeed plan to fail. The writer is an alumnus of IIM Bangalore and the co-founder of Money Wizards. [email protected]



You have been rejected by all the master’s programmes you applied to in the U.S. You try to land a job before you reapply but not a single company calls you for an interview. In addition to being deeply disappointed with you, your parents start giving your younger sister more responsibilities, making you feel like a no-good in all respects. As your friends are either employed or studying, you don’t have anyone to hang out with. To top it all, your father is diagnosed with two blocks in his heart and may require an expensive procedure. Great timing, you tell yourself, as the family finances are strained right now. When you bemoan your lot to your favourite aunt, expecting her to sympathise with your plight, you are taken aback by her response. “I know you are going through a rough time. Why don’t you spend a few minutes every night jotting down five things you are grateful for?” Despite your misgivings about this advice, you give it a try and find a significant shift in your mood. Research bolsters the idea that evoking feelings of gratitude can have positive effects on your overall well-being.



Gratitude Psychologists Robert Emmons and Michael McCullough have found that when we consciously think about the positives in our lives, no matter how badly things are going, we experience better emotional health and more favourable interpersonal



K.R. DEEPAK



Aruna Sankaranarayanan



V. SUDERSHAN



Venkatesh Chari If you are reading the newspapers regularly, it is difficult to miss the largescale lay-offs happening in the IT services sector. I get to interact with many young and not so young people working in this industry and it is sad to see how financially underprepared many of them are. Sadly, quite a few in their 30s and 40s have barely begun to save and invest. The almost synchronised firing has been a wake-up call for quite a few of them. There have been several emails from the readers discussing the financial planning approaches of Plan Priya and YOLO Yogesh. I am happy to see that my previous article has influenced at least a few people to cross over from the YOLO style to the plan forward style.



Genre: Action role-playing Publisher: Focus Home Interactive



Think positive: For well being. connections. In fact, in one study, people who were told to list their ‘blessings’ everyday were more likely to help another person. Another study, by Nancy Digdon and Amy Koble, found that gratitude also boosts our sleep. Students who wrote in a gratitude journal every evening reported that they slept longer and better. And we all know from experience that a good night’s rest can definitely aid our mood the following day, thus setting the stage for more positive experiences. In his book, Authentic Happiness , Martin Seligman describes Gratitude Night, which is part of his Positive Psychology course at the University of Pennsylvania. Students were each asked to bring a guest who had made an impact on their lives, but they had never really thanked, to class. The guests were not told why they were being invited for the session. During class, each student thanked their guest and described how they had made an impression on her life. In fact, people were so moved by the exercise that there “was literally not a dry eye in the room.” Very often, we take the people who matter most to us for granted and rarely express how we feel about them. Per-



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::



Research bolsters the idea that evoking feelings of gratitude can have positive efects on your overall well-being. haps, we all need to practise Gratitude Night once in a while, where we make a concerted effort to thank those who make a difference to our lives. We can cultivate a gratitude mindset by maintaining a gratitude journal, writing a letter to a grandparent who has impacted us in small and large ways, sending flowers to a school teacher who made us believe in ourselves over twenty years ago, posting a card to a friend who held you tight when you failed your test, giving sweets to the security guard who opens the door every time you enter the office or thanking mom for simply being who you are today. And, especially when the going gets tough, being grateful may help us tide through trying times. As Charles Dickens famously said, “Reflect upon your present blessings of which every man has many — not on your past misfortunes, of which all men have some.” The author is Director, PRAYATNA. [email protected]



Staring down the barrel Know your English)



S. Upendran “President Trump has been calling some people a ‘nutjob’. What does it mean?” “The word has the same meaning as ‘nut case’. When you call someone...” “I think I know what ‘nut case’ means. It means crazy, doesn’t it?” “That’s right! When you call someone a ‘nutjob’ or a ‘nut case’, what you’re suggesting is that the person is mad or mentally imbalanced. It’s used in informal contexts to show disapproval. ‘Nutjob’ can be written as one word or two.”



CM YK



“I see. A lot of people in my class avoid Roshni because they think she’s a nutjob.” “It’s probably because she keeps to herself! I’ve talked to Roshni, and she’s definitely not a nutjob. Many people in my office think our new Manager is a real nutjob.” “Gopi was telling me about him. He sounds like a real nutjob, all right. I believe he wants everyone in the company to work seven days a week. What a silly idea! Who would...” “I wouldn’t rubbish the idea, if I were you. Our company, as you know, is...” “Rubbish the idea? Does ‘rubbish’ in this context mean ‘criticise’?” “That’s right. When you rubbish someone’s idea, you criticise it. You make it clear that the idea is trivial or worthless. It’s also pos-



sible to rubbish people.” “I see. It wasn’t much of a debate. The two candidates merely rubbished each other.” “That’s what most politicians do nowadays. Americans, by the way, say ‘trash’ instead of ‘rubbish’. The Minister trashed the idea that he had a Swiss bank account.” “The media rubbished/trashed the team for its poor performance.” “A few minutes ago, you said that I shouldn’t rubbish your new manager’s idea of working seven days a week. Why would you want to work seven...” “The company is in trouble. We’re staring down the barrel of ...” “Staring down the barrel? What are you talking about?” “The expression ‘staring down the barrel’ is mostly used to sug-



gest danger. It means that something bad is likely to happen.” “But what is this barrel you are looking at?”



In trouble “It’s the barrel of a gun.” “Staring into a gun? That would mean that someone is pointing a gun at you. If that’s the case, you’re definitely in very serious trouble.” “That’s right! That’s why the expression is associated with danger. In fact, the original expression was ‘staring down the barrel of a gun’.” “I guess this means that the expression can’t be used for anything positive.” “No, it can’t. It’s always associated with negative things. If the market doesn’t pick up, our company will be staring down the barrel of bankruptcy.” “Really? Can I say, we were look-



ing down the barrel of defeat when we lost our sixth wicket with only 50 runs on the board?” “Sounds good. Our client is planning to sue us. You know that most people get nervous when they stare down the barrel of a lawsuit.” “I know! If your company is in urgent need for a loan, why don’t you...” “It is not ‘need for a loan’, but ‘urgent need of a loan’. When you mean ‘require’ it is always ‘need of’. For example, your scooter is in need of a wash.” “Your company is in desperate need of cash.” ***** I shook my family tree and a bunch of nuts fell out. — Unknown



Star Trek: Bridge Crew Genre: Action-adventure Publisher: Ubisoft



If you are a Star Trek fan, you will love this virtual reality game developed by Red Storm Entertainment. It takes place on Starfleet ship USS Aegis, which is exploring an uncharted sector of space called The Trench in the hope of finding a new home world for the Vulcans. Up to four players can play the game, each in the following capacity — captain, tactical officer, engineer and helm officer. The game is available for PlayStation 4 and Microsoft Windows.



Rime Genre: Puzzle Publisher: Grey Box Games



This adventure-puzzle game developed by Tequila Works revolves around a boy who is trying to escape an island and a curse. It has been praised by critics for its beautiful environments and soundtracks and clever puzzles. It is available on PlayStation 4, Xbox One and Microsoft Windows. It will also be released for Nintendo Switch later.



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::



EAR SHOT ASHOK RAJAGOPALAN



The author teaches at the English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad. [email protected]
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My college years)



Postcard from… Wales)



‘Be yourself, no matter what’ Celebrity lyricist and talk show host Niranjan Iyengar on why it is okay to be an oddball b



Mala Mary Martina



Ready for take-of Helpful faculty and a balanced, structured curriculum made the course stand out There are many points in life when we are forced to make choices. At times this can be easy, but not always. In the end, what actually defines us and separates us from the rest are the choices that we make. After Class XII, I found myself at a crossroads. I had to decide whether to continue studying in India or go abroad for higher studies. I chose to pursue aerospace engineering at Swansea University, Wales, U.K. Now, after months into university life, I am delighted and proud of the choice I made. The education system at Swansea is different and helpful compared to what I was used to back in India. What impresses me the most is the balance struck between practicals and theory. It makes studies more interesting and fruitful. After the initial months of theory classes, I found myself inside huge labs equipped with modern, sophisticated machines, all free for me to use. I could apply my knowledge practically and find out whether what we learned actually made sense. I cannot explain how elated I felt.



wasn’t right for me, so I told my mother I didn’t want to continue and switched to Ruhiya, where I pursued science for two years, got tired of it and wanted to do something else. What I learnt at school stayed with me in the sense that it was ok to explore different things.



Education: India Vs. abroad From a research aspirant to an avid writer of letters, writer Niranjan Iyengar has gone on to become InIn India, we concentrate more on frills as opdia’s most sought after screenwriter, lyricist, talkposed to providing core education whereas, show host and author. He dons many roles — musithe reverse is true, abroad. We have started a cian, author, to hosting his talk show, Look who’s supply chain manufacturing education. We talking with Niranjan Iyengar . A Jack of all trades do not really look at the holistic growth of a and master of many, he is not just an explorer but a student. master of everything he has explored. When I was in school, I was an ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: odd ball. I had a habit of writing Excerpts from an interview. letters to everybody. I have writAs long as it is Lessons from school ten letters to Thai Airways, not detrimental, There was a newly-started school called we should let kids Queen Elizabeth and many Adarsh High School in Dombivili, Mum- explore life others too. I loved writing bai, which was a quaint little town back themselves. letters. And during those then. My mom decided to let me join times, if you didn’t put a that school. According to her, her logic stamp on the letters, the was that since the school was new, I would grow as person receiving a letter was asked the school grows. Initially, I was hesitant because I to pay the postage and get the lethad friends from schools such as SSEI which was a ter. And almost 90 of the 100 letbig school with a playground. I would regret not ters I would write would be accepstudying there. It was only later that I realised how ted. Some of my relatives would good my school was. The school was small with sometimes ask my mother as to around seven classrooms. Every month we would why I did so. Mom would tell them be taken to a nearby playground for sports day. The not to pay the postage. But she teachers also invested in individuals and they nurnever asked me to stop writing, tured all students. The teachers were multifaceted. and relatives paid R10-12 to get For instance, the history teacher was also an avid the letter. It all eventually helped music-lover. When we went out for trips, she would me in my writing career. As long play antakshari with us. So School taught me to reas it is not detrimental, we spect people no matter what. And that was inshould let kids explore life grained into me deeply. themselves. Message to the youth Eeverybody’s journey is unique. Be yourself, no matter how easy, torturous or long it is.



V SREENIVASA MURTHY



Higher education My college education was chequered. After school, I felt I had learnt everything I could from Dombivilli. But for vacation, I would either be at my paternal parents’ place in Chennai or with my maternal parents at Parey, which was close to the glitz and glamour of Mumbai. I went to the Williamson College. I was initially uncomfortable but then got used to it and made many friends. Then, I felt Williamson



The writer is CEO, I Love Mondays. [email protected]



Enriching exposure Teaching faculty from across the world provide us exposure to different education styles followed in different countries. Every lecturer has his/her office hours during which we are free to clarify our doubts. There are even extra catch up sessions for students who find it difficult to understand the concepts. In general, the university goes out of the way to make learning easy for us. We get trained to deal with actual situations we may face once we step out of the university. Mock interviews, presentations, CV writing, group projects and other additional practices are included in our module. We also get good exposure to industries with the paid internship scheme that is included in our course. In general, once we leave the university, we are ready to face the complexities of a workplace. Another appreciable aspect of my university is the scholarship scheme. I have been awar-



UPSC Prep)



Brevity is key Madhukar Kumar Bhagat The personality test is the final leap to qualify for the prestigious civil services. However, not all make it. For many of those cast out at the interview stage, it is not the lack of preparation for the personality test which is their undoing, but the lack of the knowledge of ‘how to answer’. One’s answers, particularly in an interview, are a reflection of one’s thoughts, skills of communication and b



CM YK



knowledge of the subject. Together they comprise the core aspects of an aspirant’s personality. The three can be encapsulated in an acronym ASK. The letter ‘A’ stands for aptitude and attitude. The former encompasses the ability to think and analyse; to think holistically as well as objectively. Here, attitude refers to positive outlook and balance of judgment. Thus, the two together constitute the ‘thought element’ of the personality. Thoughts in



themselves are barren unless they are communicated effectively. As such, skills of communication, are vital (the letter ‘S’). But thoughts and their communication are only feasible, if one has knowledge of the subject in question (letter ‘K’). The aspect of ‘how to answer’ incorporates elements of all three.



Attentive listening First and foremost, listen to the question carefully. Con-



centrate on what is being said, so as to comprehend fully the import of the question. Do understand that the process of answering does not begin with the first word the interviewee utters, rather it has already begun while the interviewer is presenting the question. At this juncture, the interviewee’s mind is already striving to grasp its import, rummaging the knowledge base and formulating an appropriate reply. Careful listening is the



ISTOCK



Precision and patience make for a successful interview



Be at ease with your answer.



cornerstone of this process, lest one ends up answering what she/he knows or perceives the question to be, rather than what is being asked. Do not be in a hurry to reply even if you know the answer well. Let the speaker



finish the question first, then take a pause of a second or two, before beginning your reply. This helps in composing one’s thought and structuring one’s answer better. Reply calmly. Although this is easier said than done, as on such occasions one is often a



Name:



Mintu M. John University:



Swansea University Course:



Aerospace Engineering ded a scholarship of £6,000 based on my Class XII marks. The university also provides the facility of paid work which helps me earn some extra pocket money. College life is fun and free from tension and hectic pressure. The course is designed in such a way that there is proper balance between curricular and extra-curricular activities. Wednesdays are reserved for sports and entertainment. We can play games such as basketball, football, hockey, netball and rugby, among several others. Swansea University is home to many international students, which also gives us a chance to broaden our mindset, gain knowledge, and get used to different cultures. When you are away from your comfort zone with new people in new places, you get new perspectives and diverse experiences. And that is the best education one can get.



Mintu M. John is studying aerospace engineering at Swansea University, Wales, U.K.



bundle of nerves. But such excitement steadily wanes as the interview proceeds. Answer the most important points first, with the other relevant points following it. This is crucial as an interviewer may interject or pose another question while one is still answering. Thus the opportunity of expressing a vital point may be lost. As such, do not beat about the bush but come to the point straight. One’s answer should be precise as well as concise. While attempting questions eliciting views and opinions, one must take a balanced view. Views must contain the entire perspective of the issue, including the



pros and cons. Candidates ought to weigh advantages of the alternative courses of action. Opinion here refers to taking a stand on an issue. However, this stand should be based on analysis and consideration of the alternatives. An answer bereft of such balanced views, or an opinion not based on analysis of alternatives, may be viewed negatively or even considered an insufficient reply by the Board members. The author is an IRS officer and author of ‘Civil Services Interview: How to Excel’, and other civil services examination preparation books. This is the fourth of a five-part series on the civil services exam.
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Reform the reformers



looking ahead)



Take a campus tour



Abolition of the ranking system and introducing Board exams for Class XI are ine. But our academic system is crying for more reforms



A positive step Looking at the government’s decision critically, one can say that it abolished the ranking system just because it did not want to face further embarrassment and negative criticism that the top rankers are not able to crack NEET and IIT-JEE and other competitive exams, and the education system in Tamil Nadu is not good. Whatever be the intent of the government, the decision is a positive step and a slap on the face of those unscrupulous edupreneurs who defined education in their own way. The government should warn school authorities against displaying students’ marks publicly and publishing adverts that give details of ranks. Is the introduction of Board examinations for Class XI students really a reform? The answer to the question should be based on the current scenario.



SATHEESH VELLINEZHI



albert p’rayan Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter. — John Keats We have heard some sweet melodies from Tamil Nadu’s School Education Minister K.A.Sengottaiyan, who recently announced the abolition of the ranking system, introduction of Board examinations for Class XI students and revision of the school syllabus. These announcements were hailed by the media and certain sections of the academia as major education reforms. Are they really major reforms? In the article ‘Do laurels always work?’ published by The Hindu Edge dated March 25, 2017, I argued against ranking students based on their marks in examinations and rewarding them for their academic achievements. I do welcome the government’s decision mainly for the reasons stated below. Not all top rankers are smart students with good subject knowledge and adequate skills, and not all gifted students always secure top ranks. So, ranking students based on their marks is meaningless. The ranking



For years, many private schools and government-aided schools did not teach Class XI subjects properly and taught Class XII subjects for two years. As a result, students studying in such schools were denied the opportunity to have a firm grounding in the fundamentals. The school education department miserably failed to take action against such schools which focused only on producing results and securing ranks. It is believed that the introduction of Board exams will make school authorities do justice to students by teaching them Class XI subjects. This, in turn, will help students learn the basics properly. Will this not overburden students? The burden and stress will definitely increase if the school education department fails to do its duty of monitoring and taking action against those who violate rules. Some serious measures should be taken. The education department should warn school authorities against conducting coaching classes on Sundays and public holidays. Schools should not be allowed to conduct coaching classes beyond school hours, or after 6 p.m. It is not good for fifteen-year-old students to be treated like machines that can be put to work 16-18 hours a day.



Upgradation Syllabus revision is a much-needed reform for Tamil Nadu school education. It has been neglected for many years due to various political reasons. Currently, the education department seems to have a very narrow vision and the focus is on NEET and IIT-JEE. One wonders why everyone is obsessed with medicine and engineering when there are numerous career options. What is the percentage of students who can clear NEET and IIT-JEE? The syllabus should be upgraded but it need not be modeled on the CBSE



syllabus. It could be even better than that. The need of the hour is to form a committee of experts from various disciplines and to take some concrete steps to review and revise the syllabus so that the students can take any competitive examination without shuttling between schools and coaching centres. The education system in Tamil Nadu is badly in need of major reforms in many other areas. We would like to hear those unheard melodies that could be sweeter. Schools have become commercial centres or shops which sell books, uniforms, shoes, socks, belts, stationery along with education. Why do they do so? A simple answer is that these commercial activities bring them money and more money. It is a bad system because the focus is shifted. Commerce takes the driver’s seat and education takes a back seat. Here is an example. Publishing companies sell books at an exorbitant rate and give considerable amount of money (up to 30-35%) to school authorities in the name of discount. The beneficiaries are school owners and the victims are students and their parents. As long as this practice of commercialisation is allowed to continue, efforts to improve the quality of education will not yield positive results. Many schools have bid goodbye to teaching and embraced coaching. It is a fact that many schools invite training companies to conduct NEET and IIT-JEE coaching on their campuses. This is another money spinner. The training companies charge around ₹2 lakh for NEET / IIT-JEE coaching. The understanding is that companies get 60% of the fees and schools get 40%. Even students who are not interested in medicine and engineering are persuaded to join the courses run by the school. Schools create an impression among students that only medicine and engineering are the best career options. Schools kill students’ free thinking and nurture their herd mentality. What ails the education system in the country is government’s control over it. Political interference in education will lead to disaster. What is needed is the autonomy of school and higher education. The author is an academic, columnist and freelance writer. [email protected]



Blackboard The Hindu EDGE invites teachers to send in their contributions on issues and challenges they face. The article should be about 500 words. Please email it to [email protected]



Postcard The Hindu EDGE invites Indian students in foreign universities to share their experience about the campus, course, quality of education, city life and adapting to changes abroad. The article should not be more than 500 words. Send three different pictures of yourself on the campus of minimum 2MB size to [email protected]



Sofia Ghori Saleem



Student lifestyle: Get a ‘feel’ of what makes the institution unique.



So you want to study overseas? Are you considering the United States perhaps, or other places of the world that have a proven track record of providing excellence in education? Well, one way to know for sure and even to plan ahead is to actually visit those places. Around the 1990s, when there was an exodus of students to the United States, many students would queue up at the USEFI to do their research painstakingly, manually going through stacks of books and later, of course, through the all-pervasive Internet. While our methods of data collection have changed, our questions still remain the same. Here are some pertinent ones we should have at the top of the list: ● What is the acceptance rate of the university? ● How is it ranked nationally and internationally, for the subject of your choice? ● Does it have a better undergraduate or graduate programme? ● Is this a public university or a private school? ● Does this school and programme offer scholarships? ● How hard is it to find housing and is campus lodging the housing of choice? But deeper down, other questions surface that go beyond just the programme and its suitability. Each university has its distinct personality and campus life. Some universities are urban and others are small college towns quite far away from major cities. Winters can bring snow and ice storms and the student body may not be very Asian (though this is less of a concern today and most universities have Indian student associations).



The best fit Classroom sizes matter. Large public universities can typically have five hundred students in a mandatory first year general ed. class. Auditorium size classes are not for everybody. By contrast, private universities offer a small distinctive class size, which just might be a better fit for you. Another big factor is campus housing — research what kind of dorms are on offer and if they would be



preferable to a student apartment and how to go about finding a roommate. Belonging to a school is about school pride — its anthem, its colours, and its sports rivalry. To get a ‘feel’ of an institution before committing to four years of stay and a whole lot of money, education tourism has caught on in a big way. During the months spanning June to August, large groups of international students visit college campuses of their choice. Some tourism companies offer group tours to schools in the U.S. and to schools in several other countries as well. They can tailor tours to your needs or give you a one size fits all tour — such as a whirlwind trip to all eight Ivy League schools in the U.S. Most colleges have campus walking tours that are about an hour long that will take you through all their iconic buildings and stadiums. These tours are free of cost and are usually conducted by current students. Prospective students will also be taken through the dorms and lecture halls, libraries and athletic facilities. Harvard University has individual graduate tours for each of its individual schools — Harvard Business School, Harvard Divinity School, Harvard Medical School and so on. Stanford University has both golf-cart and walking tours that take you through the historic quad and engineering quads. Many colleges also offer presentations by the department of undergraduate or graduate admissions. Another way to take a peek at universities beforehand is to sign up for their summer programmes. Remember though, while this is an excellent way to get a feel for the college, a summer programme does not give you an edge in the admissions process. Also, college professors are often on sabbaticals during the summer months and summer classes may not be always taught by regular staffers. So all you students who are getting ready to apply for a program overseas next year — one great option to explore is spending an immersive summer in a college of your choice. The author is a technologist, educator and writer based in Michigan. [email protected]



Recently, Delhi University decided to conduct online examinations for entrance to postgraduate courses. In protest, the Delhi University Student Union (DUSU) went on a hunger strike which forced authorities to roll rethink the decision. While some students think online examinations would have been a step forward, the majority disagree. Deeksha Teri



Aparna Nayyar, M.A. Philosophy, IGNOU The ideas in Delhi University have always been novel, but the implementation has seldom succeeded. And What is shocking is that there have been reports of sources saying that they admit they lack the on-ground manpower to facilitate the process. There is no harm in conducting online entrance exams; many esteemed institutions have been doing so. But, one must keep in mind that what looks good on paper must be better in reality, and unless there exist proper facilities to execute the plan, such popular universities must think before approving them. Vasundhara Sharma, M.A. English, IP University Delhi University is not well-equipped to conduct online admissions. The recent hacking of the DU website bears testimony to it. Although the idea is good, I am not sure how flawless the implementation would be. There have been instances earlier when students opted for online entrance exams for other universities, and the computers didn’t work. Moreover, the invigilators present should be adept in using computers if a students have any problems, they can promptly help them without any wastage of time. Urvashi Gupta, applying for MSc Mathematics



Online exams are not a bad idea, the most common reason being the decrement in scope of errors. More than half the instructions in an Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) Sheet are regarding filling the options properly, to validate one’s answers. It would have been so much better if giving the correct answer would have been just a click away rather than wasting five seconds of circling each answer, especially in competitive exams where time crunch is the main issue. Jaya Sharma, MA English, Delhi University



Universities ought to make decisions with respect to students coming from all walks of life and hence, should forewarn one and all, well in advance. Protestors, instead of blackballing every well-meant move, should rethink their stand before reacting.



‘Word’ly wise For these two Chennai debaters, it was a nail-biting inish b



Madhuvanti S. Krishnan



In an education system where textbook instruction and learning by rote have become the established norms, more often than not, the need to nurture original expression of ideas is being neglected. It thus becomes increasingly important to encourage debates, as early as at the school level — a view echoed by Tejas Subramaniam and Harsith Ravichandran, Class X students of Padma Seshadri Bala Bhavan, KK Nagar (PSBB, KKN), Chennai, and winners of the International Competition for Young Debaters (ICYD) conducted at Cambridge. They were sponsored by the Indian Schools Debating Society (ISDS). “Debate teaches one to logically analyse facts in order to derive meaning out of it. It allows critical thinking about several issues that the traditional education system does not address,” says Harshith. Tejas concurs, “It creates a hunger for learning new things, confers many new experiences, allows you to meet people from diverse backgrounds and interact with them.” Out of 700 teams from across the world that applied, over 60 teams made it to the finals. For the duo coached by Chandrasekar Sriram, a law student from NALSAR, it was a fight to the finish as they battled it out for top honours, eventually emerging victorious. Prior debating experience? If yes, how was this different?



Tejas: Both of us have debated in the World Schools (WS) format, which is substantially different from the British Parliamentary (BP) format in which this tournament was held. This permits only 15 minutes of preparation without access to any online resources or



H: He gave us the best possible coaching and advice related to a completely new format, within eight weeks. The commitment he displayed was marvellous. The Cambridge experience



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Online exams, a step forward?



CM YK
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Choosing a university abroad can be confusing. Make your job easier with campus visits



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Wide Angle)



system helps only unscrupulous edupreneurs who run educational institutions with a narrow vision. With the sole aim of producing results and securing ranks, and thus making more money and increasing their revenue, many private schools in Tamil Nadu pressurise students turn them into marks-producing machines. The ranking system has had a negative impact on students by making a majority of them think that they are inferior to those who have scored better marks. It has been proved that such an education system has failed to produce students who will be able to think critically and face challenges confidently.



Accolades: Top honours.



books. Harshith: Though I have prior experience, the BP form of debating involves a greater degree of nuance. It requires more strategy and content, compared to the WS format. Preparation



T: Topics were announced 15 minutes prior to the debate round. However, we were soon acquainted with the BP format as, while preparing for the competition, we came across multiple common themes, aspects of debate strategy and also did multiple research tasks for various regions, and had practice debates. H: Hemanth Chakravarthy, a school senior, trained us for these regional rounds. He had been a



is essential that students < > Itwatch a lot of debate videos online and keep themselves updated with global and national events. Harshith



member of Team India in 2015, 2016 and is participating in WSDC 2017. He was our driving force from the start and was a great mentor too! On being coached Chandrasekar Sriram



by



T: Chan, as we call him, was an excellent coach. He gave us multiple stylistic and strategic sessions, discussing the nature of rebuttal, the structure of arguments, how to think of arguments in 15 minutes, and so on.



T: Harsith and I debated alternative medicine, organised religion, hacking as a form of protest, and whether corrupt governments should receive development aid. In all four debates, we won and therefore “broke” into the finals where we debated the topic “Companies should be required to put images of animal suffering on all products which cause harm to animals,” on the negative side (that is, against), and won that debate. Thus, we won the tournament. H: This was the first time I had travelled to the U.K. I found it interesting to travel around London and Cambridge, though we weren’t able to spend a lot of time there. We debated against elite schools such as Eton and Dulwich, who had monopolised the debating circuit. This was initially intimidating, but our training helped us overcome our fears. For aspiring debaters



T: It is crucial to read a lot, to keep pace with the news, and to learn as much as possible. Watch a lot of debates to the extent that generating good argumentation becomes intuitive and natural. Talk to debaters and ensure that you are exposed to a holistic debating atmosphere. H: It is essential that students watch a lot of debate videos online and keep themselves updated with global and national events. Finally, embrace the journey to become a better debater rather than the best. ND-X
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Mosquito the menace



All about DU sports quota



Built upon a dream



She likes to move it



City sees a rise in number of cases of vector-borne diseases, but no official warning has yet been issued Page 2



A maximum of 40 marks will be given for sports certiicate and 60 marks for the sports trial Page 3



The historic Gaurishankar temple in Chandni Chowk has many interesting stories connected with it Page 5



Body-builder Ernestine Shepherd is 80 — an age that her chiselled body and toned biceps conceal well Page 6
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IN BRIEF



Jewar case: ‘gang-rape’ victims attempt suicide Kin say the women were unhappy about lack of progress made in investigation



Auto driver hit by police car succumbs to injuries Family accuses police of dragging feet in probing case ting the ground a few metres away. The constable is seen running towards the victim and then going back to the car. As people gather at the spot, they surround the police vehicle and don’t let the constable leave. Mr. Kumar took the victim to the hospital and called up his family.



Hemani Bhandari New Delhi



AAP to support farmers from drought-hit States NEW DELHI



The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) will start a massive movement from June 10 to support farmers from drought-hit States who have been demanding that their loans be waived. The AAP made the decision to support farmers from Tamil Nadu, MP, Punjab, UP and other States during its national executive meeting late on Sunday. CITY



쑺 PAGE 3
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‘Drunk’ cop makes call threatening to kill CM NEW DELHI



A police oicer allegedly called the Rohini district control room on Friday night and threatened to kill Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal. The oicer was identiied as Vikas Kumar, deployed with Delhi Police’s seventh battalion in Malviya Nagar and native of Haryana’s Bahadurgarh. During questioning, the oicer said he was not in his senses when he made the call. CITY 쑺 PAGE 3 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



[the police] < > They told us they’ll solve



Hemani Bhandari New Delhi



The four women who were allegedly gang-raped by a group of six dacoits on JewarBulandshahr Road on May 25 in Jewar, attempted suicide on Sunday morning after accusing the police of dragging their feet in solving the case. “Around 10 a.m., the three of them poured kerosene on themselves while crying uncontrollably about what had happened to the family over the past few days and that no action had been taken by the police,” the 32-year-old brother of the man who was shot dead in the May 25 incident told The Hindu. He added that the fourth victim also tried to kill herself around 3 p.m. at her house.



Gruesome: A man was shot dead and four women gang-raped by six men on Jewar-Bulandshahr Road on May 25 in Jewar. The victims were travelling in a van (above). FILE PHOTO



‘What else do we do’ He said he was sitting on the porch outside their home when he heard the children crying. When he ran to the first floor of the house, he saw the women, soaked in kerosene, trying to light themselves on fire while other women tried to stop them.



“Thankfully, the matchstick didn’t light because it was covered in kerosene too,” the man said, adding that the women were allegedly told that the police were not going to do anything in the case. “They [the police] told us that they’ll solve the case in two days It’s been 12 days



the case in two days but it’s been 12 days and nothing has been done Brother of the man who was killed by dacoits in Jewar



want results,” he said. He added that he was afraid the women may attempt suicide again in the future, either “on the highway or at the police station”.



*



and nothing has been done. They’re stalling by saying it’ll happen today or tomorrow. What else do we do?” he said, adding that he stopped the women from committing suicide by explaining that taking their own lives wasn’t the solution. “Everyone who visits us gives us assurance but we
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A mountain of problems



Police rush to house When the police were informed about the incident, officers rushed to the house to pacify the family members. “We received an input that the victims had attempted suicide. Police officers were sent to console them. I agree that the case hasn’t been solved but we’re trying our best,” said Senior Superintendent of Police (Gautam Budh Nagar) Love Kumar. “We told them to have patience. We are working on a particular gang. It’s taking time but we’ll be successful soon,” Mr. Kumar added.



A 60-year-old auto driver, who suffered severe injuries when he was allegedly hit by a speeding police car in Connaught Place on May 30, succumbed to his injuries on Sunday. Wails could be heard from a narrow street in east Delhi’s New Layalpur where Gulshan Makkar resided with his two sons, daughterin-law and grandson. He breathed his last at 7.30 a.m. His family was allegedly told not to enter his hospital room from 6 a.m. onwards.



Died on son’s birthday “He was on ventilator support since he was admitted to Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital after the accident. He suffered a severe head injury. We never got to talk to him one last time,” his son Lalit Makkar, who turned 31 on Sunday, told The Hindu. “Now I share my birthday with my father’s death anniversary,” said Mr. Makkar as he broke down. Mr. Makkar, who works in a private firm in Gurugram, said he lost his mother three years ago. The family alleged that the police didn’t seem



Gulshan Makkar



bothered by the accident. “They haven’t done anything so far. Strict action should be taken against the police driver. In the last five days, the police have come to meet us only twice. The first day, they came and told us to come to Connaught Place police station for further proceedings. The second time was on Sunday morning during postmortem,” added Mr. Makkar.



Caught on camera The entire episode was captured on a CCTV camera at a nearby petrol pump. The video shows the auto being hit by a speeding police vehicle, driven by constable Suresh Kumar, from the rear right side. The victim is seen falling from the auto and hit-



No action against cop yet The police said they had registered a case under IPC Sections 279 (rash driving) and 337 (causing hurt by act endangering life), but will now add 304A (causing death by negligence) after the auto driver’s demise. “We haven’t arrested Mr. Kumar so far, but it’s a bailable offence. He hasn’t been arrested,” said a senior police officer privy to the case. He added that Mr. Kumar continues to carry out his duties at Barakhamba Road police station. “The future of his services will be decided after the court’s verdict whenever it’s announced,” the officer said. The deceased started driving an auto two years ago after suffering losses in his wholesale tomato business in 2015.



SDMC issues guidelines for school repairs Mayor says rules will ensure that schools stick to common speciications tion has ordered that all schools must have first-aid kits; electricity boards or any other switches must be out of the reach of students; window panes should not be broken and grills should not be sticking out in a manner that might harm students.



Soumya Pillai New Delhi



Toxic morning: Ragpickers burn refuse on top of a mountain of garbage at the Bhalswa landill site in north-west Delhi on Sunday, the eve of World Environment Day. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA *



In a first-of-its-kind move, the South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC) has put out a 14-point parameter that municipal schools will have to follow while undertaking repair work during summer vacation. South Delhi mayor Kamaljeet Sehrawat said unlike the past, when schools spent the repair funds the way they wanted, strict guidelines have been issued this time. This has been done primarily to ensure that schools stick to common specifications, which in turn will ensure safety of students. The Mayor warned that if any physical harm is caused to students during the course



The south corporation has a total of 581 schools under its jurisdiction. FILE PHOTO *



of their school time, the principals will be held accountable and may even be suspended. The municipal corpora-



Keeping an eye out The Mayor also ordered that CCTV footage in all schools will be inspected. For the remaining schools, CCTV cameras will be installed at the earliest. “We will continue to do all that is required to make municipal schools as good as any other school in the city. We have set standards to maintain quality. I have also been an educator and know how important these basic



facilities are in ensuring our future generations have a better tomorrow,” Ms. Sehrawat said.



₹4 crore sanctioned The SDMC has sanctioned ₹4 crore to schools to undertake this task. Every year during summer vacations, the corporations allow schools to undertake repair work. However, till now, the nature of work to be done was left at the discretion of the principals. The south corporation has a total of 581 schools under its jurisdiction where around 2.85 lakh students study. Last year, Ankit Kumar, a six-year-old student of an SDMC school in Kapashera, died after falling into an open septic tank.
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Only 1 out of 71 students passed the Haryana Board Class X exam at this school in Nuh Class X pass percentage in Nuh education block is a dismal 27.21; teachers support reintroduction of Board exams for Classes V and VIII to raise standard of learning Ashok Kumar NUH



“Though there are several factors responsible for the poor result this year despite our best efforts, it’s a moment of great disappointment for us all,” remarked English lecturer Vikas Yadav, reflecting upon the Class X results of Nuh Senior Secondary School, where only one of 71 students managed to clear the Haryana Board of School Education (HBSE) exam. Though results for all blocks in Nuh, the most backward district in Haryana, are below the State pass percentage, the performance of Nuh and Ferozepur Jhirka blocks are particularly dismal with pass rates of 27.21% and 12.96% respectively.



Shaky foundation It’s no wonder then that agitated parents locked several schools in the district and garlanded teachers in a mark of protest against the poor results. Mr. Yadav, who was transferred to this school six months before the annual exam, said all teachers had put in their best and held extra classes, but the academic level of the students CM YK



Waking up: Angry over the poor results, parents lock the Rajkiya Senior Secondary School in Nuh. Many other schools in the district were similarly locked up. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



The school has only one TGT, that too on deputation, for around 100 students from Class VI to Class VIII.



was too low to be improved in a few months’ time. “When I joined the school in September, I was astonished to find that 30%40% of students in Class X couldn’t read or write in Hindi and English. Of the rest, 50% could barely read cursive text. So I had to start from scratch,” said Mr. Yadav. He strongly recommended the re-introduction of HBSE exams for Classes V and VIII



as one of the ways to improve the standard of learning in the State. Supporting the reintroduction of Board exams for junior classes, economics lecturer Sarfarz said the ‘spectacular’ Class XII result compared to Class X was testimony to this fact. Board exams for junior classes put the onus on teachers and students to perform thus improving their



academic level, argued Mr. Safarz.



Principal post vacant Deen Mohammad, the acting school principal as the post for principal has been vacant for four years now, said that in light of the poor results, the school had held back several students in Classes IX and XI despite pressure from parents to promote them. “The parents turned up at



the school in protest against their detention. The situation was volatile but we still decided to bite the bullet,” said Mr. Mohammad. Acute staff shortage, especially Trained Graduate Teachers (TGT) for middle school programme, in this school for the past many years was another reason for the poor result, pointed out chemistry lecturer Ram Kishan Arya.



Staff shortage All Class X students from the school save one failed in maths. The lone maths teacher for over 270 students from Classes IX and X had to divide his time between two schools due to staff shortage. No TGT appointments have been made in the State over the past seven-eight years for administrative reasons. Over the years, many TGTs have been promoted as PostGraduate Teachers further



deepening the crisis. “The teachers are mostly busy with non-academic work like scholarship distribution and mid-day meal due to lack of non-teaching staff as well,” said Mr. Mohammad. The laboratory in the school was set up a few months ago with contribution from influential locals. Political science lecturer Rohtas Singh pointed out that low literacy rate and lack of inclination towards education among the locals were the other contributing factors for poor education standard in the region. Mr. Singh, who is on the



verge of retirement, lamented that a majority of the parents did not turn up for mandatory parent-teacher meetings despite reminders. “Despite only one student passing the Class X exam, not a single parent came to us to find out what actually went wrong,” said Mr. Singh. The change in the exam format, more subjective in nature, and the government coming down heavily on mass-cheating in the region also contributed to poor results this year, he added.



‘Parents waking up’ Nuh District Education Officer Dinesh Shastri conceded there were several challenges but added that parents stepping out of their homes to lock schools was a good sign. “I am happy to see that villagers are putting locks on school gates. It indicates that they have finally realised the importance of education and want good education for their wards. It is a positive change. Despite coming 16th in the State in Class X pass percentage this year, we are at par with Gurugram and ahead of districts like Rohtak, Ambala and Yamunanagar,” said Mr. Shastri. B ND-ND
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27-year-old man drowns in Yamuna NEW DELHI



DU admission: sports trials set to have 60% weightage Certiicates carry 40 marks; no trial for applicants who have represented India



L-G lags of SDMC’s new garbage collection trucks Anil Baijal says new infrastructure will save ₹461 crore Staff Reporter



Staff Reporter



New Delhi



A 27-year-old man drowned in the Yamuna near Sonia Vihar on Sunday. Jagdish, a native of Mandoli, had come with his friends and relatives to take a dip but was washed away due to a powerful current, the police said. Jagdish’s family has been informed, the police added. STAFF REPORTER



Two more held in Ankit Chauhan murder case NOIDA



The Uttar Pradesh Special Task Force (STF) on Sunday arrested two members of a gang for their alleged role in the 2015 murder of techie Ankit Chauhan here, taking the total number of people arrested so far to four. Acting on a tip-off, the STF held Satpal and Pavan Sharma, members of Anil Dujana gang. The duo is involved in a number of loot and murder cases, western UP STF Superintendent of Police Rajeev Narayan Mishra said. Two pistols and two cars were also seized, he said. PTI



4 members of family killed as bus rams car GURUGRAM



Four members of a family were killed near Manesar here on Delhi-Jaipur National Highway-8 on Sunday after their car was hit by a bus. The police said the accident happened in the evening when a speeding Rajasthan Roadways bus rammed the car near NSG camp. Dinesh (28), his wife Saroj (25), their minor daughter and a relative were on their way to a temple in Rajasthan, the police told PTI. Some bus passengers were also injured. PTI



NEW DELHI



Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal flagged off a fleet of garbage collection vehicles of the South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC). The new vehicles, comprising mobile transfer stations (MTSs) and auto tippers, were flagged off on the eve of World Environment Day. “The new, advanced mechanical infrastructure will save ₹461 crore in the west and south zones of SDMC over a period of eight years,” Mr. Baijal said.



For admission into meritbased undergraduate courses via sports quota, Delhi University has announced that a maximum of 40 marks will be given to the sports certificate that an applicant has been awarded and 60 marks will be given to the sports trial. Only those applicants who have represented India in Olympics, world championship, world cup, Commonwealth Games, Asian Games, Asian championship, South Asian games and Paralympics will be allowed direct admission without trial.



Only one certificate The university informed the applicants that only one certificate of their highest achievement in the field will have to be submitted at the time of admission. The university has released a detailed list of eligible certificates and the marks that they carry. For example, if an applicant has secured first position in a “national games” tournament, that certificate will be worth 36 marks. Similarly, a certificate for a first position in a zonal competition of Central Board of Secondary Education-level tournament will be worth 16 marks. List on website To be eligible for admission via sports quota, all Delhi University applicants will have to fill the centralised online application form, pay an additional ₹100 and upload one self-attested certificate issued between May 22 , 2014, and May 21, 2017,



On target: An applicant has to secure a minimum of 30 marks in the sports trial to be eligible for admission on the basis of sports quota. FILE PHOTO *



in each sport/game they wish to apply under. The list of games/sports for each college is given in the information bulletin uploaded on the university website.



DUTA calls for a pen-down strike Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



Mandatory undertaking Sports trial for a specific game/ sport identified by Delhi University Sports Council (DUSC) will be conducted by individual colleges and an applicant must secure a minimum of 30 marks in the sports trial to be eligible for admission on the basis of sports. The university informed that it is mandatory to submit an undertaking on nonjudicial stamp paper of ₹100 by the applicant at the time of admission, stating that he/she will play for the college and university during their under-graduate programme.



The Delhi University Teachers’ Association (DUTA) has called for a pen-down strike on May 7 along with a public meeting and dharna between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. outside the Arts Faculty, North Campus. The strike is being organised to bring to focus the alleged denial of promotions to teachers since 2009. DUTA has, in a letter addressed to V-C Yogesh Tyagi, sought an urgent appointment with him. The teachers wrote: “We had taken up the issue of



zero promotions with you over a year ago, and the issues were highlighted by our elected members during meetings. Unfortunately, the DUTA could not get an appointment with you for over 10 months and could not move towards a coherent resolution.” They added that DU becoming a “nopromotion zone” had led to “frustration” amongst teachers. DUTA also pointed out that the formation of governing bodies in 28 DU colleges aided by the Delhi government is “long overdue”.



‘First-ever project’ South Delhi Commissioner P.K. Goel said the civic body had undertaken the firstever project of collecting and managing garbage, in line with the Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016. “The new set-up will enforce a complete check on open dumping, waste burning, waste spillage during transportation and will also



Green light: L-G Anil Baijal lags of the new leet of mobile transfer stations and auto tippers. SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR *



ensure that there is no manual handling of the waste,” he said. The infrastructure, he said, is also cheaper than the existing one and will be able to manage 2,700 MT of waste per day, compared to the 1,700 MT being managed at present.



Move to help 29 wards South Delhi Mayor Kamaljeet Sehrawat said the move would benefit around



19 lakh residents in 29 wards of the west zone, which generates a total solid waste of 855 MT per day. A new fleet of 30 fixed compactor transfer stations (FCTSs), 38 MTSs and refuse collectors, 20 hook loaders, 166 auto tippers, 32 four wheelers, 62 rickshaws, 1,225 steel bins and three bin washers would suffice for scientific management of waste in the west zone, she added.



Two arrested for murder Man was strangulated, body dumped in Kapashera drain Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



The Delhi Police have arrested two persons for allegedly strangulating a man to death and dumping his body in a drain in south-west Delhi’s Kapashera on May 30. They were arrested on June 3. Rudal allegedly confessed to having smothered Om Prakash following an argument and throwing his body in the drain with the help of his friend Prakash. The police had come across an



unidentified body on May 30, which was taken for post-mortem. The cause of death was asphyxiation, after which investigation was taken up. “The victim’s photos were pasted on several walls in the area,” said a senior police officer.



Son comes looking Meanwhile, the victim’s son came looking for him from Maharajganj, Uttar Pradesh, as his phone was switched off since May 30. He saw the posters and identified the



body. “He told us that his father shared a room with Rudal in Haryana’s Dundahera,” said the officer, adding that Rudal tried to mislead them initially. “He later confessed that they were drinking on of May 30 and got into a scuffle. It ended with him smothering the victim.” Rudal called Prakash, who lives nearby, to help get rid of the body. “They threw the body in Kapashera drain, which is 200 metres away from Dundahera,” said the police.



Capital sizzles as MeT department records hottest day of season



20-year-old electrocuted



Palam station records maximum temperature of 47°C



Staff Reporter



Staff Reporter



A 20-year-old was electrocuted on Sunday morning in south Delhi’s Mehrauli after coming in contact with a high tension wire on the terrace of his house. The incident happened when Rajesh, a resident of Chattarpur Extension, was asked by his parents to go to the terrace to check the water tank. “He climbed up to check the water tank, which is located at a height, and came in direct contact with the wire. He died on the spot,” said a senior police officer. When he failed to return for a while, his parents tried calling him. When he didn’t answer his phone, they went up to the terrace to check and found him lying on the floor, he added. “The police were informed around 7 a.m.,” the officer said. Rajesh was taken to a hospital, where he was declared dead on arrival. A case has been registered.



NEW DELHI



NEW DELHI



The Capital saw the hottest day of the season with Palam recording a maximum temperature of 47 degrees Celsius and Safdarjung recording 44.6 degrees Celsius. The hottest day ever recorded for June was in 2014, when the Palam weather station recorded a maximum of 47.8 degrees Celsius, informed weather officials.



4 degrees above normal At Safdarjung weather station, the recording of which is considered the official figure for the city, the maximum was four degrees above normal and the minimum — 30.4 degrees Celsius — was three degrees above normal. The humidity levels oscillated between 44% and 15%. A senior weather official said that hot westerly winds blew across the city from 11.30 a.m. onwards at a speed of 20 km/hr and even



DELHI TODAY Talk: To Mark World Environment Day 2017 - Fifth Edition of the ‘Dialogue to Develop a Vision of the Environment of Delhi – 2025’ Speakers: Dr Sudha Vasan, Associate Professor in Sociology, Delhi University, Ms Bharati Chaturvedi, Founder and Director, Chintan Environmental Research and Action Group. Chair: Suhas Borker, Founder Member, Green Circle of Delhi at Conference Room – II, India International Centre (IIC), 6 p.m. Talk: Interactive Session on “Regionalism and Great Powers: Russia and China in Eurasia” by Professor Timothy J. Colton, Professor of Government, Harvard University, at Seminar Room, Institute of Chinese Studies (ICS), 8/17, Sri Ram Road, 12 p.m. Talk: “Antarctica Matters - An adventure cruise to the seventh continent” by Mountaineer-Explorer, Mandip Singh Soin at Gulmohar Hall, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Desert Terrain” - solo painting exhibition by Saranjit Singh at Convention Centre Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Stories of Three Cities” solo photography exhibition of Sharad Haksar at Visual Arts Gallery, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Delhi Direct” - an Ode to the Living Streets of Delhi solo photography exhibition by Rajan Bhatt at Delhi ‘o’ Delhi Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])



CM YK



as high as 38 km/hr. The official added they were closely monitoring the possibility of a dust storm.



Thunderstorm forecast The forecast for Monday released by the Meteorological Department stated that the maximum and minimum temperatures are likely to hover around 43 and 32 degrees Celsius respectively.



The extended weather forecast said that a mostly clear sky will become partly cloudy from Tuesday onwards with the possibility of thunder/lightning on Tuesday. “Thunderstorm with rain likely to occur on Wednesday and Thursday,” added the forecast. On June 3, the minimum temperatures were recorded at 42.6 and 28.7 degrees Celsius respectively.



Making a splash: A boy tries to cool of on a hot afternoon in the Capital on Sunday.



*
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‘Drunk’ cop makes a call threatening to kill Kejriwal



AAP extends support to drought-hit farmers



One dead, one injured in accident Staff Reporter



Caller an oicer with the Delhi Police at Malviya Nagar



Decision taken during national executive meet on Sunday will demand that < > We the Centre waive



Staff Reporter



going to murder Arvind Kejriwal’,” said the officer. During initial investigation, Mr. Kumar told the police that another man, to whom he had given a lift on his bike, had made the call. “He was thoroughly interrogated and eventually admitted that he had made the call,” said the officer.



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



A police officer allegedly called up the Rohini district control room on Friday night and threatened to kill Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal. When the police called back, his phone was found to be switched off.



Security agencies alerted Not taking any chances, the policemen then alerted security agencies to take necessary action but upon investigation, it was revealed that the call was made by the officer who was allegedly in an inebriated state. Vikas Kumar is deployed with Delhi Police’s seventh battalion in Malviya Nagar and is a native of Haryana’s Bahadurgarh. During ques-



Arvind Kejriwal



tioning by the Intelligence Bureau, he said he wasn’t in his senses when he made the call, officials said.



‘Tried to mislead cops’ A senior police officer investigating the matter said Mr. Kumar also gave his name and designation when he called. “He said, ‘I am



Fight with family Mr. Kumar told the police that he took the step because he was upset after a quarrel with his family. “It seems that he was frustrated because of the fight at home and took it out on the police,” the officer said. The police said they have not found anything to suggest Mr. Kumar was planning to kill the Chief Minister.



New Delhi



these farm loans just as it waived the loans of high proile ‘multimillionaires’



The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) will start a massive movement from June 10 to support farmers from droughthit States who have been demanding that their loans be waived.



Across States The AAP decided to extend support to farmers from various States, including Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra, in their national executive meeting on Sunday. Addressing the media after the meeting, senior party leader Sanjay Singh said the AAP will demand that the Centre waive these farm loans just as it waived the loans of high profile “multimillionaires”.



Sanjay Singh Senior AAP leader



Sanjay Singh



“Several cases of farmer suicides are being reported from various corners of the country. In fact, farmers in Maharashtra have been throwing their produce on the road in protest,” he said. He said the condition of farmers across these States is worrisome and that the party discussed their issues in great detail during the



meeting. Mr. Singh claimed that at least 60 farmers had committed suicide in Punjab after the Captain Amarinder Singh-led Congress government came to power. In Madhya Pradesh, he added, the farmers have been protesting against the government for a while. The AAP leader added that the party had also decided to replicate a strong organisational structure, similar to the one in place at the Capital, across various States.



NEW DELHI



A 25-year-old was killed, while a 14-year-old suffered injuries after they met with an accident in south Delhi’s Vasant Kunj on Sunday. The police have registered a case and started investigation. The incident happened on National Highway-8 near Shiv Murti. The police found Ajay (25) and Vikas (14), both residents of Rangpuri, lying in a pool of blood. Their scooty was found damaged nearby. They were rushed to a hospital, where Ajay was declared dead. Vikas is undergoing treatment. The police have registered a case under Sections 279 (rash driving), 337 (causing hurt by act endangering life), and 304A (causing death by negligence) of the IPC and are looking at CCTV footage to identify the culprits. B ND-ND
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anoothi vishal



“So, you are part of the Vaibhav fan club,” chuckles Riyaaz Amlani, restaurateur. We’ve been discussing the business of restaurants in the country, increasingly difficult to engage in (that’s another story). The conversation has moved to bars and, inevitably, to India’s foremost “bar guy”, universally acknowledged in the industry as Mr Nice — loved by his ever-growing base of millennial customers, but so media-avoidant that you may not have heard of him at all! For someone at the top of his game, it is surprising that Vaibhav Singh should feature so seldom in pop lists of F&B people in India. But then that’s why you are reading this. Partner at Perch, a coffee, wine (and now cocktail-centric) bar in Delhi, Singh is far more than the regular restaurateur. He is also at the centre of a web of beverage businesses, making him the most exciting bar entrepreneur to watch in the next few years. Gin features big time in his scheme of things.



A ‘dry’ start This month, Singh, in partnership with Anand Virmani (who trained in wine marketing in Dijon, France, and helped do the wine list at Perch), will launch India’s first craft gin. Two years in the planning, the project has been kept tightly under wraps. Greater Than (>) is being produced in Goa and is a London dry gin with about seven to eight botanicals from all over the world: Bulgaria ( juniper berries), Morocco (or-



FOR A COOL HEART



Usually called Gil gil jigarthanda (which translates to cool heart in English), this popular drink is mostly prepared in roadside stalls. It originated in Madurai and is made with milk, almond, sugar and ice-cream



MASTERS AT WORK Indian bartenders to track abroad



Singh, the gin king Bar entrepreneur Vaibhav Singh is back in the headlines with the country’s irst craft gin, Greater Than



ange peel) and so on. It is gin intended for regular bar use, pegged at ₹700 - ₹900 a bottle in different markets. “At this price, it will hit the sweet spot in the spirits business,” says Virmani, explaining how it will be cheaper than the handful of quality-butimported options that gin-quaffers in the metros have. A bottle of Tanqueray, for instance, costs ₹2,000 in Delhi and is the cheapest of the dry gins available. Hendricks is ₹5,000 a bottle, while the craft brand, Monkey 47 (to launch here in July) is estimated around ₹7,000. “These prices mean that your gin and tonics at most regular bars come from cheap house pours, like the made-in-India Blue Ribband (₹350 a bottle). That’s the only way bars maintain their margins,” says Singh. The difference, of course, is in quality. London dry gins, even if they are not craft, have fresh botanicals and are expensive to make. Cheaper gins, made by a method called cold-compounding, simply infuse artificial flavouring into any odourless, colourless spirit. Greater Than hopes



John Abraham’s next Diana Penty and Boman Irani are his co-stars in a ilm based on the story of Pokhran As actor, producer John Abraham’s latest project Parmanu – The Story of Pokhran that stars him alongside Diana Penty, goes on floors, he adds, “The road to Pokhran has been paved. It’s time to embark on a journey to revisit the mission that changed the place of India on the world map and turning the course of the country as a strong Nuclear state.” The film will take the audience on a journey to showcase a nuclear espionage the world witnessed in 1998. Parmanu – The story of Pokhran also stars Boman Irani in a pivotal role. The film is being directed by Abhishek Sharma. He has co-written the film with Saiwyn Quadros and Sanyuktha Chawla Shaikh (Writers of Neerja). With music by Sachin Jigar, the film is slated to release on December 8 this year. The project is being jointly produced by KriArj Entertainment, JA entertainment, Kyta Productions and Zee Studios.



Live demo! Mexican street-artist Senkoe gave a live demonstration of making traditional Mexican art when he painted an autorickshaw at Jawaharlal Nehru University recently. This special auto– which has been in the news from day one for its unique position of being the official vehicle of Ambassador Melba Pría – was painted in bright yellow and orange flowers. The colourful flowers painted on the roof of the auto are traditional Mexican motifs which are commonly found in the textiles of Oaxaca.



ARIJIT BOSE As the Asia-Paciic brand ambassador for Monkey 47, Bose has gone where no man (from India) has before. He found fame behind the bar at Delhi’s PCO before moving to Q Street in Singapore as its head bartender. The American-style speakeasy became no. 7 on the list of the World’s 50 Best Bars and number one in Asia.



Senkoe has been involved in various projects to paint the outer façade of the Arjan Garh metro station in Gurgaon, and public spaces in villages of Himachal Pradesh



to address the gap in the market. “Craft” is really what makes the gin world go round these days. The trend has not abated internationally, with hipster consumers oblivious that many of the world’s “craft” labels are, in fact, owned by big liquor companies. Pernod Ricard, for instance, bought a majority stake in the Black Forest gin, Monkey 47, last year. What Singh and Virmani hope to do later this year is to give us a sip of some premium artisanal gin with Indian botanicals. Hapusa (meaning juniper in Sanskrit) is going to be relatively pricey, with botanicals handpicked from farms across the country. Himalayan juniper berries are to be foraged by farmers in Uttarakhand, while dried ginger, mango, haldi and gondhoraj lime are being sourced directly from farms, too. At Perch, scores of “Vaibhav fans” — a tightly-knit bunch of regulars who’ve followed him as he has bar-hopped across some highprofile establishments — press him for a tasting. Gin, after all, is the “with it” spirit for those un-



small exclusive < > From events to working with big brands, the idea is to build a single consultancy Arijit Bose



der-40 Indians who aspire to global sophistication, much like their Scotch-drinking fathers had sought. Singh remains affable but firm. “We’ll do a proper tasting in a few days,” he promises. In the meanwhile, there are other cocktails to stir. Last year, Singh, Virmani, mix-



ologist Arijit Bose and Pankaj Balachandran (who now looks after Perch with Singh) formed the BarBack Collective. An umbrella consultancy for beverages, it tackles both ends of the spectrum: from setting up bars for others and engaging with liquor companies entering India. “From small exclusive events to working with big brands, the idea is to build a single consultancy,” points out Bose. The end of 2016 saw BarBack set up two bars from scratch, including an ambitious one in Bengaluru for Sly Granny, launched by Azure Hospitality (that owns Mamagoto). This year, there are two more on the anvil besides the under-the-radar work in collaboration with spirits companies. It is a gossamer web of enterprise in a notoriously tough beverages business.



The big bang With the dexterity of a trapeze artist, however, Singh has swung from one high to the next in his career of 18 years. Chat with him and you realise how almost every major bar opening in the capital



since 1999 has had him. When Gungroo at the ITC Maurya was still the epitome of cool, Singh, then a butler, worked there in his spare time, cutting his teeth at the bar. He was part of the opening team at Dublin that came up when the club shut, and at Agni and Aqua at The Park that ruled partying in the mid 2000s. In 2009, his big break came with the luxe LAP. “It was this slightly decadent lounge with three partners. Since it was a complex arrangement, Ms (Priya) Paul called me to run it,” Singh says, in his understated way. He quit two years later. But by then Delhi society had him on their speed dials. In 2012, he set up PCO in a partnership. That was the year when south Delhi’s pretty people discovered that standalone bars could be more exclusive than hotels. When Singh opened Perch in 2015, it was this lot that perched with him. The rest as they say is history. Anoothi Vishal writes on dining trends and food cultures. She is the author of Mrs LC’s Table: Stories about Kayasth Food and Culture



DEVENDER SEHGAL Head bartender at 8 1/2 Otto e Mezzo, a three Michelin Star restaurant in Hong Kong, Sehgal is quite the celebrity bartender. He represented Hong Kong in the prestigious world inals of the Bacardí Legacy Global Cocktail competition in Sydney, creating The Optimist (rum, ginger, honey and basil). That’s the cocktail you should ask for if you ever drink at his bar. HEMANT PATHAK Junoon in New York City is best known for Vikas Khanna, but behind the Patiala Bar, Pathak does some good work. He uses Indian spirits (think feni and Amrut), and spices to create India-inspired drinks. VIJAY MUDALIAR Well-known in Singapore, Mudaliar has opened his own bar, Native, which uses Asian ingredients and local spirits. A third-generation Singaporean Indian, he says, “I try to reference the lavours that I grew up with.” His India cocktails could thus have ghee and jaggery; the Thai-inspired ones use farmed ants in place of citrus; and the Chinese-inspired have “performance drugs” sourced from local apothecaries.
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Subverting the narrative Fawzia Mirza uses her art, in this case her new ilm Signature Move , to navigate the intersectionality of being queer and Muslim anup pandey



that’s how you overcome it.”



“I’m a lesbian, Muslim, Pakistani, actor, activist, writer, producer, lawyer & creature of passion,” reads her most-famous tweet. It’s got over 1,900 re-tweets and 4,000 likes, and features a picture of her – in the backdrop is a huge portrait of Martha Washington while a woman in a hijab, candidly sits on a chair below. That’s Fawzia Mirza.



Gender and identity For Mirza, making films for festival circuits or creating hilarious videos online (one series sees her play Kam Kardashian, the celebrity’s longlost lesbian sibling one is about a long lost lesbian sister of Kim Kardashian, and another is a mockumentary about being Donald Trump’s illegitimate Muslim daughter) is her way of dealing and surviving. “When I was grappling with being queer and what it means to be queer and desi, and whether I could still be desi and queer or do I have to sacrifice those identities to be a woman. That’s when I first started making my own art,” she says. “Starting with my threeminute short film called The Queen of My Dreams . That was one of the hardest things I ever made. The film ended



Queer narrative Mirza was in Mumbai recently with her new film, Signature Move , which she cowrote, produced and acted in alongside Shabana Azmi. The film, a romantic comedy set in Chicago, tells the love story between two women, one who is a Pakistani and another a Mexican-American. Signature Move started its festival tour in March this year, at SXSW in Texas, where after its première, the Hollywood Reporter prophesied: “[The film] seems certain to reappear at gay and lesbian film festivals”. Predictably, the film went on to open Boston’s annual LGBT film festival, Wicked Queer, and closed London’s BFI Flare, before it opened at the Kashish - Mumbai Queer International Film Festival last week. With her feature-length film, Mirza’s didn’t intend to tell a queer love story. “I set out to make a film that has



Funny business: A still from Signature Move; (right) Canadian-Pakistani Fawzia Mirza *



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



stories [of ] people that look like [me] and are experiencing things that either I had experienced or people in my world have experienced,” she says. We are talking late into the night, around midnight, right after the screening of her film at the city’s Liberty Cinema, where the audience for the festival was mostly LGBTQIH. “Other people will call it only a queer film,” she says. “This is the human nature of people. It’s not just about the movies – everyone wants to label you.” Mirza has an inkling of why that occurs. “Because when they label you, they



think they [know better]. So they say, acchha acchha , you speak this language and you live in that neighbourhood, that means you are this. Then they think they know how to talk to you,” says Mirza.



Real resonance Bearing these factors in mind, then, has Signature Move been received differently at queer film festivals compared to others? “There’s definitely been a relatability, whether it’s with the mother relationship, the confusion about love, or with the story where the woman



didn’t need to be saved – well, a Muslim woman didn’t need to be saved. Changing that narrative is almost subversive,” she asserts. In Signature Move , Mirza plays Zaynab, a litigator (also her real-life ex-profession), who is learning Mexico’s lucha libre wrestling. And her conservative Pakistani mother, played by lovely Azmi, is unaware of her extra-curricular interests. Mirza draws a lot of characteristics and events in the film from her own life. To tell the world her story, she’s had to overcome a lot of personal insecurities. She laughs, “One step at a time,



up being a very public conversation of a very private issue. But for me, it was the only way I knew how to deal with the trauma. So that was step one,” she says. The Queen of My Dreams is a queer re-imagination of 1969 Shakti Samanta classic Aradhana , in which Mirza assumes the role of her childhood idol Sharmila Tagore. It was Tagore’s films that formed Mirza’s early fascination with Indian films. And so she created another solo stage piece titled Me, My Mom and Sharmila where Mirza explores the intersecting space between family and identity through her love for the Bollywood actor. “That’s how, I guess, in the West, you stay connected to where you come from, your culture and your languages,” she concludes. “And especially when you don’t have that community around you – the movies and the dramas – that’s your community.”



5 EVENTS WORTH-YOUR-WHILE



EXHIBITION



FILM



SOLO SHOW



COMEDY



ART



Vandevta



Giuseppe Verdi: Nabucco



Glimpses of Magic



Rant of the Pant



The African Portraits



Indian Council for Cultural Relations is holding a solo art exhibition displaying the paintings by artist Dhananjay Mukherjee. The works are basically a judicious mix of the abstract and realistic forms, which stem from unique imagination, combining the real, natural world with the artistic and creative world. Venue: Art Gallery, Azad Bhavan, IP Estate Time: 11a.m. to 6 p.m.



In its Summer Sonata-A Festival of Opera and Ballet Films curated and introduced by Dr. R.P. Jain, India International Centre will screen a 142 minute film with English subtitles. It will feature the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra and Chorus conducted by James Levine with Raymond Hughes as the Choir Master. Venue: C.D. Deshmukh Auditorium, New Delhi Time: 6 p.m.



India International Centre is holding a solo art exhibition in which art works by Nita Banerji are displayed. These include her water colours and colour pencil works. The exhibits include works depicting nature, places of scenic beauty and some beautiful structures. Venue: Art Gallery, Lodhi Estate, New Delhi Time: 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.



Frustrated about everything happening around you? Sorabh Pant is too. And he has now decided to take the stage to express his thoughts. In a fit of rage, he is going to spout out some ferocious words with intense fire, on everything from Kapil Sharma, feminism, Hinduism, sexism and all things that make him Rant his Pants out. Venue: Cafe Turquoise Cottage, Saket, New Delhi Time: 9 p.m.



CM YK



Tasveer and Exhibit 320 are presenting this solo show by artist Mahesh Shantaram. These recent works by him document the lives of Africans living in India and came into being following an increasing number of racial attacks in the recent past making him set out to increase awareness of the racial and discrimination faced by Africans. Venue: F 320, Lado Sarai, New Delhi Time: 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. B ND-ND
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‘Whatever we get free, we don’t value’ Finding new doors As Manisha Koirala returns with a challenging character in Dear Maya , the actor talks about lessons learnt from her battle with cancer madhur tankha



Effervescence and a smirk on countenance were characteristics one associated with Manisha Koirala. Postcancer, the actress is back with a hard hitting film Dear Maya , where as Maya Devi she looks like a pale shadow of her former bubbly self as she fights a solitary battle against depression and loveless life. “For this role, I had to understand the psychology of the character because Maya Devi is so unusual and so far from me. So I inundated Sunaina Bhatnagar (director) with a range of queries such as what kind of environment Maya Devi had in her childhood or growing up years that she becomes so fearful of life and people. Once I got a hang of the psychology of the character, it became easier to enact the role. Then the next step was how would she be looking, clothes, facial expression and body language,” says Manisha, delineating how she prepared for the character. According to her comparisons between the lively actress and docile Maya Devi are non existent. “I don’t think there is similarity between Maya and me. The message is to be hopeful, never give up and say yes to life. This is also the fundamental principle of my life. I believe as humans we must



atif khan



Embracing life: Manisha Koirala; (below) at the event in Delhi



enjoy our life and live to the fullest,” says Manisha. This film gives Manisha, who has had the distinction of working with illustrious filmmakers like Mani Ratnam and Sanjay Leela Bhansali,



*



As model-turned-actor Rajniesh Duggal turns to small screen with a challenging role in Aarambh on Star Plus, he talks about the contours of his character and more. On the plot of the show Aarambh is a period fiction. It is based five thousand years ago and shows the supposed clash between the Aryans and the Dravidians. It is mounted on a big canvas. Aryans don’t have any fixed land where they could create their own spaces and are in search for such a land. They decide to go across the river where everything is green and fertile that will enable them to establish their civilisation. But Dravidians come in their way, leading to



Riding the Bahubali wave! Rajniesh Duggal CM YK



on screen. Describing life as a gift, Manisha, a survivor who bravely underwent chemotherapy and fought cancer, says: “Whatever we get free, we don’t value. We must learn to enjoy and honour our lives. Therefore we need to keep ourselves happy as well as those around us. All good things have to finally come to an end so we have to make the best use of every opportunity. We have to live life to the fullest. Also in life what we aspire doesn’t always materialise. So we have to deal with unexpected situations and learn lessons which can enhance our lives.” Many feel she got bored of films. Manisha denies, “Films are a part of my life. Twenty five years of my life I have spent working in movies and enjoyed my cinematic journey.” She is now



message is to < > The be hopeful, never give up and say yes to life. This is also the fundamental principle of my life.



preparing to play Nargis in Rajkumar Hirani’s biopic of Sanjay Dutt. Not ready to disclose anything, Manisha says Hirani has done his homework well.



Countering challenges On how she has been dealing with hurdles in her personal and professional life, Manisha says: “Situations can be tough but if you have certain programming and discipline which you can use, life becomes much more easier. If this happens, one doesn’t get bogged down by challenges life throws at us. Each and every experience has enriched and humbled me. A picture of pragmatism, Manisha, who has become a motivational speaker lately, says she is always brimming with hope and positivity. “I know a septuagenarian lady who has tied the knot now,” says the actress, who recently separated from her businessman husband. “There is always hope, not just with marriage but other things in life as well. If we want something in our life, we can make our dreams come true. I am a firm believer in this philosophy.”



Former beauty queen Pooja Batra, who shot to fame with Virasat, has made a comeback in Bollywood after her brief stint in Hollywood where she played an astronaut in a sci-fi film. Shot entirely in the US at the same campus where A Beautiful Mind was shot, Mirror Game: Ab Khel Shuru is a story of a psychology professor dealing with complications in his life. Batra plays a police psychologist who investigates the professor suspected for his wife's disappearance. Here she talks about her role in the film, her experience in Hollywood and more. Excerpts: Tell us about your role in the upcoming psychological thriller Mirror Game. I play the role of a police psychologist who helps investigate the trail of events in the life of psychology professor who is suspected to be playing foul with the police. I met a few psychologists for the role as I had no idea about how they do mind reading. Vijit, the director of the film was a debutant but was well-prepared, which made actors perform well and the shoot got wrapped up efficiently in 18 days. What has kept you busy after you stopped acting in films? Acting is a profession but that need not be done every day. If you are from a nonfilmy background with no backing, it becomes difficult to sustain after a point of time but I am happy that it opened the door for my other career with my own company. I do not believe in sitting down and waiting for a role to come as life goes on and opens many doors. One can live a life of a normal human being as there are various other beautiful things apart from glamour world and I have concentrated on those things in life after I stopped doing films. I have a company called Global Inc. which does casting, events, launching companies which keeps me occupied in the U.S. Apart from that, I studied and travelled around the world. What difference do you



Reading minds: Pooja Batra



see in the Bollywood compared to the time you left? It has changed a lot but for good reasons. Scripts are different, the acting style has changed because people also want regular characters on screen and the whole trend of watching films has become much similar to Hollywood. Also the celebrity culture has become much similar to the West as everything is organised through public relation firms which take care of the behaviour and reaction of actors. Although the process of filmmaking has not changed, actors today concentrate more on a single project which was not the case earlier as they used to do shifts for multiple projects. A lot of female actors used to come from a modelling background or beauty pageants... It is a very difficult industry to get into and industry people are not welcoming to new comers and they make their job a difficult one. So in order to enter, one has to come with some audience base from a recognised medium and then only someone can invest in them. I think actors come prepared. Aishwarya Rai, Priyanka Chopra are established actors but they never learnt acting in a formal set up before entering the industry. Also, more roles are being written for female actors Women are an essential part of society as they drive it, and in storytelling you



cannot ignore them or show them just as objects of desire. There are strong women around us and that is bound to reflect in films as well and I am happy that Bollywood is understanding it. You did a science fiction film One Under the Sun which got premiered in Cannes last year. How was the experience working in Hollywood? Working in Hollywood was an altogether different experience as you have to be on time, you get logged in, everything is on contract and everything is very professionally arranged. I played the lead role of an astronaut mom with a daughter who is terminally ill. She goes to Mars for a mission but has to return for her daughter who is dealing with cancer and in her return journey, the spaceship meets with an accident. The film has no similarities with the Kalpana Chawla story but people usually draw similarities. It had a run in San Diego Comic Con, Dubai Film Festival and Cannes Festival. I still remember the walk after the première at Cannes last year which drew many photographers’ attention because of my Princess Leia (from the Star Wars franchise) get up and a sari with dark Gothic lips. They were amazed as they had never seen an Indian in that sort of getup and that was carried in most of the newspapers in Europe.



DOWN MEMORY LANE



Rajniesh Duggal plays an Aryan warrior in Goldie’s Behl’s period drama Aarambh a clash. The Aryans are trying to take the land whereas the Dravidians are trying to protect it. There is a lot of political drama, action as well as romance on the sidelines. On why he said yes to the role The script is written by K. V. Vijayendra Prasad who has written Baahubali and Bajrangi Bhaijaan which were blockbusters. The fact that he was the writer was enough to make me say yes to the script! Apart from that, the role that I am playing is different from anything that I have played in the past. I am playing the role of an Aryan warrior. On his character Whenever any actor plays a character he puts parts of his own personality into the character.



G. RAMAKRISHNA



another opportunity to push the envelope. “I get excited whenever I get to play out-ofthe-box characters. Here was a chance to play this unusual character who lives in an old world house. So I just embraced it. As actors, we are hungry for meaningful roles. It is a young team, where everyone is focussed and exude so much energy,” says Manisha, ready with her second innings in Bollywood. Debutant director Sunaina Bhatnagar – who even wrote the script bearing Manisha in mind – says: “It is about a lady in whose childhood some incidents occurred which makes her feel that nobody loves her. Her mother ran away; there is toxic environment at home. Manisha is diametrically opposite to this character but she has not only done 1942 A Love Story but also shown mysteriousness and enigma in films like Dil Se . She can pull off any kind of role. For me, it was more of bringing alive her Dil Se side.” She also took Manisha for a month long workshop where she worked on how to make Maya Devi impactful



A new start mrigaya dham



Meanwhile, Pooja Batra makes a comeback to play Mirror Game



Playing the role of Varundev has been an amazing experience. He is fighting for the pride of his father, fighting for romance, fighting for the land; there are multiple layers to the character. He is very disciplined and has a certain sixth sense. He is a mixture of Lord Rama and Lord Shiva. On the shoot The shoot has been going on for the past six to seven months. The experience was very different in comparison to anything I have ever done in the past. This role is completely a work of fiction and has no reference anywhere. I completed the shoot of my upcoming movie Udanchhoo before signing up for this project as I wanted to be completely devoted to it. I am booked for this show till November.



Built upon a dream Providing solace to the faithful, the historic Gauri Shankar temple in Chandni Chowk holds many interesting tales r. v. smith



Among the many temples in Delhi there is an old one, in the heart of the city—older than the city itself. A temple that stands with its head erect; built upon a dream. As you enter Chandni Chowk from the Red Fort side, on the left corner is a red mansion, Jain Lal Mandir, Bird Hospital and close by an ancient temple with flower-sellers and trinket-hawkers covering the entrance from view. From outside it hardly gives an appearance of a temple. People rush by, traffic moves on...But when the temple bell calls, the faithful go in to offer prayers. This is the Gauri Shankar temple. In it dwells a history. Centuries ago when the city was situated near Purana Qila, Chandni Chowk was but a jungle. There were a few clearings here and there where a passing sadhu would build his little hut and dwell for a while. Legend obscures the age and name of the king (some say he was Raja Dilli after whom Delhi is named) who ruled at that time but he seems to have had many daughters, one of whom, unlike her sisters, was of a religious bent of



Ediice of trust: Gauri Shankar Temple in Chandni Chowk



mind. She rode one moonlit night from the palace in the Old Fort to bathe in the Jamuna in observance of a fast. The princess chose a ghat in a lonely corner. After the bath she and her maids went around picking flowers, for it was almost morning. While they were so employed, the princess and her party were attacked by thugs. To save her honour, the princess stabbed herself in the heart and died under a peepal tree. Her father, the king, had a well built beneath the tree and near it he installed a Shiva idol because the princess had invoked Shiva and his consort, Parvati, to protect her honour. For a few centuries the peepal tree and the well with the idol stood side by side. The



*



SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



Moghuls came and built their fort and shifted the capital near it. The wilderness gave way to the city; people came and settled down and it took the name of Chandni Chowk in deference to the wishes of Shah Jahan and his daughter Jahanara. Generations passed, Nadir Shah invaded Delhi and massacred the residents of Chandni Chowk and eventually power passed from the Moghuls to the British. But the well, the tree and the idol remained much the same as they were. Then, in the last century, a Maratha soldier, Gangadhar while fighting in the British Army in the South, had a dream in which the princess appeared along with Shiva and Parvati, and commanded



him to build a temple on the spot in Delhi where the tree and the well stood.



Tough soldier It was after all a dream, and Gangadhar was a tough soldier. But the dream kept recurring. Sometimes he would hear a girl’s voice in the throes of death pleading with him to build the temple and sometimes he would hear Shiva commanding to do so. But it was forgotten in the morning. Once on a battlefield Gangadhar found himself surrounded by his enemies. There was no hope of escape. He made a vow—that if his life was saved he would build the desired temple. Gangadhar not only escaped but also won the battle. The British rewarded him with a



jagir and also granted his wish that he be given the area in Chandni Chowk where the well and the tree stood. Gangadhar built a temple which came to be known as Shivala Apa Gangadhar. At the beginning of the last century, with no one left in Gangadhar’s family to look after the temple, its management was handed over to a trust. In 1956, the peepal tree was cut down, but the well and the idol still exist. The Shivala has grown through public donations into a complex of eight big and as many small temples. These are maintained from the revenue from Gangadhar’s jagir in U.P. Made of marble and heavily plated with silver, each temple has its own pujari. The eight big temples are those of Gauri Shankar (Shiva and Parvati). Hanuman, Durga, Lord Rama, Ganga and Jamuna, Radhakrishna, Lakshminarain and Vishnu. It is said that at one time many of these temples were adorned with gold and precious stones. Now it is mostly silver. People seeking blessings for the sick, the poor and the infirm throng the temple on the first two days of the week. But when the rush of devotees subsides only a dark-eyed sadhu is left sitting in the vast courtyard of the temple. Silence creeps in. and in this silence lies buried the legend of the temple. the author is a veteran chronicler of delhi B ND-ND
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How Ernie likes to move it Body-builder Ernestine Shepherd is 80 — an age that her chiselled body and toned biceps conceal well



2. Lifting weights is a great defence against osteoporosis, a condition of fragile bones. Women are more susceptible, especially after menopause, as their oestrogen levels decline sharply post then. 3. Want a butt sans cellulite or sculpted shoulders? Weight training is the way to go. While hours of cardio may make you smaller, you burn both fat and muscle with it, leaving you skinny-fat. Weights make you look lean, toned and oh-sofeminine.



AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA



Ernestine (“call me Ernie”) Shepherd wakes up at 2.30 am every day. She says her prayers, then sets off for a long walkrun, a distinctive figure in her neon clothes and long, grey braid, a headlamp illuminating the way. Two hours later, she comes back home, eats her breakfast of egg whites, oatmeal and walnuts and heads to the gym. She spends most of her morning there, working out herself and then training people till around noon. She eats 1,700 calories spaced through the day: perfectly balanced, clean meals that usually consist of complex carbohydrates, like sweet potato or brown rice paired with fish or lean meat and plenty of vegetables. She washes it all down with lots of water, and drinks liquid egg white all through the day to meet her protein requirements. It is admittedly a gruelling routine, one that certainly requires what Shepherd calls her 3 Ds: determination, dedication, discipline. “If you use the 3 Ds in life, you cannot do anything but succeed,” believes Shepherd, whose enviably low body fat percentage of 9-10%, flat tummy and toned biceps indicate that what she is doing is working, and well. While it is true that building and sustaining a body and lifestyle like this is no cakewalk at any age, what makes her story even more inspirational is this: Ernestine Shepherd is 80 years old.



Move it or lose it “I really love back exercises,” laughs Shepherd, who certainly has a beautifully sculpted back. She continues to lift weights, not perhaps as heavy as she used to, but enough to, “maintain and stay toned”, as she says. She also loves running and has completed nine marathons so far, in addition to the numerous half marathons, 10ks and 5ks she regularly attends. “And I always come first in my age group,” she proclaims proudly. The chiselled body and numerous medals are certainly impressive, but Shepherd’s notion of health is far more holistic. “Women need to stop worrying about being a size 1 or 2. You want to be as healthy as you can and keep your body in motion,” she says, pointing out that exercise keeps ageing at bay and helps prevent the onset of lifestyle-related diseases. Perhaps it is only fitting that two of her biggest idols are people known for their preoccupation with fitness: Sylvester Stallone and Michelle Obama. “I would love to train her (Obama) someday,” she admits.



Fulfilling the dream In 1992, however, tragedy struck. Shepherd’s sister, Mildred Blackwell, died of a brain aneurysm. “After my sister’s passing, I stopped working out,” says Shepherd. She went to pieces, ending up with acid reflux, panic attacks and depression. “It was just an awful way to live,” she says. Then one night, she had a dream, she remembers. A dream in which her sister came to her and told her to get up and fulfil the dream they once had. “I started exercising again,” she says. When she turned 71, she decided to step up her game. “I wanted to get into the Guinness World Records,” she says. She contacted former Mr Universe Yohnnie Shambourger and started training with him. In a matter of seven



AGE NO BARRIER



In the beginning Surprisingly enough, Shepherd discovered exercise fairly late in life. She was 56 when she first began working out. “My older sister and I were invited to a church picnic and we were told we had to wear bathing suits to it,” she says over a call from Baltimore, Maryland.



At 92, cancer survivor and grandmother of 10, Harriette Thompson, is the oldest woman to have completed a marathon.



Are you considering online therapy?



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



1. Resistance training boosts your metabolism and enhances your body’s ability to burn fat more eiciently all day, not just when you are lifting.



preeti zachariah



months, her body was in great shape, so she decided to enrol for her first competition. “I came first,” laughs Shepherd, who was honoured in the 2010 and 2011 Guinness World Records as the oldest competitive female body-builder in the world.



*



3 REASONS WHY WOMEN SHOULD LIFT WEIGHTS



The sisters didn’t quite like the way their bodies looked in the suits, so they decided to do something about it. They started taking aerobics classes together and noticed how exercise was positively affecting their bodies. “The instructor noticed these changes and suggested we start lifting weights,” recalls Shepherd, adding that the sisters dreamt of getting into the Guinness Book of World Records as the oldest sister body-builders. That is how it really began, adds Shepherd, who was recently part of an event held by the STOP Diabetes Foundation in Ontario, Canada.
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EARNEST ATTEMPT



If you are, there are a few things you should know about tele-mental health HELP AT YOUR FINGERTIPS



Theinnerhour.com ePsyclinic.com Healtheminds.com Innerspacetherapy.in Ewellnessexpert.com Mindframes.co.in
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GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK



comfortable with the online option in the first place, websites also offer a free 15-minute chat session.



sunalini mathew



When you ask Reena Nath if tele-mental health works, she laughs. “My own therapist is in America,” she says. Nath, a psychotherapist herself, and editor of the book Healing Room: The Need for Psychotherapy, trains and supervises psychologists and counsellors who offer their services, through Skype sessions, websites and apps. These tech resources make mental health accessible and less expensive than visiting a facility with a specialist. There, sitting outside a psychiatrist’s ward, the stigma sticks, the costs rise and the person may not have access to the best care, considering therapy is a specialised field with sub-specialities that laypeople may not completely comprehend. The advantage is that online therapy can come from anywhere in the world, at a time suited to the person who needs to talk. But like anything new, it does have its good and bad, and it’s best for CM YK



people not to expect it to be a magic cure-all capsule. Here are a few things you need to know before you press ‘Chat’.



A combination of online and face-to-face exists “A number of people prefer meeting



THE NUMBER GAME



Therapy itself is in its nascent stages in India, with just .301 psychiatrists and .047 psychologists per 100,000 people, according to World Health Organisation data. Meanwhile, a Lancet study published last year said that only 1 in 10 people with a mental health disorder received evidence-based treatment.



with a professional face to face once or twice, and once they establish trust, choose to go online,” says Nath. It also helps when you have been seeing a therapist and have to move cities. “The continuity of the relationship is secure, and you don’t have to say goodbye.”



You will need to do your research The good thing about going online is that you have choices. Each website has several therapists, and their qualifications and specialisations are listed out. “It’s not like going to a hospital, where you may have just a few therapists on board,” says Nayamat Bawa, who heads the psychology team at IWill, an app that is powered by ePsyclinic.com. Most sites give you the option of picking a therapist, but if you’re unsure, there is usually a chat option and you will be guided in the direction of the therapist best suited for your needs. To test out whether you are



Therapy is usually for non-crisis problems Most services have on board psychologists, who do not prescribe medication. “Post-partum depression, anxiety, stress, relationship problems — these are typically what we help people with. If we find that it’s more serious than expected, we advise them to seek help, face-to-face,” says Bawa. The good part: you can call even if you don’t have a problem that may be medically classified as a disorder. “We give people a positive environment where we help them work out solutions. Sometimes people are so burdened by daily struggles — therapy helps them talk, cleanse themselves and help identify the possibilities.” A number of websites also provide free self-assessment tools. There are limitations For children, it’s best to see them in a clinical setting, says Dr Pragya Sharma, who worked with a therapy website and is now clinical psychologist and lecturer, department of clinical psychology, Dr Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, Delhi. Anonymity in a chat or phone session can be good, but it may sometimes create a barrier. “Both therapist and client can miss important non-verbal cues like facial expression and body language, both of which are heavily relied upon in traditional therapy. However, this same problem is not faced with video therapy,” says Dr Shefali Batra, who cofounded Theinnerhour.com. Security must be checked You can ask what ways the website has to keep your information secure, your profile and conversation confidential. Remember, the same ethical standards apply to online therapy, as they do in a face-to-face meeting, as per American Psychological Association (APA) guidelines. Also, make sure the payment gateways are secure.



Eat like a celebrity The good that came out of Baywatch — a peek into Zac Efron’s diet



susanna myrtle lazarus



A week ago, Buzzfeed had an article titled ‘I Tried Zac Efron’s Baywatch Diet And Workout For Two Months And This Is What Happened’. Basically, this guy Christopher spent two months eating things like brown rice and salmon, and at one point, even had only meat and green vegetables for nine days straight. As nightmarish as that sounds to me, kudos to Christopher for actually pulling it off — although the article could have done with more photos of Baywatch Efron, if I’m being completely honest. To make up for the lack of said pictures, we’ve kindly included one here. The only (other) thing I could relate to was the box of chocolate-covered almonds. Note to self: add these to the online cart, along with chia seeds and muesli. In the meanwhile, I’ll decide whether to look at Johnson’s pecs or Efron’s abs as I work on my Friday night pizza and beer.



From what I gathered, Christopher seems to have plenty of time to groceryshop and actually see the inside of the gym. He also goes out with friends. I’m assuming he is either the Time Traveller from Audrey Niffenegger’s book, or has some superpowers which let him manipulate time. He just might be the next Marvel or DC superhero. When I moved to a different part of the city post-marriage, a lot of things changed. And it’s not easy to settle in immediately into a completely new life with responsibilities. I mean, who knew you had to do laundry at least twice a week? That’s still the most I do, thanks to my very doting mother-in-law. But I digress. What’s the first thing that drops off the priority list when there’s just too much to handle? Fitness, of course. So the cellulite has returned to its former haunts, and some pants have become tighter around the waist. I still guiltily look up workout videos at night, only to wake up late and run straight to work. Perhaps, I should pitch a story on working out like Priyanka Chopra for two months? What really got me was this: at the end of two months, Christopher spent 24 hours eating all the sugar and fried food he wanted. I don’t get it; I’m doing that right now. B ND-ND
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